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I NTRODUCTI ON

Since the end of the Second World War, the superpowers, have

attempted to control the countries of the Middle East, sometimes

openly, and often secretly, using slogans, expressions, and

theories aimed at the polarization of the regional countries.

The United States, as the leader of the West, has used

methods such as petroleum monopolization and bilateral treaties to

further its Middle East interests. On the other side, the Soviet

Union, as the leader of the eastern bloc, uses ideological methods

such as the spread of social doctrine. Russia's first priority is

to achieve international communism, by exploiting the low standard

of living in most of the countries .n the fliddle East. Also the

Soviet Union acts as the defender of the freedom of the people

-" against colonialism and imperialism, capitalizing for this purpose,

on the national aspirations of the people of the region.

In fact, each superpower is working for its own interests,

which are unrelated to the hopes of the people for national

independence. The Middle East area, according to its strategic

position, and high percentage of international petroleum reserves,

becomes the target for the plans of the superpowers that aim to

penetrate the area in order to influence both the East and West.

It is necessary, at first, to define the geographic area

encompassed by the Middle East. The term "Middle East" was not used

till the start of the Second World War. Before this war, the geog-

raphers admit only the Far East, including China, Japan, Indo-
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China, Indonesia, and India. The Middle East consiscr of Asia

Minor, El-sham, and Egypt.

By the start of the Second World War all these definitions

were overcome by the establishment of a military unified command,

which supervised many countries in North Africa, Southwest Asia,

and Southeast Europe. This was called the liddle East Comman.

Since that time, the new Middle East definition with its military

meaning, has been used. We can now say that there are the military

MIiddle East and geographical Middle East.

The military Middle East includes 21 political units: Malta,

Tripoli, Barca, Egypt, Eritria, Apyssa, Saudi Arabia, Cyprus,

Lebanon, Syria, Palestine, Jordan, Iraq, Iran, Arab Gulf Sheikhdo.s

like (atar, Oman, Bahrain, Kuwait) - Aden and the Ducal trucial

states, Yemen, French, Italian and British Somali, and Sudan.

Some have suggested to improve the cohesion of the military

1iddle East by eliminating Apyssa, Sudan, and the three Somali's,

as they are included in tropical Africa. Also Iran is considered

to be a country isolated from the rest of southwest Asia. It is

condidered as a buffer state between the Middle and Far East. On

the other hand Turkey should be included in the Middle East.

The Middle East area is at the junction of three continents

(Asia, Africa and Europe), so it occupies the main place in every

plan that aims at controling any of these continents. Its position

has become a major influence on international policy and the

balance of powers principle.
ii
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The Middle East area is considered as the center of the inter-

national communication nets (radio, naval, air, and land). A

vital artery for international navigation (the Suez Canal) passes

through this area. It is a simple and short waterway which joins

the western countries with the manpower and the raw materiels of

south Asia, and with the African countries that possess important

raw materiels for industry like copper, uranium, and manganese.

The Atlantic Ocean and Indian Ocean increase the strategic

importance of the area. The Atlantic Ocean washes the shores of

Morrocco and the Indian Ocean adjoins the southern coast of Arabian

Penisula. The two oceans have extensions that reach far inside the

area. The Atlantic Ocean has the Mediterranean sea, and the Indian

Ocean connects with the Red Sea, and the Arabian Gulf. These

strategic waterways enable the Middle East to participate in the

activity of international commerce. The following natural naval

gates and artificial arteries, like Gabial Tarek Straits, Suez

Canal, Bab EI-Mandab Straits, and Hormuz Straits, are considered

vital strategic targets, because they control the entrances an3

exits of these seas.

The length and the depth of the Middle East provide the

possibility of military bases, commercial industry, and strategic

resource reserves. Also it provides the possibility of strategic

deployment for the armed forces to carry out strategic operations

at different fronts, and allows for free maneuver between opera-

ional theaters in all the strategic directions.
iii
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The Middle East area has witnessed the conflict between the

two superpowers, the cold war between them, and their attempts to

control the countries of the region. The conflict has been aggra-
vated by the existence of Israel as an outside element in the area

assisted by the two superpowers. The Western camp supports Israel

economically, military, and politically. On the other hand the

Eastern bloc supports Israel with manpower in the form of annual

immigration. Meanwhile, the Soviet Union declares its support to

the national movements of liberation fighting colonialism and

Zionist expansion.

The Arab area has witnessed events in .which the Arabs lost

thousands of martyrs, and the Soviet Union has done nothing for the

sake of the area, except to utter slogans and launch verbal decla-

rations, which contain no meaning. This actually explains the

brutal, combat actions of Israel.

The roots of the struggle which has disfigured the fliddle East

with five destructive wars and an endless series of acts of vio-

lence and hatred were planted in 1897, when the first Zionist

Conference was held in Basel, Switzerland. That conference recom-

mended the colonization of Palestine by Jews and the promotion at

the international level of Zionist aspirations.

The Middle East after World War II has been the setting for a

complex drama in which several major themes have been interwoven-

nationalism, the consolidation of political and econo--ic

independence and security, competition for regional power, anu

finally, the rivalry of external states for influence over MiJdle

East governments and their resources. While each of these factors

iv



has been extremely important, another - too frequently neglected -

has also subtly but significantly shaped government behavior: the

nature of the regimes and the political culture of the Middle East.

The Middle East - that region verging on the eastern Mediter-

ranean and perenially in turmoil - is likely to remain in that

condition for some time to come. A situation involving inimical

and dangerous forces contending in that area is nothing new. Great

Power struggles for access and empire, the Eastern Question, the

Arab-Israeli dispute, the Iraq-Iran war, the LeDdili, a iu

tre problen of oil policies and petrodollars have combined to

endanger the peace of the world.

American interests in the Middle East are multiple and

complex. These include the maintenance of strategic access to the

region and of secure access to its oil supplies, the containment of

local disputes, continued economic development and social progress,

the ) tection of American investment and of its contribution to

the United States balance of payments, futherance of American

trade, and the preservation and expansion of cultural ties with the

peoples of the region.

The United States over the past three decades promoted various

regional security arrangements, including the Middle East Command.

The growth of Soviet influence in the region lay in the Eisenhower

Doctrine of March, 1957. Reflecting and supporting these cor.imit-

ments was the American military presence, notably the Sixth Fleet

in the Mediterranean. In addition to a growing interest in the

containment of Soviet power, the United States had two other major

concerns in the area. One had to do with the survival of Israel -
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a matter of major concern to an influential segment of the American

public, and therefore a political factor of considerable impor-

tance. The second relates to private economic interests, princi-

pally those of the American oil companies engaged in the produc-

tion, refining and marketing of that commodity in world trade.

The Soviet Union's attraction to the Middle East is based on

the region's political instability, its economic and social prob-

lems and its critical importance to the industrial democracies.

Accordingly, it is an area of challenging opportunity for the

establishment of new power relationships in the world. Moscow has

moved rapidly into the region and in two decades has made impres-

sive gains. In 1954, the Soviets first accorded the Arab states

the highest priority in military and economic aid. In June 1967,

the Soviet Navy entered the Mediterranean in strength and in 1968

took up a permanent station in the Arabian Sea. By 1971, an

American president (Nixon) unfortunately thought it necessary to

acknowledge that the Soviets had acquired important "interests" in

the region and that a lasting Arab-Israeli settlement would have to

take those interests into account.

Soviet policy came to focus preeminently on relations with the

Arab states. The Soviets aided themselves immensely by sympathiz-

ing with and actively exploiting Arab hostility toward Israel. The

entire Soviet effort in the Arab countries since 1955 appeared to

be directed mainly at gaining leverage over Iran and Turkey as part

of a general thrust in the direction of the Persian Gulf and the

Turkish Straits, however, Soviet activities could have been seen as

directed at the neutralization of the United States Sixth Fleet and

vi
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the outflanking of NATO forces in the Mediterranean and Western

Europe.

There is little debate today over the seriousness of the pres-

ent war threat in the Middle East, since it involves the potential

for superpower involvement. The United States long has supported

Israel, which is ever more dependent on it for financial, military,

and diplomatic support. The Soviet Union backs the Arab states,

because of their oil-based economic power. The United States is in

the more difficult political position. Since it is a democracy,

particularly responsive to the efforts of well-organized minorities

within its body politic, it must deal with the Arab-Israeli dispute

as both an international and domestic political issue.

Egypt's 5,000 years of recorded history is largely the his-

tory of the remarkable and sustained civilization of a people rich

in God-given and man-made resources. Egypt occupies a dominant

position in Northeast Africa amidst the continents of the Old !world

and at its crossroads. Egypt is located in the heart of the Arab

nation. The Mediterranean forms its northern boundaries, anJ the

Red Sea its eastern frontiers; on the northeast it borders

Palestine (Israel), it borders on the South with the Sudan, and on

the west with Libya. With this geographical situation, it is clear

that Egypt enjoys a controlling position in the Arab World and

both a regional and global strategic importance.

Not a single day passes without a tragic event taking place in

the Middle East. It becomes an ironic habit to read or hear about

a new Iranian offensive against Iraq, leaving hundreds dead, frac-

tional fighting in Lebanon, indicating how fragile the ceasefire
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remains, and reprisal air attacks launched to punish the perpetra-

tors. This is aside from the brutal treatment of Palestinians on

the West Bank and Gaza by Israeli occupation forces.

Such devastating terror and violence make it crystal clear

that the problems facing the Middle East today, either on the Iran-

Iraq front, in Lebanon, or the Arab-Israeli conflict, are core-

lated, putting the whole area on the verge of havoc and anarchy.

It thus becomes a necessity to have a coherent policy to

comprehensively solve the problems in the area. All the problems

have to be addressed now, because we cannot wait any longer for a

solution. The Palestinian problem cannot wait until we reach a

settlement to the Lebanese problem. And similarly, the war between

Iran and Iraq cannot be neglected because its continuation will

sooner or later involve the whole Gulf. It could involve the

superpowers as well. We do not want the "Day After" to happen in

the Middle East, nor for that matter, any place in the world.

We need an active and dynamic policy that has to be candid and

decisive. It has to address the roots of the problem. The root of

the Palestinian problem for one, lies in the fact that they are

homeless and without entity. Any solution disregarding the

restoration of their entity and home will be superficial and

will not last. By the same token it would be deceptive to

concentrate all our efforts merely on reaching a ceasefire here or

there. Unless a ceasefire is followed by the settlement of the

problem in question it will collapse. That has happened in the

past and there is no reason to expect differently in the future.

The study directive that initiated this study is at Appendix 1.
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CHAPTER I

THE SOURCES OF CONFLICT IN THE MIDDLE EAST

THC AP kD ISRAELI CC!IFLICT

The Historical Backaround

The roots of the struggle which has c'isfigured the "idile East

with five destructive wars and an endless series of acts oL vio-

lence and hatred were planted in 18971, when the first Zionist

Conference was held in Basel, Switzerland. That conference reco.1-

nen ed the colonization of Palestine by Jei,.s and the pro-otion at

international level of Zionist as;oirations.

These asi:irations were boosted in 1917 when Sir Arthur Ja e

*alfour, on behalf of the 1-ritish Forei;n Office, wrcte to Lor.

R otlhschil":

"His "'ajesty's Govern;-ent view with favor the estalish:.ent
in Palestine of a national ho:ae for the Jeis'. eo-le, an-
will use their zest endeavors to fascilitate t;:e achieve:;cnt
of this object, it being clearly understood that nothing s:hal!
be done which may prejudice the civil and reli' ious ricghts an.
Dolitical status enjoyed by Jews in any otner country."

This docunent ha5 no standing in international law, it %;-

binding on the ,ritish Government only. And the nritish Govern:r.ent

at that date ha' no authority over Palestine, then under Turkis'

rule. Nevertheless the "Dalfour Declaration," as it beca;:.e kno.:n,

, served to unify world Jewry arouni the objective of establisning a

Jewish national ho:ne in Palestine. In 1919, the Zionist Crcaniza-

tion called for recognition of the "historic right of the Je,:is>

?eople to Palestine."
1;
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In 1921 the League of Nations proclaimed Britain as mandatory

power for the government and administration of Palestine. The

allied powers pledged further that the mandatory power - Britain -

should be responsible for the establishment of a Jewish national

home in Palestine and also for safeguarding the rights of the

existing non-Jewish communities.

Immigration at this period was a mere trickle, but it fore-

*shadowed what was to come. Disturbances between immigrants and

* Palestinians led the Arabs to request that immigration should end

and the Balfour Declaration be abolished. In response, Britain

reiterated that she did not intend to make Palestine a Jewish

state, but immigration continued unchecked until 1930, when Britain

stated that it considered it necessary to regulate the Jewish

influx in the light of Palestine's limited economic potential.

In 1936, when over 370,000 Jews had entered Palestine, the

Palestinians, with support from other Arab nations, rebelled. The

non-Palestinian Arabs had always disliked Jewish immigration, but

this flare up was the first to involve the rest of the Arab world

in the Palestinian conflict. This involvement was formalized and

institutionalized in 1939, when the British Governnent convened a

Round Table Conference between representatives of world Jewry and

of neighbouring and distant Arab states. In the same year, Britain

again reassured the Arabs on the future of Palestine and stated

its intention to end immigration.

In consequence, the Zionist leadership began to transfer its

interest to the United States under the influential Dr. Chaim

Weizsman. In 1945 the United States Congress issued a unanimous

2
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10
resolution in support of the establishrment of a Jew..isn- national

home in Palestine. 2

"The United States shall use its goo.-A offices with the
mandatory p~ower to the end that Palestine shall be o-.eneul for
free entry of the Jew.s to the -maxi:.,umn of its ;Dotentialitiez,
so that they may freely ?roceef w.ith the u-_DLuilding of
Palestine as thie Jew~ish National Ho:..e."

In 19047 the ".rit'ish -.ade a final atte:-.vt to settl~e t,

Palestinian Droble., oronos in- that Eritain's; --anfate should e..i

* in force for a further -Live-vear .Deriod to v;re -,re the countrv for

inoe-)enUence. T.io Arab-s th,-en -Dut forwar- thecir -m:ro os2 for i.e

.Denaence, wih uarantees for the richt-s of t'ie Jevish -,-inorittv.

-' These w.ere not acce-)tej by the -Dritish (Covernas:-ent, while t.-.c

Jewish acqencv rejected~ the ?ritish : ro__osalz. In Peh)ruarv 1"-7 t C.

rits Govcern-..ent announce, itzc- intention to rclin- uisni t'. :;zna

~:azc, on the grouncas that the co:-.:..it..:ents mahoc t:- tvo co:.._niticos

c o u 1 not be i:., ile:.Iente_,.

The -- ersecut ion of Luro-sean Je.rLurn'. the Secon. a ~

hA ;j. now turnct the zore-vwar tric'-le of 2.cat into a £-loo..

-.. icl- theI~ 1ritish ha-_ founc it i-oileto contain. 71 1c ~r o --,..

* no-..: passe& to the United N,.ations, which resolvc,-A o n t h-,c or.L;i n .. of

- t'he :.and-ate at !ritainls recuest, the establA.i s:ent o f t wo s t Z t c

in Palestine, one AraLh anC' the other Jewish, anJ, the ethihc~

* of a s )ecizal international re-,i:..,e for the city of Jerusal-;:, wit..

-eadlIine of Octo')er 1, l4.

On thie evenin~,o > 4, l94F, D-aviu 'Dn Gurion, first iica.

of the zDrovisional 'govern:.ent of Israel, -roclai7,ed the stato ofI

* Israel under the 19117 United Nations resolution. Thiis state wc~to

3



o-3en its doors to Jewish i:mirants while Pler-ging to ..ro.ote t..e

develon:.ient of the country for tile ocne'fit of all inha.)itants, Jw

or Ara )s, to guarantee freedo:.: of faith an! culture, to protect t.he

holy places of all religions an"- to adriere to thie princiPles o., t'-.

United Nations.I
'"ar was the inevitable result. TeAra.s, t~ieir intcrc-t-

directlv infrinc7ed,, rallied' roun-' the Pa.Lestinianc w2ho, undeor t*.,:

United_ Yations -)rocla:...ation, were to lose 57 ')ercen~t of7 thicir ter-I

ritor-" to the now: state. Th-conflict resu-lte. in the a~ct- rt

of Palestine Decc.inm: the.c Jew;ish state of Israel, t.-, I Sr a c Z

a.1~ con--ijera.A1- to the2 t err itor-" al re5 A%, ass i -jn2.. thc.: !Dv t~x

Uni:~& ations, partit ion !.) occu l'.inz. tne -e7:cv area&, .c.t:

iOr.s CIL . not c I - 'e -est 7an: bccc...c a.., c2 ,a te 2 i.

Trancz or, an to 'Occ:.-Le wodn hile tIC.c ~;in reccu.-. t': .L

stri* ~of th-e Dalestinians _i. o Lco. -,r.zu rcc in

Jor-a~n, Case-, tc Leianon ani otther Ara') countries.

Palestine w:a- now; an internation.-l -ro.'lc:.,. The,

rz:.ama.. uns"h-a ,en in their o~e:-:an.s to return to tii-air ow.n --:I, an

to ha-ve t.-cir own state, Israel refused1 to conzi._:r tneir cdlai.2

an-,; tne !.rch world- refuse to reco-nize Israel.

Followin:-. thc oerhl.;ic victor- of t-c new- stzate- c-"- Izr.ace-

in the 11'47-11149 Palestine -a Kmost of1L t 1 e 1 Ar - stat eZ a r t ic i

iatincj in th.at w,.ar wet trouoli one or ,or-- violent internal u

heavals. In each- instance local social, :olitical, anJ econos.ic

con-itions --la\'ej a :)art in tile crises, but a com:..on tee a

4
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discontent with the outcome of the war, and dissatisfaction with

- the governments that collectively had been responsible for the Arab

debacle.

Soon after Nasser assumed the leadership of gypt, he focussed

.. his attention on means of strengthening Egyrot's ever-orecarious

neconomy. The foremost economic project in his mind at this tir.e-,

was the construction of a new hich dam on the lNile River above

Aswan, which would not only orovide Egynt with a tremendous su.: ly

of electricity for industrial and social develoopent, but would

also areatly imnrove the agricultural economy of the country by

controlline the annual floods of the Nile River and, through irri-

gation, adding aonroximately 20% to the arable land.

The 1956 Tar

By the beqinninc of 1956 it was evident to Israelis that tire

was not healing the woun-s of the 'P47-1 49 Wcar of IndelenCence as

they ha K honed. There were three principal asnects of the deerer.-

ina crisis between Israel and her Arab neighbors. Th first of

these, con-idered intolerable by most Israeli citizens, was the

increasing te',)o of Arab guerrilla activity along all of the

frontiers of Israel. Aooarently confiruiing the danger from Egynt

as the most serious of Arab foes was President Nasser's amnrounce-

ment in Seotember 1955 of the arms agreement w:ith Czechoslovakia.

Arab economic pressure, however, oarticularly from Egynt, vas

perhaps the most dangerous threat to the future viability of tiny,

resource-poor Israel. Egypt, assertina that there was still a

state of war with Israel, refused to permit the passage of any

5
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Israeli vessels, or even of goods on foreign vessels qoino to or

from Israel, through the Suez Canal.

Five days after final British withdrawal from the Suez Canal

Zone, on June 18, 1956, the Soviet Union with much fanfare made an

offer to Egypt to finance the Aswan Dam. This time Russia agrecd

to provide about one billion dollars at an annual interest of only

two percent. While Nasser had previously made it clear that he

would prefer a deal with the United States, Britain, and the

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, rather than

with the Soviet Union, he seems to have thought that this Soviet

offer might be useful as a bargaining chip for getting better terns

from the westerners. This was too much for Secretary of State

Dulles, who hau already for.ed a deen personal antipathy for

Nasser, and mistrusted his new negotiations with the Soviet Union.

Usinq an unfavorable economic reDort from the International Bank as

a basis for his action, in mid-July 1956 Dulles withdrew: the

American offer to finance the Aswan Dam.

One week later, on July 26, President Vasser announced the

nationalization of the Suez Canal by seizing control from the

private Suez Canal Corporation, in which the British government haoi

majority control. Nasser said that Egypt would use the funds

seized from the corporation and proceeds from Canal toll fees, to

go ahead with his plan for the Aswan Dam. At the same time he

began to negotiate more seriously with the Soviets, who were
probably surprised at this turn of events.

The Egyptian seizure of the Suez Canal gave rise to hot debate

in and out of the United Nations. France and Britain, in

6
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oarticular considered the action a threat to world peace, and more

serious from their viewpoint, a threat to their access to Middle

East oil. Secretary Dulles, somewhat shocked by this unexpected

reaction to the punishment he had inflicted on Nasser, took the

lead in negotiations to achieve some kind of mutually acceptable

international control over the Canal. This was impossible to

achieve within the United Nations, however, since the Communist

bloc and many unaligned nations completely supported the Egyptian

nove.

LEarly in August Prime Minister Anthony Eden of Britian decided

that he would use force if necessary to restore to the Suez Canal

Corporation its rightful ownership of its property in and on the

Suez Canal. Although he seems not to have expected that it would

be necessary to take such drastic action, he ordered military

preparations. On Aucust 3 a military palnning staff was hastily

assembled in London, and began plans to invade and reoccupy the

Suez Canal Zone. France, annoyed by Nasser's support of Algerian

nationalists, was equally determined to overturn the Ecyvtian

nationalization action, and sent liaison officers to join the

British planners in London. Military planning, with a com-letion

date set for early September, was undertaken solely for use in the

event that diplomacy failed to cause Nasser to see the light of

reason, as reason was viewed in London and Paris.

The conflict escalated in 1956, when Israeli forces attacked

*" Egypt in collusion with the British, in an attempt to reassert

their waning influence in the riddle East, and the French, attempt-

ing to oreserve their colonial empire in North Africa. At the

7



diplomatic level, the Suez crisis involved the Soviet Union and

United States, and it was pressure from the United States in .ar-

ticular which forced Israel to withdraw from an area of the Sinai

Peninsula which they had occupied under cover of the British anj

French military intervention.

The 1967 War

The six-day war of 19676 erupted after Nasser closed tI.e

straits of Tiran, Israel's access route to the Red Sea, and ordereJ

United Nations emergency forces to withdraw f ror. the Israeli

border, actions which were bound to provide an excuse for a violent

Israeli reaction. In a spurt of uncontrollable agg9ression, Israel

occupie-i the Sinai Peninsula up to the Suez Canal, the Gaza Ctri,.,

the .Iest Bank, and the Golan heights, thus seizinQ territory fro..
7

E' t, Jordan and Syria. Su-erower involve.lent in thc conflict

no: cave into the o'pen, the United States backin; Israel with fun-s

an" modern arm-a;ents while the Soviet Union backcz ; v;t with

obsolescent weapons and diplo.-iatic activity. Despite defeat, tiie

Arab position remained unyielding and was su:,.ed u,) at the I1hartou:,

Arab Sum,;.it Conference after the war: "No recognition of Israel,

no negotiations, no peace." For the first time, Arab nations set

their differences aside to present a united front.

On y7ove..,.er 22, 1907, the United !:ations Security Council

adopted the :ritish-for:.,ulated Resolution 242, calling on Israel to

withdraw from the occupied territories; a call which was not

heeded. 8
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Years of unproductive diplomacy on the one hand and a war of

attrition on the other followed, as both military and diplomatic

solutions were tested. United States support of Israel intensified

as the Soviet Union attempted to gain a firr.er foothold in the

Middle East by supplying arms to Egypt on credit. Nasser was

concerned to be able to negotiate from a position of strencth

despite escalating Israeli attacks intended to discredit the

Egyptian leader and demoralize Egypt and the Arabs. The Israelis

refusei to consider li,.Ated withdrawal fro, the Suez Canal and

built the heavily fortified Bar-Lev line along its west ban:., thus

signifying their intention to extend their borders to the Canal and

maintain their do.,ination over the whole of the Sinai peninsula.

In increasing fighting in the Canal Zone, Israeli planes w.ent

into action not only against Egyptian military installations but

acainst the civilian population of the Suez region an" even of t':e 

rile valley. _y Auqust 1970, when a ceasefire v as achieve-, over

600,000 Eqv.tians had to De evacuated from the Canal Zone. 'ore

than 10,000 Egyptian soldiers, and as many civilians, were killed

in the three Months before the ceasefire alone.

Follo:ing the ceasefire, negotiations beaan throu:h United

Nations meedator Gunnar Jarring, but the talks were stallec -y

Israeli obduracy and in Se_;te.oer 15,70 a fresh crisis e:.ercc -:ren .1

civil war broke out in Jordan between King Hussein and tnei" Palestinians. Nasser's mediation secured an a--reement bet%,een 'in.-

Hussein ana Yasser Arafat; the Palestinian leaLder; but it was too

great a strain for a ran who had borne the burden of 18 years of

conflict with Israel. A few hours after the acreement was signei,

9
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on 28 Se-otem.oer 1970, President Ga:-.,al Axiel Nasser diea an,-.;'~a

El-Sadat was elected in his place.

The 1973 2,ar

In June 1967, at the-, conclusion of thle Third Round-, t,. eI
Egyptian ar,.:.eJ forces e..ierqeU fro-:, a -painful trial. They hau Dea~n

* ~ -usheda into an unecua-l battle witriout the sitetchance orf~n

* nincu. They ha- zdefeate- them~selves anC, yielded to Israel an ezs%

*victor-, whichi it 6i6 not ri-htfLully,, dleserve. The set.':ac!; li-_ t:1,r,

:-ost far-reachingj efffects on the Are- ar,.e". forces.* Thie lesson v~

:~e.~d;all Ara~js decide that such a disastrous~ setoac: ,ouX noz

* des3.1thie- ever again.

*The ce~~ ran- June 19S7 to Octoie)cr 1)73 t:as cnaracteri"20

*Various Araz_ attem')ts to -.ass fro:.; the- .arl;noss o . defe:ct into t:..c

- ua~i.::tof victorv, long uefore the actual crossinc- was ncfroc.
* ho~;s er an~ o teSuez Cana" to th-e sz-n,.s o' t a S in -i

* eetan -fro.. Syri-a to the Colan '.ci qn t s. Tis %.as a -ner-.o-. c:7

Jr. r _nct -e.S sa-crizfice, self-ctenial an"' -natie2nt, silent, un cc a i n.

7"-;-t ian ar-.ned' forces icrocee.e-: to reconst ruct thtei4r Tiji

t Zr v or.~anizatior. fror- the case u,,-, b)otn riaterizlly andf ror~ ii'.

Si..ul1ta1neouslv, the:. conducted-A a ri -.orcus oro'ira.:, o.L traininj C.n-

serio-,s ;lannin- ior a future bzLttle to li )erate the lan2 t.he enen".*

hadl taken in a lichtnin-, battle, an., thus rcqain their nation.-.

9Isracl's Jolitical-military cdoctrine jeca,.-e one of aqc7,,ressio,,

~:ith nic>) riorit,.: allottez: to territorial e: -ansion acainct

10
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"yielding environment." This was a doctrine in which, evidently, I
any injustice inflicted upon the Arabs counted for very little.

Both the 1956 and 1967 campaigns were based on this strategy

of expansion. In 1956 the fruits of aggression were denied to

Israel by the late United States president, Dwight D. Eisenhow.er,

because, according to his own words, "he wanted to meet his creator

with a clear conscience." But in 1967 the climate of opinion in

the United States had changed, and Israel was allowed, even encour-

aced, to launch its aggression and, moreover, this time to retain

its illecal occuoation of Palestine. But, accordinq to the aggres-

sive ideology of Israel, the Arab lands of Sihai, the West Bank,
and the Golan Heights, which amount to 65,01". scuare kilometers,

were areedily needed by Israel to provide security for her 20,nf2

souare kilomieters.

In other words, greater Israel, though illecal, is considere-

inc isnensable for the security of small Israel.

That the Arabs could also evolve their own effective style of

war base, on their exoeriences, was discounted by the Israelis.

The Israelis' facile victory in the Six Day War of 1967 confirmed

then in their assumption of continuing Arab disunity and incomoe-

tence. Even the W:ar of Attrition of 1969-1973 failed hopelessly to

show the fallacy of the Israeli military establishments assumption

of suoeriority, of the stupidity of relying on the Rar-Lev line or

the Golan fortifications as secure borders. The possibility of an

early Arab military revival was just not credible to the Israelis,

and for this arrogance they were to pay a heavy price in the Fourth

Round of October 1973.
ii



Since 1967 the close relationship of Israel and the Unite,

states has in effect supported Israel arrogance and brutality in

dealing with its neighbors. Accompanying this attitude was a

renewed propaganda campaign that portrayed the Arabs as a backw..r6

and disinterested people, too inferior and primitive to protoct

their own interests or defend their lands against a su-_erior

* civilization.

The panproco ins ropaoanda was to confuse the

basic facts of the injustice done to the Arabs and' to influenccG

international opin ion, particularly7 in the west, in favor of

Israel.

Follow.,ing the defeat of June 1967, the Arabs s-,rared, no

efforts to reacn) a j ust solution for the -Midd"le East crisis. Yu t

KIsra-2li arro-ance destroyed every initiative that soug.Iht peace.

D'the en-- of 1972, Cov-t haJ e; .haus-ted- all meanz to break' tnie

stale:.-ate of trne "no war, no .-eacc" situation.

1. ':thad1 acce-.)ted] all resolutions aIorted! Dy the Unite_.

- tions General Asse-ibl- an-' the Security Council.

2. E'.;thad acce)te.; all internztional initiatives A".or

p)eace.

3. c y--jt ha-- su-.-_orteC. all enu'eavors to rea~ch a oea=ceiul

solution.

4. qnthad] accented the two T~o-,ers initiatives.

5. Eavpt had3 accepted the Jarring3 initiative and- re _l.ic_ in

the affirmiative to his sucjqestions.

6. Egypt had accepted all the United- States peace pro-posal:.

12



All this Egypt did to break the stalemate, but to no avail

owing to Israeli arrogance and insistance on frustrating all

proposals and initiatives that aimed for peace in the liddle East.

;oreover, Israel exploited the passage of time to escalate its

expansionist designs, to frustrate Arab policies in oruer to

achieve supremacy in the Middle East, and to impose a fait accompli

on the international community.

On the other hand, Egypt did not waste this time either, it

was gathering strength in all political, economic, moral, an.3

military spheres.

October War Strategy

The Decision: The decision to use military power in 197311

was made in Noven.l.ber 1972 when Egypt's political anj military

co.m;ands reached total agreement that Egy3t could never escape fro:.

the staqnated state of no war, no oeace without recourse to ari.ieu

force. There were two courses of action ooen to the Ecwyitian

1:ilitary Command: either return to the War of Attrition or launch

a li.ited War.

Extensive discussions led to the conclusion that the ;:ar ot

Attrition had exhausted its usefulness. Any attem-At on Egypt's

part to impose a war of attrition would certainly be -,et with

stronger and broader Israeli reaction. This meant that Egy-.t was

facing the possibility of undertaking limited operations that woula

be met by the ene.y with a larger military and political reaction.

13
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The Political Aim

The political aim of the war was issued by President Sadat to

the Egyptian Minister of Defense; "to prepare the armed forces to

secure the land in an offensive operation which would break the

political stalemate."

The establishment of a Federal Arab Military Command - Egypt,

Syria, and Libya - opened new possibilities of launching a joint

offensive from two fronts.

The political decision to use military power was taken and the

Syrian and Egyptian armed forces prepared to launch a joint offen-

sive operation with the purpose of changing the balance of polit-

ical and military power in the Middle East.

Proceeding from the political aim and considering all inter-

national, regional, and local factors, planning for the October

1973 War was drawn on the basis that it was: a total local war in

which only conventional arms would be used, that it would have

decisive strategic aims to upset the balance in the region and

shatter Israel's theories and strategic mainstays; that it should

last long enough to allow the intervention of other Arab potenti-

alities to bring their weight to affect the course of the war.

The Egyptian staff translated the political decision into

military terms. They defined the aim in a very clear and concise

manner then drafted the operational concept in which were presented

the objective, the method, and the means required to achieve the

necessary coordination to insure success.

14
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The Military Obiective

The military objective was the defeat of the Israeli armed

forces deployed in the Sinai and on the Syrian plateau; and the

seizure of strategic land areas which would pave the way for the

complete liberation of the occupied territories in order to impose

a just and peaceful solution to the prohlem. On the basis of this

clear-cut objective, the Egyptian General Command had to plan for

the undertaking of a joint strategic offensive operation to be

carried out in cooperation with the Syrian armed forces.

Egypt launched an all-out attack against Israeli positions in

Sinai on 6 October 1973, and Syria attacked on the Golan heights.

In surprise offensive which destroyed the myth of Israeli intelli-

gence infallibility, the Egyptian air force struck at Israeli

* strongpoints in Sinai while troops crossed the Canal and overran

the Bar-Lev line along a 110 mile front. In three days, Israel

lost a third of her air force while Egyptian troops had taken the

East Bank of the Canal and were advancing deep into the Sinai

* peninsula, threatening Israel's borders. Without outside interven-

* tion, an Israeli defeat seemed inevitable.

On the fourth day of the Liberation War, Israeli premier Golda

Meir sent a distress call to the United States which responded by a

massive airlift of tanks and weapons to replace those destroyed by

Egyptian forces. It became clear to the Egyptian command that the

United States was not only compensating for Israel's losses, but

also providing new and more modern weapons and equipment. The most

important equipment and weapons supplied by the United States were

15



tanks, modern antitank missiles, Shrike missiles, and television

bombs as well as electronic jamwting and interference ecuipMent.

After the Egyptian forces succeeded in releasing pressure on

* the Syrian front and forcing Israel to shift its main military

effort from the Golan Heights to the Sinai, it became clear to

Sadat that, while Israel could be defeateC, America could not be.

"I am willing to fight Israel no matter how long" he called S'ria n

President al-Assa~, "but never the United States."

The Aral) offensive of October 1973 achieve- everv one of its

D olitical and military objectives. Politically, President Sazdat's

"soDark" did succeedA in setting in motion the chain reaction wanted

in the : idd-_le East. From, the diversity an~id isunity of the Ara'&s,

unitv and effective leadlershi:D e:.ergeJ, and3 fro.-. their successt..

*Arrabs reclaim.ed their -Dride an,; honor. Today the Ara:)s savor a ne,..

sense of oow:er, not only because the October U~ar has ioro ;.h-t th-.e

,, -1"le Last oro.)le.-- to the to-) of the list of international criscZ,

'lut also because of their oil strategy.

From the stratec:;ic point of view~, the Octod)er 7car refutce_

Israel's thneory of strategic depth and doctrine of secure )orlers-.

* fl attackinci across thie Suez Canal and3 breakinci thie Par-Lev Line so

* ~ quickly, Eavot, in fact, underiline2' all Israeli arCju-m-e,-ts ao

* basinq security on ex;pansion of territory.

L~ie solution lies not in an expansionist strategy, 'Out in a

search for acco:.modat ion, and acceptance of a just an- .)eaceLul

*solution for the 11iddle East problem, and respect for lecitim~ate

* Palestinian rights.1
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'lediated largely by the United States, a ceasefire %!as

declared on 22 October. U.hen it was violated within tw..o hours s',

Israel, relations between the superoowers reachei crisis point.

The United States Sixth Fleet in the ".editerranean was : ut into

full battle read'iness and America rep)ortedly w-ent onto full nuclearU

TliE LLMAI-O! CT'1II

The !Iistorica l TDackcroun.7

Lebanon's recent histor.'14 is the more fun-a>1.ental ue..)atc on

th-e nat1ure ofc the Le'banese state and on the --ejree of continuity

lbetween h1istoric Leb'-anon an tneI p~ost '.orii '.ar I Le..'anese stat,:.

At the end otf U.orlci 1?ar I, nresent-d ay Le.oanon an,! S\'ria fell to-

the French, just as Palestine, Trancjor-lan, an-- Ira fell to t!.c

7r it ish.

France's intervention an] Euro-ean :2ressure brcuci'1-t aCbQut t.,I-:

creation of an autono::ouc Le.:)aneS2o rovince t:it-)e : O Ctto.. an

i Te. hne autono:,ious Lebanon of the late nineteenth an o earl.'%

twe ntieth ccenturies hna- a clear Christian inajorit\' and. character -

an- a nolitical s%?ste:,- that offered- re-,resentation anJ a share of

-Dolitical oerto :.;inoritv co:::.-unities. It was an exce--tional.

entity in its .:usli.. environ.,,cnt, anc- its tentative existence o%:e..

much to YHuro:,e's su.'-ort. Incee_2, when '.'orld T ar I broke oult, t.1C

Ottoman govern7.ent abolish---- the 1861 arrange--ents and etzih-

its direct rule over Miount Leb)anon (1915).l
A
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A sizable segm~ent of the I!aronite coit-munity refusc to recon-

cile itself to the "srialler Lebanon" of the 1861-1915 -.eriod- an-

demanded that all the area united by the Lebanese e:Jrate je

*includled in the new Lebanese entity. 'ithout Beirut and -.uc". o-

its agricultural and commercial hinterland , LeoDanon apearc-a to

these Naronite nationalists as a :poor anJ week version of: t,;c

nation they aspiredi to. So-..e of the authors of French :.-olicy. in

the Levant su",ported- the 7Maronite militants aei..an:is, arguin, thcat

Lc..anon I s Cath'-,o 1ic D-o.ul1at ion was France's one rel iza.le 1ll

*against the hostile Arab nationalists and, ::usli.--s in t~e hinterlan

a~nd that Lebanon's eco.-o..ic viability should: therefore be de-l-

sterceJ. Thus, whlen on Se,111te::ibe r 1, 1920, the French ar.1c -,~arts oa:

* O)tto-.-an Sy.ria to thie original tertrJ-teatoo:cs*~o~c

oj. Le..anon, t-hc\ createa a co-. letelv, cistinct stata - 1rc -to-r

Lebanon. 16

Inyed, the net effct of t-- creation of Greater Le-lanon z:.

*Svrian irrcuientis:. and the _'isru,.tion of the cde:..c: ra .hic _)alaricz? in

t,-c n e%: state, result ing in discor,; b etw,;e e n thei tra-:itocn:.l

* Varonite Christian ethos, whicil un"-erlay, its creation, an-t,

hetero,,-encous co.-,_osition of its --o,'ulat ion. Tne Cath-olic _)&n.-zar

anj intellectual, ::ichel Chiha, saw the rmoJern Leb)anese stante as a

successor to thc ancient Phoenicians, a :.crcharit re.:u-Dlic, nea-rcr

of a r'e.iterranean culture, illu-:inator of its environ;e nt, an. :

inter-oreter 'bet%.een East and "est. 17China Is stronc i-..:)act on t.10

NO develo;).-ent o the Leoanece state ca:.e fro.., ris contributions; to

the draft in, of" tnle 1926 coniStitution, an.. to thne sh:2oZ t.' ICI

Lebanese re.zunlic's --olitical institutions. O)uring ;:,ost o2 t;e



interwar years, Lebanese politics were dominated by the conflict

between Lebanese Catholic communities supported by France an(,- the

Sunni and creek Orthodox communities, which rejected the legiti.-acy

of the Lebanese state, objected to the 1aronite's political su 're-,-

acy, and de.:,anded that Lebanon be added onto a larger Arab state.

The :olitical syste-m of post 1943 Lebanon was baseJ on the

political institutions of the mandate period an:. on the National

Pact. It was unictue, co;-xplex, and its inherent flasws were ,uite

eviient. It was conservative by definition, as an ascri tive

. svste.i based on the .)reservation of the status k.uo. ".ith confes-

sionalis. as a cornerstone of the political syste:., reli iouz

* leader: an2 other tradsitional leaders and interests ke:t their
." 10

- ro:inence witnin their reszective co-nmunities.

T 1e 15 Civil _a r

The challenges to the status cuo in Leoanon since the 19r's

have co;:e ri..iarilv fro:. three sources. .irst, so;..e :uZs i..

rejecte- the 1943 co.-.rorise and its political s\,ste,. as unre. re-

sentative of its )o-ulation. Second, a variety of ideolo.:icallly

inclined ,rous and individuals (Arab nationalists, co:,iunists, an-.

other advocates of social an,.d economic chan,'e) viewed the existin.w

s%7ste-.-, as a barrier to thle im[ lementat ion of their id-eas. rinail!,

external forces (such as Syria, Eavot, and the Soviet Union) sou.hr_

to establish influence in Lebanon and to wealen 2.estern )resence

and influence.

The first major crisis to threaten the existence of t:ie

Lebanese state erun.ted 1958, under the co.oined pressurc of
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do~caestic ani regional developments. Tension mounteud after the

formation of the United AraD Re-jublic in February 1952, andz a civil

*war broke out between Cha-moun's su-,.p-orters and opponents, -m.ozt oti

whom were ",uslims. This conflict :iainjly involved Phalanicist

militias an&. the Lejanese Syrian 'Nationalist Party (a racica:l a:

* advocatingj a unite--' Greater Syria, but actin- at that t o;.et

*defenCd the Lebanese entitv acainst the onslau.-ht of Pan-Ara_,is:1.

-The fightin : ended w .ith the lan~ing of -.,ericani :.tarines in j-cirut., j
.ile t;he ;,-olitics-l war su')si__e after anotiner historic co-~c.s

20C* ha.- oeen deviseJ.

* ho Years 195"-70

TheC lessons of tns 1953 crisis an"1 the -iener al re,.;ionzl C :''-

* ~o-::,nts h--- a s alutary inf[luence on t".-e sta.ii" t of th-e L.cc:

* ~olitical zvte.; rhe civil %wa-r -c,.:.onstratc,.t .. t7:.;it>

:.n ucli...s that extre.ist -)olicies in thie 6elicatc cirou

*o.:-taininq in Leb)anon werc bounc.' to lea.; to violent criz-i. I >v.-

rics a-lonY- Ara.) states in the %,ears 1964-07, thi" risin :tc-.ziz n in

*th.e Ara',-Israeli conflict, an-- finall-y, tlhe Six m)ay --. r f,)rc(

Le.)anese qovern-:ent to ma!ke decisions har:..ful to t..st(iito

* th ?oitial vst2. till ,-ore o:-inous -.re sure wa z l at t'.:,

* cnd of 196ri, when th)e -.resence an,- activitiez: of t:.e ? ,1estine~

* Li.beration Orcaanization (PLO) anc. its constituentora.St:n

became a carCdAinal issue and a catalyst for other elo.:t.
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The Second Civil War. 1975-76

In the spring of 1975, the Lebanese political system finally

collapsed under the persistent pressure of rival internal and

external forces. The endless lemands and ultimatums, acts of

political violence, transgressions against the state's authority

and sovereignty, and other manifestations of social and political

tensions developed into a civil war that lasted eiqhteen months.

A year and a half of civil war and foreiqn military interven-

tion resulted in a terrible loss of human life, the wounding of

many others, and massive physical destruction. The atrocities com-

mitted during the war and the conviction, that Christian Lebanon

was destroyed led many, particularly Christians, to emigrate. The

flow of money to support various militias and factions and

Lebanon's interaction with Syria's black market had preserved,

paradoxically, not only a certain affluence in Lebanon but even a

stable rate of exchanae for the Lebanese pound. But not with-

standing this naradox and the rapid rate of rehabilitation, Lebanon

. lost many of its functions as a financial, cultural, and communica-

tions center.

The events of 1975-76 altered the external balance and enabled

a foreign power, Syria, to acquire an actual hegemony over Lebanon.

The United States demonstrated its unwillingness to interfere rili-

tarily on behalf of Lebanon's Christian communities and acquiesced

in Syria's intervention. The Syrian and PLO positions in Lebanon

stimulated Israel to greater interest and involvement. Syria's

implicit recognition of Israeli interests in Lebanon was the Q.L1

v for Israel's conditional acceptance of Syria's intervention
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in Lebanon. Israel orovided m~ilitary ail to the militias of t.,e

0. coalition anLOA developed a relationship w:itf, thle Douula-

tion in the Lebanese-Israeli border ae.21

The settlement of October 1976 encied, the Lebanese civil %.:;r

but not the Lebanese crisis. noth the uncerlyin,: an~l the i:_-.";eiate

problems that ha - unsettlei the Lezanese political syste:-. an--- hz _&

*led2 to the outburst in Anril 1975 re7,ainet- unsolved an-- were in

*fact exacerbatei and co--oundec; oy thie war an-. its re-iercussionss.

T';O issues, -)roble-is an"' actors conccrne-, in tniir oncoin, crisis-

can best 1be exa7_ne2 in ter:-.s of four facets: the continuin

uo..estic conflict, 2)yria's --uest f or he ge-.,ony t*he, PLlestiniz_-

-issue, an-! Isracl's, ,olicioz.

Fphe Fift_ )\ra i-Israeli *er, .;hicli be7an or, June 6, 1>7

,,e-)Lrte- ra-icall-. fro.-. the -'attc-rnc of taoe previous t~irt"-_cJ~r

ers of conf-lict. '7je %:ar was fo, t in Leoanon, to o.e:ta

fcr Leaon itcri.arilv by Isr,,-i -- d the PLO) an. to a leccz.r

extent :j, S'.riz.. It w"-s tile first Arab-Israeli war fou ..,-t Z.i

cjerio_2 of urilAra.)-Israeli oeace. Para~oxicellv, its o'ut-re.:

*was affectoel 1by Lie --va ics of the E, v ;tian-Is-racli )eacc :roccesn-

of tir e ;rvosfivc %-cars. The w:ar wz;e- unuzsually ion , a:i,; it_-

tilitarv "i:.!erzion wa:s often oversa.o.'. sviS otic as Ct:,

* the goals it so~t te controversies it q-encratec-, an._cei 'c

* it has 'ha,; on thec LesanecQ -.olitical sv.ste. on thePletna

issue, an~. on Israeli an.' Ara.) .olitics-.
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On June 6, 1982, the Israeli cabinet issued a stater.ent

explaining the goals of the military operations launche,. Dy the

Israeli Defense Forces (IDF).

- To instruct the IDIF to place all the civilian population of

the Galilee bevon, the range of the terrorists' fire :ro:-.

Lebanon where they, their losses, and their heaccuarters

are concentrated.

- The nare of the o,;eration is Peace for Galilee.

- Durinc the operation the Syrian army :ill not be attac!.eu.

unless it attacks our forces.
- Israel continues to as:,ire to the sigin of a .eace treaty

wit'.- ineendcnrt Le>:ancn, its territorial inteqrity
preserved, .

Various qovernr.,ent s-okes.en arcue". on June 0 an,: in the

foiloin , fe,:ays that "Icrael's sole -ur ?ozc is to destroy the

PLO's infrastructure in southern Le..anon." Dcfense *inizter Sharon

ani oth.,er s ;oeS:.en becam e increa2ing2ly ex:)iicit Uurin- the su: .:.er

of 192 a.bout the ur )oses of the Israeli o eration. Over th

next few :.--onths, the growin, controversy in Israel an,-. within tLe

cabinet resulte2 in a deluie of revelations concernin4 the war's

qoals as follows:

- Destroying ti.e PLO .iilitary infrastructure in soutlErrn

Lejanon and creatin a security zone of so:.e forty

kilo.:eters, the effective range of the PLO's artillery Ln

rocket launchers.

- Destroying the PLO's position in the rest of Lebanon

particularly in Beirut, to eliminate its holu on t.,e
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Lebanese political system and to diminish its role in the

* Arab-Israeli conflict.

- Defeating the Syrian army in Lebanon to effect its full or

partial withdrawal fro.: that country and to preeint the

possibility of a Syrian-Israeli war;

- thereby facilitating the reconstruction of the Lebanese

state and political syste. under the he-e.ony of Israel's
< 23

allies - Pashir Jur-ayyil and the Lebanese ?ront.

In contrast to the long weeks of stale.ate tiiat characterizo-

t.e seige of Beirut, late August and Seote,:.ber were :-.arke. J., L

r&.id succession of izLyortant develo-:ents. ihe evacuation a_,ree-

-:ent, the arrival of the international force, Bashir Ju.ay'i!'s

election to the Dresiency, the cracual evacuation of the P.O fro.

'e-t Ecirut, the )u.lication of Presiuent 7,eac:an's 'i. e a

-lan, -ashir Ju:.ax'il 's assas sination, Israel s entry into "cst

'.eirut, t',c ;assacre at Salra ana S,iatila, Isracl's:it,rc ',;al fro.

'eirut, and A n u.'yil's election to tae resid.ency.

The Le, zneze Crisis after 192 "ar

It is ironic that the Lebanese state and oliticL_ s\ste. Dir

ihose sake the 19,92 war in Lebanon was fought, at least in :art,

re:.,aine' assive al.cost to the war's end. To .o:.,. extent tii f- w a-;

a conse( uence of the irecee inJ ten years of crisis. The Tie.tcn:m:

state had! seen e:asculated, particularly in thz areas un.cr Svri.:

anu Palestinian control where uost of the fi :htiny took ,c-.

Then the various Dloitical forces in the country had their o\-n

reasons, for reticence or passivity. Israel's allies, ex..ecte
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Israel to bear the brunt of the fighting. Soi.'e PLO allies a.;on- .

the militias oarticipated in the fighting but most of the organiza-

tion's political allies in the National !ovement, tired of its

domination, ex;,ected it to leave, and even saiu so.

In late 1983, a year or so after the end of the 1982 w.r, a

series of develo-)ments underlined the continuing acuteness an-

24imiortance of the Lebanese crisis. Israel's withcrawal fro... thae

Shuf rIountains was follo%,ed by a Druze-:Maronite civil war an-

* massacrs in thse reion, the U.ar of the Shuf also fitte into a

lar-er offensive by Syria and its Lebanese allies against 'I-in
( .4

Ju:.ayyil's adinistration and against the Nlay 17, 193, Lebanese-

Israel agree;.,ent. Elem-ents of the sam.e coalition, as part of ti,e

effort to urive out of Lebanon all unfriendiy forei:gn fcrc a,

sta-ed successful suicide attacks acainst American an- ?renc- units

of the :*ulti-Lateral Force ('"Lr) in Tleirut an- argainst Tgraz1;

forces in southern Le)anon. In ri.)oli in northern Le-anon, unitc

of the ?Lr) critical of Yasir Arafat and su'aorted .v F'ria wierc

trvina to ca.)ture Arafat's last autono; ous nosition. An. in -Izncvz

a Lebanese national reconciliation conference was deliieratin a'

funda:ental revision of the Lebanese constitution.

Only' when all the co,,-,;-,unities in Lebanon devote -,uch lcss

thou-it and eneray to their own parochial interests an& ,,ucs, or e

to the interests of their motherlanu, will there be ho. e to aci,ievc

the true inde:endence whic!h Lebanon deserves.
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THE SIUATION IN SYPIA

The Historical Backaround

The Arab Renublic of Syria, as it exists today in about 73,O1CO

square miles, is geographically diverse. There is a narrow western

littoral on the Mediterranean, but it is arid and sandy where

mountain streams run to the sea. The greater eastern oart of the

country is a gradually sloping desert plateau descending toward the

Iraoi border. Betw,.een the coast and the desert is a north-south

line of relatively low but fairly rugged mountains. On the western

side of this range is much of Syria's farmland; on the eastern

* side, in a valley araced by three rivers, are s'_ill more acrarian

villa-es as well as Syria's major cities. In these cities and

villaies rouahly 8C oercent of Syria's 9.3 million neonle live.

*! 7evertheless, Syria has rarely been a great political power.

Its acricultural self-sufficiency and commercial somhistication Cli

not translate into a successful imperium. For much of its history,

Syria has been a hinterland of other empires, and often a poor one.

It has been ruled at various times from Paghciad, Cairo,

Constantinople an- Istanbul, and even Paris. Its cities, thouch

rarely destitute, have been orovincial in nature, featuring neither

great technical, administrative, cultural, nor educational achieve-

ment. Syria's relative political weatness may also be due in Dart

• to the reaional cleavages that have afflicted Syrian society

throughout its history. Ironically, these cleavages have been

caused by Syria's aaricultural prosperity.
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The union with Egypt in 1958, created the shortliveU Unite .

Arab Republic, (UAR). The experiment of the UAR was a bitter one,

for Ba'th members, because they founu their activites curtailed in

their own country by Egyptian political "commissars." The traui-

tionalists, however, had the most to lose; their already dwinlin.

position was about to be dealt a fatal blow by an a;mbitious lan3

reform program. fly 1961, the traditional Sunni elite had enz.i-

neered Syria's exit fro. the UA., thou,:h they were unable to : re-

vent some land reform. measures in the process. The traditionalists

did not last long. fly 1963, the process of noliticization of

Syria's minorities and the infiltration of the military by the

Ba'trn was well advanced, a fa'thi oriented military junta seizea

the govern:ient an! Syrian politics have never been the sa:.,e

since.25

Tne Political Structure in Syria

Twenty-tw:o years of Ea'th govern:,ment in Syria have chan~eJ t:,e

Dolitical system almost totally from. what it had been in t.e t'.o

decades following indep-endence. This change is evi.,ent in t.e

formal structure of government - a centralize--, bureaucratic svstc.:

with power flowing from the top. It is evilent in the peo ,le w .o

run government, party, and ar:.y, who are of provincial rather t:::n

urban background. It is evident even in the nature of contests for

influence and of atten-3ts to overthrow the regisme, as well as in

the people who participate in those struggles.

11afez Assad, in power since Nove:Aber 1970, has built a mec.:a-

nis:. for rule based on a triad: the military establish-,ent, tie

Ea'tn Party, and the government bureaucracy. As com.mander-in chicf
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of the armed forces, Secretary General of the Ba'th Party's

National (pan-Arab) and Regional (Syrian) Commands, and President,

he heads all three. They have been tailored to his style of

governing both organizationally and in the peonle chosen to run

them. The armed forces - arr.y, air force, and a small navy - .lav

little direct Dart in the day to day administration of Syria, but

are the regire's ultimate Droc. Key positions are filled by men

with long records of loyalty to Assad; some are Sunnis, many are

from Assa°l's Alowi sect. The ra'th Party in Syria has qotten a

little overweight an3 oonderous. Full-time party functionariea

have, as bureaucrats will, souaht to expand their turf. There is,

for exarnle, a layered systeri of narty schools for trainina ca:res.

There are nartv schools at the provincial level and a senior one in

Da- ascus.

O'nozition: the Challence fro::. without

The !:usli, Brothers began militant action against the Fa'th

reci-,e in February 1976. The Islamic Front, which consists of the

Drotherhood and an unknown nurrber of other militants, came into

beinc in 190n. Leaclers publicly associate- with the Front are all

ruslim Brothers. Action tool: the form of assossination of re-ime

officials an- oro-iinent Alawis. The victims were persons of some

standing, but not members of the to? three or four levels of the

structure. February 19P2 brought the bioaest outburst of anti-

government militancy. Catching local officials by surrrise, the

Islamic Front in Hamah Droclairied an uprisina. The insurcents were

well-armed an-, fro- noitions in the stone buildings of the old
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city, put up a stiff fight. It took the Syrian forces tw:o weeks to

defeat them. This was the largest anti-government m,.ove that the

Ba'th regime has faced. Beyond that the crystal ball dar:ens.

External affairs, could have great effect. A crushing defeat of I
Syria by Israel, not unlikely given the relative strengths of tine

two, should the war which each says it wants to avoid actually

occur, might seriously effect the political balance in the country.

The time and circumstances of Assau's demise will be of creat
2G

imr-ortance.

The principal ai.:. of Assad's government has been to maint&in

Alawi rule in Syria. To accom0,1ish this objective, Assad deter-

nineJ to bring about real econo:mic progress, liberalize molitical

discourse, and end the isolation into which Syria had- fallen uner

his prececessor 's control. All of these interim objectives have

been met, but Alaw;i control is less fir; tojay titan at anx'ti>.e i:.

the recent .ast. The control mechanis7s re..ain intact ani in. e,__

are as thorough and ubic:uitous . ever. Yet a s-.all -inoritv zuc..

as the Alau;is cannot idefinitely do:,minate a larcer ;,,jorit.,:.,.,

the latter feels unifiej in its resentm,,ent of the ;inorit: in

power. Comunicaton links and determination a;.on- t Ie anti-:-l,w i

Sunnis nave increased and numerous assassinartions of Ala'.i a:,,-

other violent incidents are the symbol of the cro%:in S:'ni

consciousness; a sense that an end to their , o-,erles:necs i. at

hand. Of course, the Alaw.i leadershim is also alert to t i:

evolving phenomenon.

Syria's central role in the :.-dcle ast is assured by virtue

of its leadershi- of the anti-Israel Arab coalition. ':8.ile not a
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rejectionist state, Syria will not agree to a settlei.ent w:itou t

Israeli withd-rawal fro-M the Golan !eizghts an6 a resolution of tile

Palestinian ;3ro le:i acce~ta le to the Palestine Liberation Orciani-

zation (PrIJO) .Because Assal has re..-ainec convinced that Israel

will not with~raw. fro.-, the Golan, he has :..intained areti l:

hard-line stance sinca late 1975. Svria 's re-ional ste~han.-

weakness have been de:.Aonst ratc-d7 in Leb anon, where Da: ascus zja..

:rinci1 fac'.cr, and fou~ht on difrnts1. ~ h itro

coriZlict d-evactatin<- tha t counitrv.2 7

Syria's involve:. ,ent in the Le"b.anCSQ conflict and - - t ' infi-

tiative for a 'zeacc have nov, Je-unt aetert on Svri. zan_

Syvria Is role in thec >i .1o East. In Le.,anon, th-e S'.rian ar: c a

>ccn unDble to b-rin;, eithe.r tho. r-alc-stinian or th0 *cronitcz t

hecl, ano in --)locc o-' the S,rian-orientc , unifitc. D t :: Theb0:.,,

z~sih~ ou.t to create, thc,-.rc e.r e. a Le.:anon *.,Lrtition..

into, a virtuajl Isreli ;:rotectorat:, in t,;c sout.., a ao~t

1,C1 n01 Lzz ',..irut, an_ a ru::.:- Le_-ancse ent-it' controlled, on_

i:nr a nallv an Junevenly :uy :;.uzin/efiz o r c c, thie centr.

_.ovcrn'...ent, arn the Syrian ar: v.

S-.'ria enterej the internal conflict in L:-.znon for a acz

*or rearsons treated at leng th e'se,..dicre. frelAss:-_ sou h to

*control th.e Leu)anon front, inclulin: th'-e Pazlest iniano-., in or,-:r to

enhan c c £rian barroainin vo,.'r vis-a-vis _1al;t etlis.

stabilitv and- control in a neigh-orin : countrv ,.it*.h U.. cl U i 0Ce

historical ties to f7,Yria; an-, to -;revent sectarizan oartition <ul:c.:

might have e:xtrec.ely a.)vcrse ra,..ificatJons in religiously ~v~.

*Syria. tUn ercstir.,atin: the stren:,th a n.. ca)a,)ilit ies of bo-.
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sides, Syrian forces were never able to achieve their strategic

military objectives. The war has tied dowan the Syrian army, sapped

its morale, and eroded its discipline. In the process Syrian

forces have made enemies on all sides. The army and society have

been divided by the conflict and by Assad's policies related to it.

Syria and The Palestinian Factor

Alm ost three years have passed since Syria banisheJ Yasir
2

Ararat fro-. Damascus and later pushed his forces out of Tri:uoli.

Since then Syria's relationship with Arafat has steadily deterior-

ated. Despite a steady stream of rumors about a .ossiole recon-

cilation, there has been confrontation on al,;iost every front: in

Lebanon, whiere -;ro-Syrian Palestinian grou'us have clashe w ;it.!

Arafat loyalists; in the Palestinian ; olitical arena, w:here Syri..

has trie- to exzloit the u-e facto slit w:ithin the PL) to uncer:i:

Ar .fa t's authority; an- in the broader Arao-Israeli arena, w.-erc

Assad haL moved to o-)pose Arafat's ra,:)roche:.,ent with Jor:an's "in;

':ussein. ;Lile conflict in the Syrian-Palestinian relationshi- h

beco.-;e a mer:manent feature of the !"iudle "act's political lan..-

scaPe, the present confrontation see.s more bitter on both thc

)ersonal and political levels than previous rifts.

The Syrian-?LO 7 oller Coaster

The Historical Context: The current conflict between !%.ria

and Arafat's Fatah orcanization must be seen in the broader histor-

ical context of co-:.-etition and cooperation that have form&- t..e

basis of the Syr ian-Palestinian connection over the past four
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decades. In fact, nowhere are the ambiguities and complexities of

an Arab state's ties with the Palestinian movement better reflected

than in the PLO-Syrian relationship. Since the late 1950s, Syria,

driven by its self-styled role as defender of Arab nationalism and

later home of the Ba'th, has been one of the most consistent sun-

porters of militant Palestinian nationalism. Syria's involvement

in PLO politics derived not only from ideological considerations

but from the practical value that riding the tiger of Palestinian

nationalism carried for the internal legitimacy of various Syrian

regimes and their regional aspirations. Syria was one of Fatah's

key supporters during the later 195 0s and provided a counter-weight

against an Egyptian dominated PLO in the mid-1960's.

As the Palestinians would auickly learn, however, Syria's

political and military backing would come at an enormous price.

The Palestinian issue was invariably reflected in the internal

rivalries of Ba'thi politics as Syrian politicians anf military

leaders beca::e involved in internal Palestinian politics. In 196G,

in an effort to helo counter the forces of Ra'th's military wine,

the civilian Ba'th created its own Palestinian organization Sai7a.

I7hile this group would at times coonerate with Arafat's Fatah

organization, as a wholly owned subsidiary of the Syrian government

Saiaa soucht to protect Syrian interests, which were becomincl

increasinqly' conservative in nature. The emergence of Assad, the

first Syrian leader to have the nower to adopt a cohesive policv

toward the Palestinian national movement, foreshadowed an even -ore

bitter conflict in Syrian-Palestinian relations.
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Assad and the Palestinian Card

What is striking about Assad's view of the Palestinian issue

and what separates it from his predecessors' rather vague concer-

tions is the dearee to which Assad's Palestinian policy is based on

a broader strategic qoal. Ideology and self-interest mix uneasily

in Syrian policies as they do elsewhere in international politics.

And Assad's nraamatism and flexibility should not obscure the

seriousness with which he views Syria's role in promoting Arab and

"" Palestinian rights.

Nonetheless. Assad has placed the Palestinian issue in the

service of Syrian regional goals in a way unparalleled by any

previous Syrian reaire. And he has a clearer conception of the

relationship between these coals and the resources at his disposal

to achieve then than his civilian Ba'thi predecessors. Since his

accession to power in the early 1970s, Assad has maneuvered skill-

fully projecting Syria's prestige in a way that is disproportionate

to Syria's real canabilities. His success derives not only from

his ability to function as pragmatist and brinkman par excellance,

but from his understanding of regional power politics. What Assad

seeks, however, is Syrian preminence in what he believes is Syria's

rightful sphere of influence - as the Lebanese, Palestinian,

Jordanian triangle. Not coincidentally, dom-inance in this area

would allow Syria to ensure that no major decision on peace or w ar

with Israel could be taken by the Arabs without Syrian approval.

Indeed, for a regime whose interests might be better served by a no

war-no oeace situation with Israel, preeminence here would theoret-

ically rule out seoarate Arab deals which could weaken Syria's
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nuest for strategic parity with Israel. nowhere has Assa's ueter-

rnination to define the Arab agenca been clearer than in his efforts

to mnanage the Palestinian issue and the PLO. Niere again, i,,eo-

logical tools serve strategic en,-'. Syria's historical ties to

Palestine an,-' its self-delfinei role as c6efen-'er of Arab3 nationli:.

provide the context and justification for the re~ii-.e s 6eter::.inza-

tion to ensure that Palestinian coals rE;-aain sub-ord-_in"-te to Syrian

interests.

ny'ria an2 the Leanese Crisis

As for tne Le-)anese crisis, the Syrian ap-proach ca-;- oe u:--

rizoes as follow~s: "Neilther ;.ergence into the Arai nor into t.,c

international Ca... .Wria is actin:- as the sole stateo rescn:

..dIe for Le'.-anon. It w:ants to secure Lebanesc unitv an--' sovereintv~

even i.,- t'h-is 7,eans turnin~l Leb)anon into a S7vrian ;rotector.:to.

2x'ria %:ou>.- not acccent any Arab_ or forei.:!-, intervcntion i., r - 0o:

o-ether tnis intervenio is inten , _; to solvc Le.;an--Lcan I

Le ee-alstninor Lehaneze-S.'rian conflicts. Svlyia as o

succec,eJ in ;_E:.-onstrat in,, to theI worldtha tn.- ro_,A~ to Lhn:

runs tnrouz:;i Da:..ascus. Conversely, it has mia_ th'e Palest ina

lje_)anese realize thlat the roa.Z to thie outsiue worl,' lea 's thricu.

Da:.Ssc Cn-e-uen tl, tihe Christians in Lebanon have eo.a

Svrian :.ean2, for -)ressurin-, th-e '-est, an.. the Palestinianz ha=ve:

beco:7e a Syrian Tz-eans fcr pressuring, the A"rab countries. Ce; I

Syria wants sos- ct h i nj f r o:- thI;e U . S. i t -;ut s .ressurc ontc

Christians; if she wants to gain so.,etthing fro.-.. the Saunlis, sh-
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puts pressure on the Palestinian organizations, es. ecially Yasir

Arafat.

Assad strongly believes that there will never be any political.

agreement with Israel because it is an ex' ansionist state, and that

the Arabs will not be able to deal wit , Israel -.ilitarily because

Israel is a strateg-ic superpower. Ile does not want a settle:.ent

with Israel but neither can he fight it. He has therefore chosen

to sus' end hostilities. As for the ':icle Erast crisis in qeneral,

this ;:eans thwarting every possible solution of the Arab-'sraeli

dispute since the balance of power favors Israel. As for the

Lebanese crisis in specific, this r.eans that Assa.. will je willin..

to have an agree;.-ent with Israel similar to the one that exists

between Israel and Syria on the Galan Heic-hts, once the Israelic

auree to withdrawv; fro.. southern Le:;anon. Syria will only acce:. a

truce with Israel, not a peace aree.:ent.

:o~cow-, a.ascus Pelations

2hile !'occo:: has sought to rally the Ara.j worl. into an

p"anti-i7,,.erialist" front against the W:est, Syria has vie;ed ",ozcow

iori:.arilv as a sun.)lier of :iilitary eciuir.,ent an4 ,i :lo:.:atic assis-

tance, both to enhance Syria's .restige in the Area- world an,. to

aid S'r ia in its confrontation with its -.ain re:ional ene_ ":.,
30

Israel. 0  Relations oetween the Soviet Union an,: Syria bcc

close for the first time in 1966 when a left-w;ing la'i - o.in"-t-

. ed, Ba'thist governr.ent seized power in Da;' ascus. Since Assaj, :..O

favored a r.ore limited relationshiP, has ruled Syria, a :.: ar!.c

cooling of Soviet-Syrian relations has taken lace. Soviet aid to

Syria during the 1973 war helped to wari, relations again, but the
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Syrian refusal to attend the Soviet-cosponsored Geneva Peace

Conference in December 1973, and the successful shuttle diplomacy

of Henry Kissinger, which led both to a separation of forces

agreement on the Golan Heights between Israel and Syria and the

re-establishment of Syrian-American diplomatic relations, again

chilled Soviet-Syrian ties. Yet another change in relations

occured in 1975, when Syria acain turned to the Soviet Union after

the Sinai II agreement, only to clash violently with Moscow the

following year when the Soviet Union criticized Syria's military

intervention in Lebanon and delayed promised shinments of arms.

Syria, because of its backing of Iran in the Iran-Irac war,

its renewed confrontation with Iraq, its continuino confrontation

with Israel, its poor relations with Fqyot, andi its hostility to

Jordan because of its suooort to Irac, was now extremely isolateJ

in the Arab worl2. Given the fact it could no loncer count on Arab

suonort for its confrontation with Israel, it had, by 198, begun

to anneal to the Soviet Union to qive it the military assistance

so that it could, by itself, match Israel's Dower. In return,

Assad became one of the few Arab leaders to su!,,ort the Soviet

invasion of Afghanistan, and, even more iroortant, Assad a'reed to

siqn a Friendshio and Coooeration Treaty with Moscow in Octoher

198?, a steo he had been resistino for a decade. Yet for !'oscow,

the signing of this treaty with Assad and the provision of ad'i-

tional military aid Dosed a number of oroblems. The Syrian

President, beset by internal and external difficulties, riqht

orovide an international crisis, either with Israel, or with one of

his Arab enemies, and then draq in the Soviet Union. Secon:.ly,
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Assad who had demonstrated his independence of Moscow on a number I
of occassions in the past, might do so again, thus complicating

Soviet Middle Eastern policy at a time when, because of the Iran-

Iraq war, Soviet policy was already in a state of disarry. I
The Syrian-Soviet relationship is extremely complicated, and

S'is frauqht with disagreements, even behind closed doors. Syria

entered Lebanon in 1976, in spite of Soviet warnings not to do so.

Syria has also prevented Lebanese communists and Palestinian organ-

izations - both closely tied to the Soviet Union - from doinc what-

ever they wish. Syria also withstood Soviet pressure to siqn a

treaty of friendshin and cooperation for a long time. Assad views

.. the Syrian-Soviet relationship as similar to that of the U.S.-

" Israeli one. Ile wants Syria to be the Soviet's major ally in the

recion, fulfilling the same role that he thinks Israel plays in

U.S. !idle Eastern policy. Simultaneously, he strives to maintain

his ability to make his own nolicy decisions unencumbered by Soviet

demands, and would like U.S. support for his policies in the .ilUle

• East as well. Assad would like the Soviets to back his regional

-. oolicy, esneciallv as regards Lebanon.

Syrian-11nited States Relations

Syrian-U.S. relations are fragile and tentative, there is in

Syria a substantial reservoir of good feelinas toward the American

people. "odern Syrian history has not been characterized by shared

policy persnectives with the United States, and American intrigues

in Syria in the early years of its independence have not yet been

totally forgotten. More important than this clouded past is the
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U.S. role as the princinal external supporter of Israel, Syria's

primary enemy and the occupier of Syrian territory.

Syria sees the U.S. as Israel's staunch surporter ane there-

" .fore cannot neclect the U.S. role in the Arab-Israeli conflict. At

the same time, Syria will not acree to any solution that does not

include Soviet oarticioation. Syria also wants the U.S. to meliate

only between itself and Israel, not between itself and other Arab

countries, nor between the factions of any one country in the area.

Syria recocnizes the U.S. snecial interest in its relationshin with

Israel. Assal harbors no deem racial feelings towarfs the r-est,

and he hones Eurone will play a role in finding a solution to the

Arab-Israeli problem inde-endent of the one plavee by the U.S. Put

Assa:1 knows nuite well that Eurone lacks the political will to do

anvthing without the agreement of the U.S. Assad sees two ways in

Which he can pressure the U.S.: tension in the area, and Saudi

Arabia. He arolies the policy of tension in order to necotiate

with the U.S. because he knows that U.S. policy in the Z:iddle East

is based on maintaininq stability in the area so as to secure

American interests and those of its allies. Whenever Da:-ascus

wants to initiate nenotiaitons with the Americans, it escalates its

confrontations with Jordan or creates tension in Lebanon, or ores-

sures Saudi Arabia. The Syrians view the Saudis as the mediators

between lashincton and Damascus, especially in very delicate

natters such as when Syria feels isolate- from other allies or when

dealing with Israel. Syria sees the U.S. role as that of mediator

between itself and Israel; it sees the Saudi role as that of mecli-

ator between Damascus and 11ashington.
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The Historical Backg~roundi

The Arab)ian Gulf is the extre:,e eastern border of the Ara-

nation. It exten~s fro.--. the Indian Ocean to se )arate Iran fro,., t;,er

Arab Peninsula. Hor.-n-uz Strait is consiciere&i the csate of thie Gulf,

opening on the Oi~ian Gulf and the Indian Ocean; andJ at the sa:.e ti:-ec

it is considered one of the Indian 0ccean's ar.-s that leatus to t:Ic

-0.1 Sea. The Southern ,)art is known a-- O::..an Gulf exten;in: northI

to Y*Aor-,,uz Strait then w.,idens to the north- formning the ArabiaL"n 3u f,

over-la, incI to Arab) Shatt. Its lenct'. is aaouz LO' 0 , n. t

~ax~umwidth"- east to Qatar peninsula is 30C k_.., hienarrox.in2

to 63K0 at IHor::uz str.-it. Seven Arai countries lie on trie Cuif

e.-:t e ndin fro-..- the north, %Jest anC southwest. The. Ira,

MuaiSauai Arab 'ia 7Mingro:.-, Da.rain, ('atar, Uniteu,- Arab-'rcs

andOran SultinatCe; Iran lies to the north an east.3

The Gulf -ar w.as cause--, b,, two tyrpes of )reci-:itants -,-ea

an.. s,2cific. 3 he ceneral .areci -itants are t he u n e r yn cau -:c

of a conflict w;hich usuall- arc rootedl in hitrwiet.,,-

s-;Decific -orecipitants renresent the -.-ore 2,rovacztivc an-.:r:i~t

I causes for a conflict. In the case of the Gulf 'Var, the ec:

)reci-)itanZs ;.zv. be traced to the cultural d3ivicie_ that has ce-)ara-te.

the Araic an-- Persians since atL least trne seventh centur,wha t:..:

connuerinq Arab) Armies extendledla:. eas-t of thie Zaqros -,ountain2.

Also at that tieIsla:,, s:a),it into two rival factions. Shiitc an.,

Sunnai - a s-.lit that still fuels :.iuchi of the current Muli urest

in South.'est Asia. Ec:ua lly buriez in antic-uity is the etinic
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* Drobler.- posed by the Kurdish people in their see;;Iingly endl'ess-

a uest for a national state which affects, aj.ono other nations, Ootn

'7 Iran and Ira: -. Thus, th-e general ,Dreci-.itants of the 1900G Gulf

h.'ar are legacies of centuries of reliqious, ethnic, and territoria l

c differences between Arabs an6 Persians.

A sDecif'ic D)erci-,:itant mav be either internal or exterrial. In

* fact, in the instance of the G7ulf V'ar, ele.-ients of b)oth, are ;DreZu-

* enz. An external or -ai:vitant actin-2 on Irac was Iran'S &'ttc,)t to

e x~ort its Isla..ic 1Revalutior, to teShiites of otaier Persian >I

states. Oucn exhortations oosed, a d3an.:er to thec authoritarian-,

secular Sunni covern.-;ant in Ira, , in viev. of t , lar ;e £h,-iitc ou

la-tion in its .. astern Provinces. An internal, -.ireci-3tant tnat s

z-ertinent to th-e outdjrea'. of: war was tea..hition of L

to achieve he.nvin the ?a~rsian Cull rcq -,ion arn2 to lea:__ t.!C

PanXra :.ove-.-nt.

:Iven it;k Szario-,: fun__a:..c-ntai differenocs Ljet-w.ecn I:.

a.- 7 r a n, s o -,ethi. i nor c'w _- n cce e t o i nte c t. ie flIa ~c o f j.r;

-fer all, ti.es-c antau.onis;. had_1 e;.istec. for so7,a- ti;..e. Sjc.ha..

*suitadleo s.-ar' rea-ilv at. hand in thc s.olaerinc -hatt lr

territorial iiita !on,- stan-inn) di ziaur e,-,en t ue t.eon iran r, i

Ira.. th,.at often acts as a oDaro-;.eter r-2flectin-. thec relative occ

status of thicEsa oil rich, contentiousz nei~j-ibors. T,;e i.r

Iranian oil .;ortc of ssa anaXor:.ar are sizua-te.. 0:., i::

banks an(], at 7asra, thie fht lAa rvhhIa t

outlet to the Percian Gulf. Thec aujoinin:; Ircnian -provinc:a

Khuzistan (calle , Arauistan in Ira:) is )o.ltei:redJo-.Anatoly 1)"

Airau s an-- has Ionj been coveted dv IraL.
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The Shatt al-Arab dispute was "settled" in 1847, 1913, 1937,

and most recently, in 1975, when Irac! agreed to set the boundary in

the center or thalweg of the waterway in return for Iran's pled:je

to refrain from providing further assistance to the Kurdish insur-

gency then holding sway in the mountains of northern Iraq. The I
1975 settle.ient reflected Iran's ascendancy in the Persian Gulf an3

re-ained intact until its power waned following the overthrow of

the Shah. The fo:,enting of religious and political discord in Irac-

,v 1Kha-.eini despite Iran's weakness led to an o-pen s-.lit between

the countries and may have convinced Saddarn Hussein that it was

ti7.e to act. Sa:d aar. :iust have reasoned that Iran's .nilitarv weak-

ness, resultinc fron the chaotic afterr-.ath of the Shah's overthrow,

would ena:ole Irac to dispose 1hineini by defeatin- Iran in _)attlo,

thereb'l inflicting a severe setback to the .ilitant Isia::.ic revolu-

tion, crio7linq Iran as a Gulf power, and si:iultanecusly eStahliz1-

in,,, Irac (and Sa,'ja-) as the leader of the Persian Culf area. Coon-

secuently, President Sada. unilaterally announced that thie 175

treaty regarding the bounciary on tlie Shatt al-Arab was "null an-.

void." 3  To de:.onstrate Iraq's ascendancy and Iran's deterioration

to the world, SadJa,. de.aanded recognition of Ira,: 'z co:.:lete sovor-

eignty over the Shatt al-Arao. Other de;ands were th:e return of

* certain border territory in the north allegedly pro.,ised to Ira,. in

- the 1975 agreer.ent but never provided, as well as the restitution

to the United AraD Emirates of Aou Nusa and the Greater and Lesser

Tunbs - three islands strategically located near the Strait of

Hornuz. When these de_,ands were rejected ty Iran, the Persian cull

was on the brink of war.
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Obiectives. Policy, and Strateav

The Gulf Par has now entered its sixth year and neither Iran

nor Iran7 seems motivated to stop fighting. The front lines remain

essentially where they were after all these period of war an, the

conditions for a cease fire have not buiqed since the first week.

Neither country is sufficiently stronc T-ilitary nor politicall,,y

willina to take the risks or casualties necessary to enf the war.

The war has resulted in a stalemate that operational strategists,

constrained by the objectives, policies, and stratecic conce-,ts of

their national leaders, will not soon break. In truth, the stale-

mate that exists on the battlefield is no more than the validation

of the mistakes made by the strategists at the national level.

I rac 's political objectives put de-ands on the military'

stratecgy an(' its armed forces that were difficult to satisfy. The

territorial objectives such as securing the Shatt al-Arab watera,

and occu-ying the disnuted territory in !ermanshah an(' Ila7.

Provinces were straiqhtforward military :-,issions that re-uire . only

the occuoation of limite-d armounts of terrain. Lecs limited an-

less easily accomnlished were the further nolitical ai,.s of usinj

military means to overthrow the Ayatollah Khormeini an" to estahlish

Irar- as the strongest power in the Persian Gulf. A dis-assionate

analysis of these two latter goals demanded nothinq less than the

decisive defeat of the Iranian arrmy in battle which Ira aonarentl\

was not willing to risk. The return of the Unite, Arab Emirates

islands in the Persian Gulf also rezquired a decision on the battle-

field, in view of the weakness of the Iran navy vis-a-vis Iran.
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Given the disparate demands of the political objectives it was

vital that the Iraqi Revolutionary Command Council define clearly

their war termination goals before committina their army to battle.

The objective of overthrowina Khomeini, which then hopefully voul !

lead to Iraqi Pan-Arab leadership, could only be achieved I-.

pursuinq security policies and a stratecic concent of total w.,ar.

Nothinc less was compatible with the strategic object desired. But

the policy nursued by Irac was designed to keen Iraoi casualties to

a minimums. Regardless, if this policy were adonted for hu-;an&

reasons or, more likely, because the Sadcdam government could not

afford to incur relatively large casualties (particularlv aT,-onc a

Shiites) without incurring the wrath of the nopulation, the result

was the sane: a disconnect between the security policy and ili-

tary stratemy neeiled to achieve the nolitical objective.

Certainly, it is nossible that Saddam and his advisors und-er-

estimated the ca'ability of the Iranian army to resist even a low

intensity attack. They may have overestimated the military effec-

tiveness of their own military forces or have allowed their exrec-

tations to place too high a orobability on an anticipated unrisinc

of the Arab ponulation in Khuzistan.

The political objective of Iran was to restore the status ruo

ante. Put this straightforward nolitical objective was confused

and comolicated by the intrigues of Iranian domestic policies. The

war struck amid the struqale between the religious fundanentalists

and the more moderate faction of Bani-Sacir, which has for the mo-

ment been resolved in favor of the Ayatollah Khomeini. This bitter

internecine struggle had a tremendous influence on the conduct of
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the war, particularly in the besieged cities of llhuzistan, wh-ere

* the policy was to have the revolutionary guards (Pasdaran) bear trie

brunt of the fighting, and whose success strengthenei Iho:.,eini.

The hopes of the Iranian religious leaders that the war would__ not

develop in a way that woulh cgive the ar.iy a central role, an--'t*

Iraqi policy of not expos ino, its forces to a rish of heavy casual-

ties was a Drescri-otion for a low intensity war.

The 2jenin- of the 'arj

The war was started on Se~ate:iber 22, 19"0 Ly the qovernrc.ent

* of Ca-2:: 91c triej to tah e ac~vantage of the internal disorl-er in

*Iran anJ the weaknesses of the Ayatollah Kho..eini's reqinme to scizia

* bordier territories th-at ha,-A lon4 been uis-.utec. near the Gulf oil

D orts an , in ::'nuzestzan, a recion ,.ith a restlesS ArabD o.ulation.I

* Ira- failed in its fEirst ca.a nto occuzy, Iran ia-:i terrizory x.

* o o~o heino--ejfli clerc-y, an6 tihen the Iranians launchel &-cI k

* "u:;n vavc" assaults to urive th:~~c oteoiia on-

35* tier. In t!h-e second stac~e of the war, Irat, succes!sfull- io~

* the counterattack, against its frontie cte n oLfil3(~a

* the! northern citv ofL 71osul) but it couli not force th-e Tvtl~ 1

to acce~t a cease fire. So it chose; in the thiri phase of t.he iv.ar,

to extendl the co:nbat zone to the waters ofL the Gulf anu: to cut the

*oil si±1in-Dn,3 links on which Iran des-.orately Je-)enl'S. Ira( usce.

its Soviet 'iI1-15s an-- T.U-22s, ariej with ra~ar-gui-cc, air,)ornc

nissiles, to blast away at the extensive Iranian oil facilitiez: o;-

Kharg Island._. Tlut once again -rAlitarv incov: )etence prevaile'..

Thou,'h. th-e Islanu was attacked alMost daily, an6 over fifty foreim-,
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shins were hit in the immediate vicinity, the flow of Iranian oil

exports was not throttled. Instead the Iranians retaliated lwith.

air attacks on foreign shipping in the southern Gulf in an atte:.'t

to punish Iraq's oil rich supporters in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and

the United Er.irates.

I was at that point, in the spring of 1934, that the Uniteu

. States felt immelled to intervene. American A"?ACS planes hai z re-

viously been sent, with USAF crews on board, to orovide an airborne

radar screen for the defense of Saudi Arabia, also the U.S. sent

T.C-135 aerial tankers so that the Saudi F-15 figihter ulanes coul.

extend! their protection of foreian oil tankers in the lover Gulf ."

In recent months Ira., has accuired a new self-confidence oL .

its :.,ilitarv powers. It considerably ste;)e6 u) its attac!;s on tho

tankers that service the Iranian oil oorts at tNharg Island, 

*Dushire, an -an ar Thu.eini. 'he air war has not succee.ae&, how-

ever, in scarinj away foreign ship-xin;. The tAlreat to en,] tiie war

37by cho!.in off oil supplies is not particularly creji.le. After

five years of exhausting war and inadecuate su'_lies, thou.h, it i.

euestionej whether Iran still co,.,:nands the resources needed to

intensify the war - either the air or on land. In contrast, Ir. 's

airforce faces no such constraints.

The Outco.e of the '..ar

Both sides are clearly cemoralizej and over-strained1 after 5,"

months of war, but neither is willinc to give u. Sadda; still

gives vent to bombastic and militant rhetoric - partly to assua.,o,

the fears of his financial backers in the Gulf oil statesand.
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partly to rally the morale of an Iraqi ar ,ny that has suffered

terrible losses. Iran announced that Mr. Sa2Jar, is "a :ar cri:inal

who must be tried and punished," and that Iraq must pay consider-

able reoarations for the war damage that it created. 3 8  Iran ;a~e

fewer aerial attac;s - because their Phanta,- F-4s are in -,oor

shape, and also because the Saudi F-15 patrols are su'uorte c'

U.). tanker and AVACS aircraft - the Iracis stez::eJ ui, their s:,i -

;;ing war. The defense Finisters of the Gulf Co-oeration Councii

met ani determined to protect shioin:: lanes in the lo;er Gulf wit..

joint naval and air patrols. They rely al:.ost entirely on tie

Saudis' defense against Iran's F-4s.
3 9

Diulo:-atic activity to end the war has apparently around to a

,,ait. The seven Western leaders : .eeting in th~e June econo :c

'su:.i-.it' in London were unable to develo. any new, intiativc3.

I'ritain and France ::ove s:;.all naval units to the CGulf but t..r"

have not been active in di-lomatic ne-ctiation.

If anv decisive action shoul' co;. e at all it is ost li'ePv to

be ta'ken by the su-ero';ers. After two years of vaciilatio i, th.e

Soviet Union has aeciced to throw its iwei.ht behin Ira, - no

S.ztter how strongly the Soviet's allies in Syria an. Liova urotest.

It is a ;,icasure of soce irony that bot!, Tussian an, A-erican :oiicv

now, tilts to Ira,, and against Iran, even thouhn their lon.! tcr..

interests in the Gulf widely conflict. There is so-.e feelinj tnat

Iran is the worse evil and that Ira:- snoulC therefore not O

stopped too soon in its ca.,,ai n to cut off Iran's oil revenucs.

Since both com.batants as;)ire to reqional uower dom.inance, and th...t
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necessarily conflicts with American interests, it is difficult in

fact for the U.S. to encourage or to restrain either side.

Perhaps the only feasible outcome is that the belligerents

will fiqht each other to a point of exhaustion. It is not a humane

solution but it is highly probable. Neither side will win economic

or political gains of lasting benefit; more important, neither will

succumb to internal collapse or to foreign occupation. At the

present time, the superoowers cannot bring about a neace - because

they refuse to stop buying oil or selling arms, and because they do

not trust each other. The regional powers cannot necotiate a peace

either, if only because the warring countries draw xenophobic and

ideolocical advantage by prolonging the fighting. Basically there

is the hooe that the abstinence of the suoeroowers, tog-ether with

the continuance of the oil glut, will bring the combatants to their

senses. The oosition would have been far worse if the two su-er-

powaers had been su-cortinq opnosing sides in the war, as they did

4n !1orea or Vietnam. It might also have been worse if a relatively

weak Dower, like Saudi Arabia, had refused to fly "-eace keeping"

air patrols to oolice the Gulf. This is a small solace, since it

does not contribute much to world peace and the MIiddle East's

security.

Accordina to the contemporary circumstances orevailinn in the
Gulf countries, the Arab countries affected by the present local

and world conflict have to put an end to the disoutes. They have

to begin a comprehensive scientific study on the spot to remove

such disputes and their causes. They have to Qlan and jointly

coordinate for common effective procedures. We have to put in mind
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that these disputes affect greatly the whole 1:iddle East area.

This ensures that the Gulf strategy is one indivisible part of the

Arab comprehensive strategy in which the Gulf countries play the

main part.

THE LIBYAN PRCDLEqi

The Historical Bac'kcround

The roots of the society of Libya began with its Deroer

origins (1900) and developed into the present rmilitant state un.er

Colonel :hu.mar al Paahafi. Originally Liuya was only a collection

of Bedouin tribes and could not be consiaered a nation until

. 1952.40 In 1354, the Ger:an ex:mlorer, Heinrich 3arth, found r:,e::ers

of the tribe in southern Fezzan and Kanem. north of Lake Cnad. The "

Egvu-,tians under their ruler, .oae3 Ali, occui)ied UerZ.' hiaruc-h]

and other settle;-ents in the western desert as far as the Culf of

o..J.T influence of Isla:. as religion and ,,olicy :.2e Li.'va a

• :nation.

The importance of Tri-Doli, it was argued, woul" -enaole Italy

' to exclude other Dowers and to dominate both shores of the central

M!editerranean, which had become a waterway of the first ir.i ortance

since the openin, of the Suez Canal 1869. The Libyans were aqainst

both Turkey and Italy. In January 139, tne four ;-,rovinces of

Tripoli, 'isurata, Benqhazi, and Derna, beca:.e an integral art,

and the nineteenth region, of metropolitan Italy.

-efore independence was proclaimed] on 24 Decemu:er 1951, one

week before the deadline set by the United Nations. The Kina;uo:.. of
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Libya lasted 18 years with an unexpected resilience in surviving a

succession of crisis.

The Libyan Revo ation

The first week of September 1969, a small group of junior arry

officers sized the prize and settled the succession issue in one

swift and decisive coup. Before Oadhafi's coup Libya did not play

an active role. Purina most of the monarchial neriod, 1951-69,

Libya was exceedincly Poor - one of the poorest countries in the

world - and was not inclined toward international activism. Dis-

covery of oil brought about the possibility of building a large

army and of suoortina, through financial disbursements and arms

deliveries, an array of foreign governments and grouns.

Qafhafi took power in 1969 as a zealot with messianic oreten-

sions. The mindset that initally guided Oadhafi as he planned and

nersevered in his couo continues to inspire him. fie sees himself

as one who has received a soecial vision of religious, social, and

p olitical truth to brina to the people of Libya and which in time

will serve as a pattern for global revolution.

Oadhafi's guiding slogan after the court was "freedom, social-

ism, and unity." In practice, that slogan has come to mean implac-

able opposition to the West and the rejection of compromise in the

Middle East, instituting a military dictatorship and a thorough and

repressive internal security apoaratus, and expanding Libyan terri-

tory and OadhafiIs power and influence under the guise of "Arab

unity" or, in the case of southward expansion, "Islamic unity."
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Cadhafils version of pan-Ara'.)s--;- has little a->.eo1 to othicr

Arabs. Inieec., the Libyan Revolution - Qachafi's so-calle~ soci-l

ist Islamic revolution - is confine,- to his ow:n country;.

Lib)yan -)eopl e :.iay be thoroughly fa;.-iliar witll the forz.-ulasz e::.-;o.r1

ed in Cza-hafi's Creenr. Doolt, his "rh oh~"of revolution, .'

the Green T~o', is almost entirely ignorecu I eyonI Li :)yal .)or,_cr:;.

In fact, J.eoloa 1a y is less co.,ellini' than re-_rec~ivc force in~

_:ojlizinc th ~lto ven within his own country.

Ti.-: 7;a>ort to Terror

Ca-)a-2i re-,eatc _ly nas Ue>onstrateu t:nct fl.2 is unconsCtrzi'.

.yacce:;tej stan_ ar.-s of internation.LI conciuct. Ee has -ou_:h c t.

in-~ kno,.%- tcerro-rists an v rovi~in , terroriiut tri4inin. i.i Lir:

c~n a can-, nu in~ 1:3 . 2c Ina e s z isde L o s cr i C C_ c Z

i >-'c for trJ.inin2- forei,:n revolutionaries-. So...e tLrcar.in. i~ 1:

con iv 2 1t ion i \r f r e soa e is f:or terroris... inti true c

.. o:. Svozd cw. a re evote-~ entirely tL-o instrictin ter-

roristz in a rcn-le or- ex losives an,: ar:.:s for uzc in zz2305.3inrrit-.

Lij)van an_.o. o:t OL r...c_ Forcecz

s si(,lican a zc t o f L i- af i s .oli cy :a s j e :n to aoL-I

an.. i-)rove t,.c Li1.'eFn Ar::-.e.-; Forccs. This efiort has cnu.

major shoare ofl Li,'s oil inco.c an,-A ,>ro~iucc! one of the r;ct

ar-miec -er ca..,ita in tiec worl.. Lac!.in- ti.e ,,an bower to o.,,e rzc

:.ucll, of th-is e. ui--:-ent, Pa.o2,afi a- )arentiv inten-'s to use t. is 'iU-

5fl
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*armas stock-.ile, procured larcjelv fro:-. the Soviet (:,.ion, to 0-, ui

like--inj~eu revolutionaries aroun,' the iorlorl". Tfhe Libyan .itcr,

-buildu ) ,oses a t.articular threat to Li.Dya's neiqhzbors.

Today, Libya i.ilitarv estailisn-.,.ent consicts of s o;.e c5,'

troonps. Cachafi's efforts to recruit a--jitional personn_.' -1 1.

been paral.leleAd by the continued_ ac-cuisition of i..ilitary. 7 i . 1t.

Until 1973, Lix,.a ob.-taine-i its r.-ost siginificant e.~ui, ,. ent fro:.

* ~ 7 stcr souces. In 1974, ahfisic-ned- his first .joarc

-a7,ree:2,ent w..ith the Soviet Union. Su )se--uc-nt a'-reeo-ents .:iti~

*were concluded in 1977, 1 ' an6 1920 .v19L13, t.e total Vla_

-of revolutionarv Lix.'a's ar.sdeals co-u&, to 5. oillion. Li_-va i2'

J, ~currentl%, ne_-otiat-incj a no-., ar::.s z"eal w:ithn 7osco-: vith; a ,rice_ t'.

oiL several )iliion :c ollars.

Asa result of >eI's ar..,s : urc,,ESas, Li'r.'a 1ILE .)co .: var-

c ca vi arie. herc is ona tan!. for ever- 1,33,0 L.n co. r>

- to onrc z- n. aor eve rv S 0 A.-ericanz;. Li."& hc ;.L:w.at -1' .2

sc.:-e nu...ecr of co:...)at aEircraf"t ~s F'r~nco an- ~

Z* Li0va's !~oat ion i s only a'.1o0ut . S' t;I:-,t ojf C it.. 0, c cu'.

* Lecause of )ersonnel li-.-itat ions, :.uc,, of t.-is .c nr:ir

i*- nssicn to o-e r E.i on a units. 1)f L i >'as 2,5C t an.-, , -cr

* ea::~e, onl 1% zzout "I" are C&e )lo-,7z,, withi Octivc unit-,. S;ia

50 o f t 1 5 5C j et fic*hters in Libv& are in storCa _c. 2n o s c)rtz:

of c-.u aliie_. LI..a %iiax -)croonno' -var dIitE ha to 0 o:..eZ e::' cnt

*counterja.Lanco- bv theo t-rcsance of 'forei-,n :itr' ad vizSerz. .t

v resent nearly 4,000 foreicanerc, ab)out halif o f the: fro:.. tu i i c t

Union, are aszixcnai to air, naval, .;roui.J, ani air 6efense 1orcca-.
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Libya a."' the Soviet Union

Libya's relationship with the Soviet Union has becor-e increas-

ingly close. Libya is the foremost Soviet arms customer, and in

recent years fadhafi has increasincly proviied the Soviet ar-.iec'

forces access to Libyan facilities. Libya serves Soviet aims with-

out a formal relationship, for Soviet arms find their way throuch

Libya to subversive groups and terrorists whose aims serve Soviet

interests. A treaty of friendishin between the Soviet Union anC:

Libya is another steo in the gradually tiahtenina relationshi,

between the two states. :1oscow has summliec material for beyond

Libya's defense nee's or capabilities, nrovidinc most of the ecui;-

ment for ')a hafi's role as an arms su,.,-mier. 'o other iddlc

Eastern state can rival Tri,)oli in its potential for ci3enzinc

weamon ry.

af hafi has maid a nrice for his association wit. thc ovict

Union. It has not been easy for hi- to justify relatin- tc an

atheist, i-:merialist su-ernower and accuiescina in the Soviets'

invasion of Afahanistan, a sister .uslim state. To the rest of the

Vuslim world, it has sano e much of the apmeal of ea,-'afi's

"Islanic revolution." nut nadhafi's fundamental arbition is exnan-

sion, he has seen that that ambition cannot be achieved without

military micht, an, the Soviet Union has been the on!y sicnificant

military sunolier willing to orovide arms in the amounts fadhafi

wants.
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The Libyan Military Threat and Subversion

The Libyan Armed Forces are greatly superior to those of all

Libya's neighbors except Egypt and Algeria. The continuing Libyan

military buildup far exceeds Libyan defense needs, and is explic-

able only on ground of Libya's expansionist aims, as manifested by

the invasion and military occupation of the northern third of Chad.

Qadhafi appears increasingly willing to project conventional

force beyond Libyan borders. He came to the aid of Idi Amin with

an airlift of troops to Uganda in 1979, an operation that was a

complete fiasco and very costly in casualties to Libya, he has also

dispatched troops to Lebanon and Syria.

Virtually all African and Arab moderate regimes are targets of

Libyan-supported subversion. Unable to persuade or bribe other

states into submitting to a Qadhafi-led "Islamic revolution," and

unable to use his army to force stronger states to submit to his

will, Qadhafi has armed, funded, and trained a wide range of dissi-

dent groups to achieve his ends. Subversion has become the princi-

pal tool by which he hopes to fulfill his ambitions. Virtually

every state in African and the Middle East has been the object of

Qadhafi's meddling.

In Sudan Qadhafi played a part in an attempted coup against

Nimeiri in 1975, in 1980, in 1983 and the recent one in 1985.

Qadhafi has played upon inherent Sudanese divisions, aided by

geographical factors, to make Nimeiri's control of the country as

difficult as possible. Qadhafi has strengthed relations with

Ethiopia partly in order to try to bring down Nimeiri. The
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Ethio;)ians in turn have alJlowe3 Libya to train an,_ ar:.,. thoucanusz of

Su"--anese dissidients in Ethiopia.

Egypt an31 Algeria, as states contiguous to Libya, receive- nuch-

of Qadhafi's attention. His agents were particularly active in

Egypt in thne 1970's. ()a ;nafi is iPlc1Vo-.oseCQ to the :*.orocc;,

* monarchy, on Torinci-le, but. his o>).osition is exacer-,ate-. ;;)v.a

H -assan's rDro-'.'estern orientation an-7, :;oerate role in tzl :r L_

LO2Ufi7 Li jya has oeen an i-.,-portant financial 1iac.c-r of t.:

Polisario since its foun-inc- in 19173 an-., in receant yecar-, :-.a-.

*an i.:ortant source of heavv weauonrv: f1or thec frontL. In t,.r

l2:Caiaibroa- ene ' his activities into La t in A 0r iCa .

-. "ic~ra-lua ani 1 S alv F,,:c r are- C-1,hafi Is focu-!, Iut- Li'svn r,

fun~z , a- -: t rainin- arc bcco:.;iAn- avai 1a. e to le ft iit o: o-a-ao;z

ists t'hrou~hout Latin tA.erica. 41

C~a~hafi aZ been 'ruztrite,- in ----ny of his o.)'ective-, am- ~~

1. naS iia-- an in-., act. !.is :..achinat ions t*hro-i ,,,;h t P.frIic: an .;'-

.i le East, ani now: in Latin P.rcarc a -Ie 2-t a'--ili z in 'rc2.

DisLa joint.et na in no way aetc-rre- i; a Jf h:efrs

O hai has not been successful in :.i an, o Jf his venturcz. :c

r e.&in c a is sat i s7i e_ even withi his relationshi- i t 'In hi tC'

allies: Tne Soviet Union an-- Eastern ioc, Ir:% , E t1.i o iaC, enin ,

Ghana, 'orth :'orca, Cub)a, anh Uicara,-ua.
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THE PROBLEU IN THE HOR1 OF AFRICA

The Historical Backcround

Within the last decade, the Horn of Africa has emerged as one

of the horbeds of great power rivalry in the continent. Ey its

very location, the region possesses iralrmense strategic and geopolit-

ical features. Situated in the northeast of the African continent,

it lies adjacent to the inflammable Niddle East and the Rfed Sea

whose entrance it decisively comniands. It also borders the Gulf of

Aden and the Indian Ocean. These sea routes around the Horn have

been serving as passages for international shipp)inc; long oefore the

co-.,:.letion of the Suez Canal in 1,969. In addition, the region is

beset by a swirl of irrepressible and dee2-seated conflicts within

and between its states - notably Somalia and Ethiopia. Therefore,

given its strateqic position and the turbulent internal political

dynai.rics, the attraction the Horn offers the great powers is virtu-
44

ally irresistibile.

At the root of the crisis in the Horn of Africa are the con-

tradictory Dreceptions of post-colonial national integration by

Ethiopia on the one hand and Somalia on the otner. Ethiopia's

objectives have been to consolidate the territories which have bcen

historically under its jurisdiction. Sor.alia, on the other hand,

* had the objective of uniting all Som.ali speaking peoples of the
. 45

Horn under one flag in a So:,ali nation. These were the Ogajen of

Ethiopia, the Northern Frontier District of I'enya, the for-er

Territory of Afars and Isas (now Djibouti), the former British

Somaliland and the former Italian Somaliland, the last two of which
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form the present republic of Somalia. Whereas these regions con-

tain Somalis as well as other peoples, the Somali objective of

reshaping national boundaries on the basis of ethnic affiliation

was rejected by the other countries in the Horn. Another important

factor that contributes to the crisis in this region is the strate-

gic importance of the Horn and superpower competition for control

of the Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden, and the Indian Ocean. Mid-east

political dynamics also extend their influence in the region since

Somalia is a member of the Arab League whereas Ethiopia has been

regarded as an island of Christianity. Althouah Ethiopia is a

country that belonas to both Christians and Moslems, the "Arab

factor" in the Eorn has partially been responsible for intensifyinc

the polarization between the two countries.

The sunerpower factor has its backaround in the historically

close friendzhio between Ethiocia and the U.S. since the 195Cs

which led to some American military presence in Ethiopia and

American defensive military assistance to her. In order to balance

this, Somalia became closer to the Soviet Union and eventually

allowed Soviet military oresence which also came with offer of

military assistance.

One final factor of instability in the Ogaden is the center -

periphery problem. The Oqaden is on the periphery of centers of

settlement and economic development of both countries. The nopula-

tion in the region has not been sufficiently intezrated into the,

mainstream of socio-nolitical and developmental processes that have

been going on in the hiqhlands of Ethiopia. Although Ethiopia has

made deliberate attempts to extend infrastructure for basic needs
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into the region, maybe even at higher level than other provinces in

the country, development possibilities based on petroleuiA potcn-

tials and pDros;Dects for long irrigation in the liabe Shebelli anj

Juba systei7;s have not been realizcu.

Sino-Soviet Rivalry in The Horn

Sino-Soviet comL-etition for friends and influence in the -ce-

Sea area d~ates bacIA to the early 1960s in the Ye:-eni Ara'- !Lei;u!blic.

B3oth had en:; _-,_ in a n aid-' c o m,:etition in rori.. o." loans anc, Cre--its

Out, after the 1962 coup, Soviet ar. ,s contribution gave her an eu.0~

over China. By 1962, this co-2,,.etition s.3rea. to the Affrican siv-c

of the ned_ Sea when th-e Soviet Union offered SoiTmalia $35 :nillion in-

:.ilitary cre-its. China swiftE.ly res'.-onced with an ccono.:ic ialQ:

,c .a..,orth it23 million. 46Throuq:h these co-..mutmnts, boi.OiS

succe:ceu in rain - in-roa-,s into the req ion . 1;evort'helc ,

throu':hout the-I 1960s, their activities were oenorallv o-cv.

Ti s ao C ue to the predi:.inantly conservative nature o., u. c

rcci:.2es in the re-ion which constrictced the scone of coo eCrnticn

w ith1 these c o.-.:,, un is t ,)owers, and-', thle Chinese Great cultural

revolution which led to dowanw-ard trend in Sino-African rclations.

Uith tegradual radicalization of: the states in this rc-:ion

as a se-,uel to the creation of the Peo-n)Ie's Dc..iocratic !Re-u.JIic of

Yeren, the cou.;s in Sud~an ane' Sorm-alia andJ trio ecioec of t.,,e

Cultural ."evolution fading aw,.ay, Sino-Soviet co:x:etition q~atnorc~i

increased orenur toward the end- of the aecaae. The f irst av-2n,2:_

for this was in the Sudan. -
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Following the flay 1969 coup which brought General Jaafar

.imeiry to power, prominent members of the 3ro-?*oscow Sudanese

Communist Party were co-opted into the government and this, cou~zlej

with Soviet military assistance, helped to strengthen Soviet-

Sudanese relations. The Chinese also extended some military

assistance to the regime but Soviet presence was more pronounceu.

-However, in the aftermath of the abortive couo of July 1971 in

which the Soviets and the Sudanese Communist Party were iT.licate&,

the seemino lv rosv Soviet-Sudanese relationship too,. a sour turn

and the Chinese were cuick to capitalize on this. Thus, while the

Soviets staged an outcry at the "baroarity ana savaQery" of t.-e

Sudanese governmient (over the annihilation of the Co.-,.unist Party),

China sent a letter of conqratulations to .ir::eiry for surviving t:.e

cou:; attenmt :.iasterminjed bv those she calle-I the "Social I eria-

lists." She subsec;uently sent a nilitary .:;ission to :_harto::n,

su;")lie2 a briq:ade of tanks, Ilig17 aircrafts anu extended a 1

* illion Pound loan repayable over 15 %ears. Thesc hel:med t .c

Peo-les Republic of China in consolidating anu enlarging its foot-

holc in tne country. Despite their setback, the Soviets uid not

cjmoletelv evacuate Sudan. Ratner, they quietly continueu witi

their aid project.

The Soviet Union got her major foothold in So:,alia where,

apart froT:, tChe offer of $35 i.illion in military credits, sh:e o.as

also training a 2,0,000-,.an arr.y. After the coup, w~iic'i brou-_;dt

Siyaad Darre to office in October 19S9, Soviet-Som.ali ties see,.C.

to have waxeu stronger. This becaT.ie evident because, by tiie ear>"

1970's, Soviet assistance, particularly r..ilitary 4 7 and, in t.,e

" .* .*5 81.-



areas of irrigation, darm-building and fisheries had become tre;. en-

dous. In 1974, So-.alia and3 the Soviet Union si-,-ne U a "Treaty of

Friendshio" the first of its kinu between the Soviets and a ElacK

Af rican nation. Des;nite this cieveloo.r..ent, the Chinese were not

d~eterred. They continueu their econon:ic assistance to the country

-and in June 1970, the So:.ali Vice-Presicdent visited- China an--

*signedl an agree-ment providinq for thle construction of factories to

su;-,-ly Sozalia all its rec-;uire.-.-ents of ci-qarettes anJ ir.atches, a

m eat oDrocessinc- nlant andl. tech.nical ass is tance- in buildiin- 20,300I

- kilo:.eters of roas_ all to the tune of $125 -;n.illion. !,, 1973,

-C-hinesec econo:lc aid- to So.:;alia exceded-- thant of the Soviets ariA

* was qenerally :.ore successful. On thle whole, thLe S;:i :

* generally enth~uSiastic aoout tho Crincese ai, j~ro,7r::..

In s.ito of th-eir u;o.ul.:ritv, however, the~ Chinesec, for .-..ost

of the 1970o, took, a rathner low e-i::lo..aLtic rnosture in So0..alia hl

tne,- Soviect Union movez! to enlari-e an, consolidate its )resence. in

China's 5 casec, thc influence of the,, UniteC- S~tate: in tile re.,ion

*correlateA withi her interests and.- ob;iectivceS wile thet 2oviet U nion

*was be.'. v the fact th~at So7.alia r -2-71a r _ec hcr as E. vital -ource

*of su,jlie7, an,-A, trainini for thle 20,000 - ~nar:.. a

In nei,-:hb'orinA Ethion'ia, thie Peorcles Reulcof China %

iia-, zrtarted. cuitivatin,. its influence since 1K7C. In 27ovC;.,uor 0-

-thiat yezar, a joint Sino-7thiiooia coz:-uni,.ue announced' t',-c et.

*lishment of diiuloc.-tic relations. This Jevelo -:.2cnt %.L. followe . v

E;z.-eror T-aile Selasscie's one-week visit to ei. in Octoder 171

The Later was, in itself, a re:.;ar;:aole event seen witnin t.-c-

context of a series of jin,-lonatic succorj. cs in w..hich China r.-ovel' to
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renew an-' strengthen diplomiatic relations with several Af-CriJc-an,

countries. DTurincj the vicit, China anJ Ethio.)ia si,ne& an econ-o>-.icI

co-op.eration aqreenent under whi~ch ?elincQ woulJ 0Droviue an intercst

free loan of' 33.5 :.til.Lion --,ounJs for a,:ricultural 6evelo72..:cnt.

Indeeud, an Stl-io; _ian official dAescril.e.. it then as the m~ost favor-

able loan aqree.-n.ent tnat "thio.pia ha.. si:,neo witn~ any; nation.

-)e' :vortunitie-

;ith ti2 .ie-osition of: T:eror Iiaile feclasSie an:_ the e:.er-

cence of a ra.Alcal Provisiona-l ':i i t _nry Aa. i n ist r a tive (-,ounc 4L

*(rDer--iu,_) , th', sta(qe See.:.el: set for increz -se., Fino-SDviet initiL-

t ivc-. Cou ;Ie'- with th--is fluid_ situation in -:Co;i V's thL.c fact

thaLt 1 l7 ' theo 'nitc_. -tatcs La: uciaz to .,si *.c'ni

ence in thle coun,-zriv. 'To this on,., it starteu-- -)iain:, out zi.o

::ajne.~.so n A>.aa ';n~::serve.' LS a strate? -ic co: .... niCationc-

center, an cartlh tcr..-.irial for satellita systC:.-: ain.. on tnc *o_

C it po-i o in the re._ion.2 ' iiV4, .,av cIo xcn t

sezcwuel tc thci. iuccis ion tal-cn in the- early l1570v. to ex,.en. t.>-

atDic- o Carciz, on the In~ian Ocearl. TI'.-.- _i..:nition of7i10

2tateoz inturcests in ti o ,i a a n. c~ in cr c in r i c 14.z tono

teDcr uc create,_ ne-;; o:;enin,_-s for tioe coviet Union an_. t1,

?eo 'lea r ii tj4i of E:in I Ii iv' t i:c D)c r,-,.e c"

L iorA i.n -, closr linkc ,.7iti, the,. P zC n- there were_ ru.:.orLa c-e~a.

i, Chinese infiliue-ncce- in t;ie counzrv. 1 .e.;en75 an.January-

1977, there was consi ;ra_)le traffic :3ct,,wecn >i-Aa and ej :

Lithin th~is i2erio.i, Chin-- bcefel. u.- it-- z14 Pr,,a by senjiic; ro,.

builAn-- crew .s, ne-ical -neroonnol, an.. relief su,':-lies to Etniia; ia.
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On its part, the Soviet Union had started wooing the Der quo

o-len lv since 1956 while its policies were becoming iiarkeul1y sv;:o-i,

*thetic tow~ard the nou regime. Early in the year, a Soviet delecga-

tion visited JEthio~ia to praise the country's "correct p~rogressivo-

stand" an(. by Ilay, trie Soviet Union had reversed its co.revious

D oli c% of su:,,ort for the Eritrean Taove.,,ent an-- caf.e in su,.,Dort of
49

the Derque's -,-osition. She also siqned a cultural agree.,-ent withD

1thio-ia Whlich _rovido~ for coo-)eration in eduain sine

technology ani fine arts. 77h-ile all this was goi nq, the Soviet

Union reliine. the ,tajor arm,,s su'.)plier to Som.,alia--.thio,-.izi's arcl,

e ne...,,,. it Giu not aon;-ear, at this juncture, that thl-e Soviet Union

halinalized -jlans to e::tenci her ceoolitical umbrella over t

entire rc~ion .oy ce~oanting patron-client relationhIip~s witi, oCth

Tti o * i a an,, Io,,a 1i a This would, in ef-fect, vitiate C.hine-,.

influence in the area.

T' ' arcn l 77, th.e :sicturc 'vas jeco:.in.. clearer. 'in "ar..-

ce - .t 50 ha,, taken ?lace within the Ethlo-pian Dercque in wliicn, : ex'

;:emerscreited wih ro-Chinese zv.athiv wore li UiJate ,. h

P.. ~reva:.,.ne. Derguc ca..e under the chair:r.ansn-i of Coloncl "ien:,,isto

T'aile aia. an,_ certain nro-'Ioscow; ele;..enL2. Tis s a avoraIec

~eVelo-)7.ent for thie Soviets.

t-ic ,.a c f tjcO-ne

In au ae te n crisis, C ui)aas F iul Castro,

apparently., actin, as proxv for the Sovietc, visited t.ii an,:

So:.ialia wiha vie%.. to resolvingj the conflict betwesan the t-a

socialist" nei~hoorc and, at a secret ;:,eet inc, in Ade_'n, 57out,i

Ye0:.-.c n, he urcled both countries to ourv the hatchet to for.., z:
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"Marxist-confederation" as a "common anti-imperialist front."

Somalia refused to be convinced and the initiative failed.

With the int~r.sification of the fighting in the Ogaden, the

question of arms supply became crucial to the survival of the

Dergue. The United States had cut off its supplies and thouh it

was rumored that the Soviets had earlier offered arms, nothing was

forthcoming. Thus, in May 1977, Colonel rengistu went to Moscow to

solicit for arms and after the visit, Soviet tanks and jet fighters

began to arrive in Ethiopia. As the Soviet Union started armincg

Ethiopia, she was, at the same time, urging Somalia not to feel

betrayed because of this. Somalia, of course, was not convinced

and her relationship with the Soviets became increasingly strained.

Failing in its gambit to assuage Somalia and lure her into a

"confederation" with Ethiopia, the Soviet Union made a volte-face,

ancd in October, cut off arms supoly to Mocadishu. Anmarently

enraged at the Soviet's nosture, Somalia in turn, accused Moscow of

"brazen interference in the Horn of Africa" and expelled thousands

of Soviet exoerts. She also withdrew all naval, air and around

facilities, including the sophisticated Berbera and Kismaya 3orts,

which the Soviets enjoyed. On ton of these, she unilaterally

renounced the treaty of friendship signed with the Soviet Union in

1974. In its response, Moscow denounced her for makinc

"chauvinist, expansionist" moves which "prevailed over comron

sense" and , on this note, the Soviet-Somali relationship crumbleJ.

The Soviets consequently and quickly moved to consolidate their

relationship with the Ethiopian Dergue.
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The break-up of Soviet-Somalia relationships was obviously an

opportune event for the Chinese. When Soviet arms supply ceased,

China was reported to have offered spare parts for Somalia's old

Soviet weapons and began to show renewed interest in consolidating

its relationship with Mogadishu, and quietly continued with her aid

program in Ethiopia. At the end of 1979, Soviet action in

Afganistan prompted China to sharpen her criticism of Soviet

engagement and to consider more seriously her position in the Horn.

Sino-Soviet Strategic Objectives and the Horn

The expansion of Soviet presence in the Horn, has been a

source of concern for the Chinese. As earlier noted, the Horn of

Africa occupies a strategic position and, to this extent, it is

very relevant to the geopolitical and strategic objectives of China

and the Soviet Union.

Up until the early 1970's, Soviet presence in the Horn was

counterbalanced by American influence in Ethiopia. Although China

also enjoyed some measure of presence, it found solace in the fact

that the U.S. could be counted on as a potent and equal rival to

the Soviet Union and so long as the U.S. played this "spoiler"

role, Peking did not have any pressing need to respond vigorously

to the Soviet Union.

However, with the retrenchment of U.S. presence in the region,

as was the case elsewhere in the aftermath of the Vietnam war, the

enlargement of Soviet activities was seen by China as a serious

threat. A predominantly pro-Soviet Horn would be an invaluable
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link in the Soviet "cordon." It would also threaten Chinese long-

term strategy of developing its sea power as, among other impera-

tives, an integral part of an evolving "counter- encirclement

strategy." This new strategy stems from China's perceptions of

threat caused by Soviet naval presence in Asian waters. Within

this context, the increased presence of Soviet ships in the Indian

Ocean and the Red Sea littoral is perceived in Peking as additional

links in the Soviet Union's plan to encircle her by sea.

To attain its central objective, therefore, the Soviets have

embarked on a variety of efforts to maintain patron-client rela-

tionships, reduce Western influence, counter any Chinese initia-

tives with a view to laying the foundation for a naval presence

that can complement its political objectives as well as prepare the

way for more significant naval role. With their expulsion from

Somalia and the new romance with Ethiopia, the Soviets were

reported to have secured naval facilities in the Ethiopian ports at

Massaua, Assab and Dahlac Island all of which complement their port

facilities in Aden, South Yemen. Those facilities guarantee the

Soviets influence among the littoral states of the Red Sea and also

provide forward operation lanes for their oceanic operations. In -U
this latter objective which is more significant, the Chinese factor

looms very large.

United States policy on the Horn of Africa

The United States sees the situation in the Horn exclusively

in Cold War terms, and this has since 1978 contributed greatly to
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instability and the lack of oeace in the recion and so to the

absence of justice.

The severe breach in U.S. Ethiopia relations began under

President Jimmy Carter. In smite of Carter's effort to oresent his

administration's image as one which out the regional and national

interests of Africa- states first in the U.S.'s Africa rolicy, he

ultimately followed a globalist oolicy in the Horn, base-71 on what

were claimed to be vital U.S. interests.

!:hen President Carter entere-A office, he sincle,- out

Ethiooia's new military retime as a test case for his human rights

policy in Africa. He set in motion a process intenceU" to withhold

an. even curtail military aid to Ethionia. Little consideration wzr

given to how the 7thiooian re-ime viewec its prcole or wa

options it had at its disoosal. lot bein able to rely on U.S.

military heln, the reqi-e turned elsewhere, an-' found th Soviet

Union, Cuba an. other countries responsive. The U.S. .ent so far

as to threaten to dron Ethiooia as a client anC to embrace its

regional adversary, Somalia. This led to nervousness on the nart

of Ethiomia and eventually, in A'-ril 1977, to a virtual com;-lete

break of relations between Adonis Ababa and ,Tashincton.

In the sumr.er of 1977, Somalia decided to rmake its move to

recanture the Oacaden which it claimed as a lost oortion of historic

Greater Somaliland - allegedly with the comnlicitv of the Carter

administration. Carter denied this, andl cuickly sus-enile2] talk:C on

closer Somali-U.S. relations until Somali recular troops were with-

drawn from the OQaden. The Soviets, Cubans, Fast Germanc, South

Yemens, and others su.olied massive a-mounts of military aiC ari".
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technical assistance to Ethiopia enablinq the reqine to reestablish

control dormestically and to renulse external forces. Since then,

it has relied unon such aid to heln maintain diomestic control anci!

secure borders.

By 1978, there was little hope for qooc! relations between

Ethiop)ia and the U.S., at least in the near future. Perceiving

this, Carter began to follow an encirclement stratec'y in the Forn

by sten.--inn un militCary and econo-mic ai 3 to Ethion.ia'F, noichborS.

Such events alono with the alterei stratecic balance in the Forn-

*caused' deco concern in the Adr~inistration. It came to see an "arc

of crisis' stretchinc all the way fror:, Lihya'to Afchanistan. This

was qiven an evidence between 1979 and l9 of the need2 to imm-,rove

* the U.S.'s lonc ranqe military strike canahility, anC the ideal of

a ranic. deployment force (TRPP) ;-,as introduccd.

Cz~nabi lit ics; an,- influence

The relationshi-. betw..een a weak state and a creat nower i7,

* usuallyv found"ed on a voriety of factors. In Africa, the m~o

factors makinc f or aliqnrent are, f or all practical mur-.-ose,

iceolocical, econoric an,! militarv and the relative canabilities

anc7 -merfor:?,ance of the c-reat nowers in these res-lectS exr'lzin, by

and larce, their relationship and denree of influence with their

weak allie2 or friend-s.

In the Hforn, all the three factors were oresent ar.,2 thev

account, in varyinc dearees for the relationshins Lbetwccn- tlhe

sunernowers, and the state in the reqion.

6
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The Horn has, moreover, demonstrated to the communist powers,

that the question of nationalism, sub-nationalism and irredentism

cannot always be resolvedon the platform of "proletarian inter-

nationalism."

Due to the parlous economic situation in Africa, the Horn in

particular, and the passionate concern of most African regimes with

questions relating to development, economic assistance, therefore,

is one of the strongest instruments of influence a great power can

wield.

Military assistance has been the greatest advantage making for

Soviet influence in the Horn, as in other regions within the Third

World. The Soviets have been helped in this regard by their stand-

ing as the World's leading producer of conventional arms and this

*. combines with their traditional reluctance to discard obsolescent

weapons to creat huge stockpiles which they off-load in Third World

countries.

The political instability in the Horn is being fueled by Big

Power ideological competition. This merely exacerbates whatever

differences may already exist within and between the various coun-

tries of the region. It does not contribute to their resolution.

The border difficulties between Ethiopia and Somalia, and the

mutual efforts of Sudan and Ethiopia and Somalia and Ethiopia, to

subvert one another, could lend themselves to negotiated settle-

ments. The ultimate aim should be peace with justice for the

people of the Horn as a whole.
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CHAPTER II

THE ROLE OF THE SUPERPOWERS

IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Domestic disputes in the Middle East often inflate into

. regional and then into global disputes, for in the tiddle East the

strategic interests of the United States and the Soviet Union

intersect.1 As the concentration of the media on crisis in the

" !Middle East in recent years comply confirms, domestic and regional

conflicts in which the superpowers became tangled multiply faster

then diplomats and politicians can cope with the.,
P

In the prevailing view of each superpower, its rival and tihe

rival's Middle East clients are responsible for the many recurrent

and abiding crisis. As the regional insiders see it, the inter-

state quarrels basically center on local issues and are aggravated

by the interference of either the United States or the Soviet Union

* or both. Clearly, the superpower and regional rivalries mesh, for

the superpowers stir up as much trouble by their com Detitive

behavior as do the Middle East disputants. The patterns of U.S.

and Soviet relations with regional governments are changeable, for

politics in the M:iddle East tends to be fluid.

The 1950's-1960's Period

The United States and the Soviet Union have never reached such

an understanding on the Middle East. Here the Soviet-United States

competition has been characterized by the politics of mutual denial
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in defense of perceived strategic interests.2 The Soviet Union

regards the Middle East states along its southwest frontier as its

backyard and views with deep suspicion intimate relations between

these states and major powers. To exclude such relations it tried

in 1945-1947 to assimilate Turkey and Iran into a Soviet sphere of

influence, comparable to the sphere that the Kremlin was creatingj

in Eastern Europe. The Soviet initiatives had exactly the opposite

effect of the one it had sought, bringing the United States into

the region as the declared defender of Russia's southern neighbors.

By the same token, the United States has regarded the Middle East

as an area frorm which Russian influence ha. been excluded ever

since the nineteenth century and has viewed any attempted Soviet

political and economic penetration as threatening Uestern inter-

ests, particularly access to Gulf oil. The United States also sees

the Arab-Israeli dispute and the recurrent wars to which it has

given rise as destablizing the region. For this reason, an6

because the United States developed over the years a moral commit-

ment to the survival of Israel, successive U.S. administrations

*" have consistently taken the lead in promoting a peaceful settle-

ment. The United States and its allies reacted with alarm to the

Soviet entry into the Arab Middle East in 1955-1956 as arms purvey-

or to Egypt, Syria, and Yemen, adding Irac and Algeria by 1963.

Since then, each superpower has sustained favorite friends in

the region with generous diplomatic material and technical assis-

tance. In the Six Arab-Israeli wars, the United States, and the

Soviet Union have tended to avoid active entanglement. 1K'hen

they have not - in the rival Soviet and U.S. airlifts to the
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opposing sides in the Ramadan War of October 1973 - superpower

tensions have threatened to escalate beyond control. The United

States and the Soviet Union have remained firm in their determina-

tion to prevent a nuclear confrontation, sparked by a Middle East

war over regional issues.

The Soviet and U.S. strategies of mutual exclusion in the

rliddle East were thus first put to work in what John Foster Dulles

in the 1950s dubbed the region's "northern tier." To its south and

west, in the Arab states and Israel, where in the first ,)ost;iar

decade Soviet-U.S. competition was marginal, the United States

eschewed direct responsibilities, preferring instead to accept the

leadership of Dritain and France. Washington lent its orestige to

collective policies such as Trioartite Declaration of 'lay 1950,

under which the three allies jointly regulated arms ex.,orts to the

indeDendent Arab states and Israel and guaranteed interstate bound-

aries anu armistice lines against forcible chanqe.

After rmore than one z;z.-LvLn pro3ect to intergrate the

Atlantic allies and fiddle East states into a single defense syste :.-

in the cause of blocking Foviet expansion, Eritain and the Unitedi

States alone formed the Baghdad Pact in 1955 with Turkey, Iraq,

Iran, and Pakistan. The creation of the pact infuriated the Soviet

Union and u3set existing alignments in the 7fiddle East. The inclu-

sion of Irao and Pakistan alienated Egypt and Afghanistan, opening

the way in both countries to the Kremlin's use, for the first time,

of arms sales to weaken Western influence and enhance its own. The

Soviet penetration of the arms market in the Arab interior ended

the Western manopoly and contributed to the 1956G Suez crisis. Tlie
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failure of the British-French expedition at the Suez Canal, largely

because of U.S. condemnation, left the United States in the posi-

tion of paramount custodian of allied interests west and north of

the canal.

The 1967 .War - 1973 War

Largely because of Vietnam, the United States beca:me reluctant

after the Arab-Israeli war of June 1967 to continue carrying alone

the burdens of curbing the further growth of Soviet influence in

the MIiddle East. For the first time, the United States agreed in

1968 to admit the USSR to a role in the Arab-Israeli peaceseeking

orocess outside the United Nations, along with Tritain and France

in four-power talks and in bilateral superpower talks over th next

two years. While the cur bersome e zhanges were under way, th)e

United States carried out its commitment to sell Israel F-4 Phanto.:

jets and other sophisticated ecuip:mient. In Egypt's war of attri-

tion with Israel in 1969-1970, the Soviet Union sell Egyp:t air

:issile batteries, it also deployed Soviet pilots for reconnais-

sance in the Mlediterranean, to keep track of the movements of the

Sixth Fleet. Little wonder that the parallel four-power and two-

power talks on an Arab-Israeli settlement yielded no nractical

results. For all intents and pur,;oses Moscow was opting itself out

of the neaceseeking process by its failure to restore di-;lomatic

relations with Israel, which it had severed in June 1967, thereby

signaling its preferance for partisan rather then a mediatory role

in the Arab-Israeli dispute.
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Many observers of superpower behavior in the October 1973 war

believed that the Soviet airlift to the Arab belligerents had

virtually demolished U.S. influence in the Arab world. Yet no

sooner had the war ended then Egypt turned to the United States,

which had airlifted supplies to Israel, as the sole acceptable

mediator. Moreover Egypt and Syria restored diplomatic relations

with the United States, after an interruption of seven years. The

Soviet Union could hardly have welcomed these develop-nents. It

stood to lose prestiqe and influence and to endanger political,

strategic, and economic interests in the Arab world that it had so

carefully cultivated at such great exnense in the precedi ng two

decades. Such an unexpected outcome may be awaited only in a

condition of unsettled relations. The inventive U.S. leadership in

1973-1974 was limited to the Arab-Israeli dispute. Because of

congressional opposition and the watergate crisis, the !'ixon and

Ford administrations failed to do the same in the renewed figihtinj

on Cyprus in 1974 and the Greek-Turkish strife it rekindled. Sii-

larly, the continuing domestic distractions and nublic uncertainty

precluded U.S. leadership from trying to end the civil war that

broke out in Lebanon a year later.

Sadat Initiative

The Carter administration in 1977 resu:med the U.S. initiative

in attemting to set the stage for a commrehensive Arab-Israeli

settlement by seeking, with the help of Saudi Arabia, to entice

Egypt, Jordan, Syria, and the PLO to the conference table with

Israel. Put the PLO backed away under pressure from internal
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opposition. Besides, the administration in Washington, in its

effort to deal the Soviet Union into the process, did so too

casually. Its failure to consult in advance the regional parties,

notably Israel and Egypt, elicited the hostility of both. At the I
superpower level, the failed Carter demarche intensified the

Soviet-U.S. cold war in the Arab-Israeli zone, once the U.S. becaie

the sole mediator in the direct negotiations between Egypt and

Israel.

Meanwhile, for the defense of Western interests in the Gulf

after Britain laid down its primary responsibilities in 1971, the

Nixon administration had framed the twin-pillar policy to circu:.)-p!
vent congressional resistance to a U.S. relacement of Britain as

the custodian of Gulf security. The twin pillars, Iran and Saudi

Arabia, it was heli, would keep unwanted intruders out of the stra-

tegic inland sea, in return, the United States would provide the

essential di;lomatic and imz.lied military backup. Saudi Arabis's

oil revenues overtaped those of all other OPEC members, including

Iran, but its po-ulation did not exceed one-ninth that of Iran's.

roreover, the ruling Saudi Family was much more cautious than the

shah. It invested heavily in military and economic imodernizaion,

but most of it went into infrastructure.

The United States and the Soviet Union pay close attention to

the Mfiddle East, and each is sensitized to regional changes attri-

butable to the other. Whenever a perceived advantage accrues to

one superpower, the adversary may be expected to try to check its

growth or seek co::pensation. Thus, by agreeing to direct negotia-

tions for a political settlement, President Anwar al-Saciat of Egy'?t
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* in November 1977 broke Arab solidarity on the denial of legitimacy

to Israel. The United Stated did a double take at the time by

abandoning altogether the proposed joint-superpower sponsorship of

such negotiations, announced a few weeks earlier. The Carter

Administration then offered its unilateral mediation to the two

Middle East governments, leading to an Egyptian-Israeli agreement

at Camp David in September 1978 and the signing of formal instru-

- ments of peace in 'arch 1979. Throughout this period, the Soviet

Union played a spoiler role by discouraging the extension of the

* Cam: David process and even the execution of the Egyptian- Israeli

* peace terms. Through diplomacy and propaganda the Kremlin aided

and abetted the Steadfastness and Confrontation Front of Arab

. states, which had been formed in December 1977 expressly to frus-

- trate Sauat's plans for direct talks with Israel.

The Iranian Revolution

The overturn of thie Shah early in 1979 brought to an inglor-

ious end the U.S. twin-pillar strategy. For lack of an alternative

* ;,lan to defend Western interests in the Gulf, the United States

shifted course yet again by deoloying on regular duty in the Indian

Ocean two carrier battle groups. The Soviet invasion of

Afghanistan at the end of the year convinceu many Aericans in ari;

out of Washington that the policy planners in the NKremlin had not

changed by an iota their perception, goino back at least to the

* mid-1940's, of the prerequisites for the security of the Soviet

Union: the conversion of the 11iddle East into a community of

states friendly to itself; in the image of post-Yalta Easter.
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Europe. Early in 1980 President Carter warned the Soviet Union

that any attempt "to gain control of the Persian Gulf region" would i
"be repelled by any means necesary, including military force." To

make the Carter Doctrine credible, the United States generously

advertised the development of the infrastructure for the Rapid

* Deployment Force (RDF) in the Indian Ocean and its Red Sea and Gulf

extensions. Far fro.a repudiating the doctrine of the RDF, the

Regan Administration in 1981-1982 accelerated the build-up and

mounted joint maneuvers with the armed forces of the cooper&ting

governments in the neighborhood.

The Iran-Ira, ,ar

In more than five years of Iran-Iraq war, neither su:erpower

ranageJ to get a handle on either belligerent. The Isla::ic remub-

lic had pulled itself free from all ties to the United States with-

out moving into a Soviet embrace, even thouah it was acce-.ting3

Soviet diplo::.atic, military, and econoziic favors. Iraq meanwhile,

was continuing to wriggle itself loose fro3 the once-tight Soviet

hua but was still remote from nor.m.alizing its relations wit" the

United States. It did not even restore di-lomiatic relations,

severed in 1967, let alone establish a favored position for U.S.

suuzort. The continued uncertainty, many observers felt, helpecd

the Soviets, if so, only in the psychological sense of threatening

the future production of oil in the Gulf; but in an oversu--lie,.

world market, it did not evoke a sense of urgency. Lacking formal

relations with either belligerent, the United States could at least

take satisfaction in the self-containment of the Gulf war, even
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though U.S. offers of joint maneuvers with one or more of the

peninsular states, as a deterrent to Iran, found takers.

The Israeli Invasion of Lebanon

The latest Arab-Israeli war by Israel's invasion of Lebanon on

6 June 1982, hardly caught the superpowers by surprise. Both had

engaged in brisk rivalry as arms purveyors to the regional adver-

saries, the United States supplying Israel and from time to time

Lebanon; and the Soviet Union, the PLO and Syria. Still unlike the

October War, the superpowers mounted no rival airlifts. The super-

powers had deposited enough equipment with their friends before the

war to diminish the need for emergency resupply.

THE SOVIET UNION STRATEGIC

INTERESTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST

The Soviet Union has been intim-tely involved in the affairs

of the Middle "ast since at least 1955, when arms sales to Egypt

propelled it into the politics of the region. Over more than a

quarter-century Soviet initiatives have led to both successes and

failures, but there has been no slackening of will or commitment to

a forward policy. In an area dominated by the European colonial

powers up to the Second World War, and by U.S. influence subse-

quently, the Soviet pursuit of a regional presence has often been

perceived as a direct challenge to Western interests.
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The Soviet Union Obiectives in the r-iddle East

A key actor in the area is, of course, the Soviet Union. It

has demonstrated that it has both short- and long-term objectives

in the region. 3 Its long-term objective must be assumed to be that

of fostering Communist governments in the area and then incorpor-

ating them into the Soviet sphere of influence. Such objectives

are not stated in quite this way. Ideological constraints change

them into statements which support the ideological goal of foster-

ing the worldwide Communist revolution. The People's Republic of

China (PRC), struggling for leadership of the Communist movement in

the Third World, has accused the Soviets of being more imperial

than revolutionary in the Middle East. The Soviets have responded

to this charge by professing their devotion to revolutionary

principles - placing, in effect, imrerialist wine in revolutionary

battles. But whatever the rhetoric of the Communist giants, their

ideology requires an expansionist stance. To abandon such a stance

would be to cast doubt on the stated ideological basis of their

governments.

A more discernible objective of the Soviet Union in the :iidX1e

East is the desire to exert an anti-I.estern hegemony over the

entire area. This implies an ability to settle conflicts to

:oscow's advantage and to insure that governments of the region are

receptive to Soviet policy objectives. In the rIiddle East, this

would imply a capability - for use only when most effective - of

denying to other powers access to oil, transit rights, or bothi.
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Medium-term policy objectives of the Soviets in the fliddle

East, judging from their actions and statements, seem to be the

following:

- Establish strong military assistance presence in the area.

- Improve existing naval presence as a means of outflanking

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces.

- Secure mastery over the Indian Ocean and Africa.

- Detach Turkey and Iran from existing Western alliances.

Short-term policy objectives which support the objectives

listed above are:

- Encourage limited modus vivendi - an armed truce between

Israel and neighboring Arab countries.

- Encourage the expansion of Soviet naval presence in the

Indian ocean.

- Discourage pro-Chinese governments in the area.

- Encourage removal of Tlestern influences in the area,

particularly that of the United States.

- Develop dependent status amongst the Arab states by

encouraging dependence on the Soviet Union for arras re)air

parts and supplies.

Soviet objectives in the 'Iiddle East also indirectly support

their oojective in Europe. By encouraging use of the Arab oil

weapon and by fostering policy splits among NATO me-moers, they

quite obviously hope to weaken or emasculate the Western Alliance.

Because Germany, a still fearea antagonist, has its troops under

NATO control, rapid dismemberment of NATO, without neutralization
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of Germany, would obviously not be desirable. Thus, the Soviets

appear to be moving cautiously in this area.

Two categories of Soviet action can be observed. First, as

political realignments occur in various states, the Soviets are

active politically and provide military support. Whether they are

the instigators or the exploiters of inherently unstable situations

is a moot issue. What is important is that they are able to capi-

talize on these events, and the potential for trouble emanating or

radiating from these activities is considerable.

Although Soviet theoreticians are said to proclaim that

hegemony over the world is their eventual goal, direct written

proof remains inconclusive. Until Afghanistan, this was seen as

something to be obtaine4 little by little over an extended period.

The Soviets have sought to establish a system of alliances and

*friendly states strongly tied to the USSR through civilian and/or

7,ilitary assistance prograns. It seems clear that the Soviets are

looking for radical-activist elements in the region to suy-ort,

paving the way for an eventual Marxist takeover. Each time the

Soviets succeed in achieving such a regime the United States finds

its interests threatened increasingly.

. Strategic Exposure

The strategic redefinitions occasioned by World War II saw the

emergence of the United States as the dominant power in the region.

The Truman Doctrine in 1947 was the first enunciation of the U.S.

intention to assume a leading role and was accompanied by U.S.

intervention in the Greek civil war; the Central Intelligence
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Aggency (CIA) induced fall of Muhammed usaddig's government in

Iran and subsequent U.S. backing for the shah; increasing support

for the state of Israel; and the creation of the North Atlantic

Treaty Organization (NATO) in 1949, and the Baghdad Pact in 1955,

as U.S.-sponsored regional alliances in the spirit of containment.

. The emerging U.S.-Soviet global rivalry was rapidly superimposed

upon the Middle East, which became an area of primary lUestern

strategic attention. For its part, and given U.S. strategic

predominance, the Soviet Union was drawn almost inevitably into a

posture of strategic denial, very much in character with its

historical approach to the region, which it has sumstantially

zaintained ever since.
4

To acco.iolish strategic denial the Soviet Union recuires its

own military infrastructure capable of projecting pow:er into the

region and solid political relationshi 3s with strategically olace-

regional actors. Zffective strategic denial would give the Soviet

Union several obviously desirable advantages, including: (1) an

improved posture adjacent to NATO's southern theater; (2) the

ability to protect the southern routes of access to the US!C; (3) a

degree of interdictive or retaliatory capacity against a sub or

carrier-based nuclear threat in the rlediterranean and Indian Ccean;

(4) the ability to maintain a containment, or encirclement, posture

in relation to the People's Republic of China; (5) enhanced ability

to project power into the region with the aim of influencinc

regional conflicts in such a way as to improve the Soviet Strategic

position to the detriment of the United States; (6) an enhanced

ability to neutralize, subvert, or intimidate U.S. clients or
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alies, when possible at acceptable cost and risk; and (7) in

general, an improved strategic posture in the region as a counter

to the U.S. presence.

Sources of Involvement - Geographical Proximity

The USSR has reacted to virtually every event of significance

in the Middle East over the past thirty years with the ritual

phrase "the Near East is a region located in immediate proximity to

the southern borders of the Soviet Union, and events there cannot

.' helD but affect the interests of the USSR."5  Physical proximity

." does in fact impact upon Soviet policy toward the Niddle East in

diverse and important ways.

Regional Contiguity

The most important effect of regional continquity upon Soviet

policy in the Middle East lie in the realm of perception. Soviet

commentary is infused with the conviction that the Soviet Union is

a Middle Eastern power by right of history and geography, with an

unchallengeable claim to a voice in local affairs. floscow has been

continuously involved in the area throughout the modern period, and

this has arguably left a legacy of attitudes and impulses, includ-

ing a latent sense of cultural superiority, that continue to

condition policy today. The predominantly 'IusliL- Central Asian

Republics has given the Soviet leadership a tutorial attitude

toward many of the problems of the region. 
6
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* Sources of Involvement - Economic Factors

One of the key dimensions of the purported Soviet threat to

the Middle East is a presumed desire to gain control over the

region's vital resources, particularly oil, either as an alterna-

tive to cresting or declining domestic production, or to deny the:.

to the West. The influence of the CIA's 1977 misestimates concern-

7ing impending oil shortages in the USSR 7 , since revised by the CIA

itself and rejected by nearly every independent investigatory

source, has created widespread misperceptions concerning tl.is

critica,. _,ct cie 3ust beginning to dissipate. The Soviet

Union does have an economic interest in maintaining or developing

access to Niddle Eastern energy reserves to allow for the continue-

exportation of a portion of its own production, but it is not beinz

coipelled onto the world market and does not confront an ir.:inent

energy crisis.
8

The true threat to international stability e...erging fro.- t:he

!iddle East relates not so much to Soviet designs as to dynamics at

work within the region itself. The impact of oil wealth upon the

economies of the MIiddle East, the division of the region into

wealthy and impoverished states that it has createc, demographic

restructuring and the emergence of a younger generation with

heightened expectations, and attendant problems of developmient and

modernization have been immensely disruptive. Both superpowers

have sought to exploit the resultant regional tensions, but neither

has succeeded in mastering them. The impact of arms transfers uj:on

"* the region, fed by petrodollars and unrestrained superpower comce-

tition, has become an independent variable with tre:.endously
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destabilizing potential. Oil price increases, excessive levels of

military spending, and international recession have combined to

create a threat to the viability of the entire regional order, with

important global implications as well. The Soviet Union does not

stand to gain - quite the contrary, in fact - from major econo .;ic

dislocations, but the nature of superpower rivalry superi:pose-

upon the ;1iddle East may yet help to provoke them.

Sources of Involvement - Political Motives

Ismportant political manifestations of Soviet involvement in

the Middle East include: (1) support for the .Arab states in their

confrontation with Israel and of "Arab unity" as the means to

achieve long-term goals; (2) support for the Palestinian nation&l

rove;-ent, culminating with the accordance of diplol:,atic status to

the Palestine Liberation Organization in October 1901; (3) linkzagc

to a local infrastructure of Communist parties and organizationE.

dependent upon Soviet backing and capable of acting as agents of

Soviet policies; (4) the attempt to construct a loos confederation

of area states around the principle of anti-imperialis an,

directed against U.S. regional predominance; (5) the pursuit of

stable state-to-state relations under the general rubric of

peaceful coexistence; and (6) ideoloc:ical foruulations such as the

noncapitalist path of develop-.ment or the state with socialist

orientation defining a progressive role for Arab nationalisA-i an.

other powerful regional forces. The Soviet Union apparently also

uses unconventional diplomacy as a means of penetrating the region,

including selective support for terrorist organizations. The bulk
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of Soviet diplomatic activity in the region has been cautious and

subdued.

A description often applied to the USSR and its political role

in the Middle East is that of a non status quo power. According to

this characterization the Soviet impact upon world politics has

been essentially subversive, predicated upon a restructuring of the

* international political order in the Soviet image. In pursuit of

its goals the Soviet Union encourages instability, "stirs up

trouble," and favors a climate of insecurity. As a rising super-

power seeking to expand its strategic domain it stands to benefit

from a disruption of the current order, and this is particularly

true in the riddle East where Soviet proximity coupled with U.S.

strategic domination and regional instability provide an excellent

context for meddling.

THE UNITED STATES STRATEGIC IN.TERESTS

IN TIHE MIDDLE EAST

During the past few years the Middle East has assumed major

9importance in U.S. strategic thinking. U.S. concerns for the con-

tinued flow of oil to the industrialized VWest and Japan, solutions

to the Arab-Israeli problem, prevention of increased Soviet influ-

ence, preservation of the national independence of area states anl

maintenance of regional stability highlight the importance, com-

- plexity, and diversity of U.S. interests and involvement in the

region. In the late 1970's a series of events altered the strate-

gic environment and caused the United States to make a searchin,_
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reappraisal of its interests and objectives in the region. These

events were the overthrow of the Shah in Iran and the assum~ption of

power by a militant Islamic Republic; the Soviet invasion of

Afghanistan; the Iran-Iraq war; the oil price spiral; the declara-

tion of a Marxist state in South Yemen; the Israeli invasion on

Lebanon; the disintegration of the Central Treaty Orqanization

(CENTO); and the overall deterioration of the U.S. position through

the region. Singly each event might have proven manageable, but in

concert they pose an unparalleled threat for the United States.

These developments set the tone for the strategic enviro.ent facing
the United States in the region in the 1980's.1 0

The United States Objectives in the Middle East

U.S. objectives in the Middle Cast, are as follows:

- laintenance of transit rights and access to the tMiddle East

by all peaceful powers.

- Maintenance of oil supplies to U.S. European and Asian

allies.

- Acco:.1plishment of a just, lasting and e-uitable peace

settlement between the Arab states and Israel.

- Settlement of the Palestinian refugee problem.

These policy goals are complicated by what has in effect been

"knee-jerk" U.S. public support for the cause of Israel. The Arabs

correctly perceive the United States as the sole guarantor of the

continued existence of Israel. Past U.S. declarations of "even-

handedness" for the Arab and Israeli positions are looked uson as
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real politic by the Israelis but are looked upon as hypocrisy by

the Arabs.

Traditional U.S. strategic interests in the Middle East

Despite catastrophic events which have tormented the region

since the end of World War II. U.S. strategic interests in the

Middle East have remained relatively constant.

Foremost among these interests has been the containment of

Soviet influence. Since World War II the United States has sought

to deny influence to the Soviets in the region. The Eaghdad Pact,

later known as CEIVTO, was one such attempt, the post-1973 war

shuttles of Kissinger and President Carter's Camp David actions
12

were the latest of such moves.

Closely aligned with the containment of Soviet influence was

* United States interest in avoiding a direct confrontation with the

Unite- States as one of their goals as well, but it took special

effort during the 1967 and 1973 Arab-Israeli wars to avoid a major

conflagration. Both sides took steps which could have led to war

but the two antagonists exchanged sufficiently cooling messages to

avoid such a di3astrous eventuality.

A third major interest has been access to oil. For years the

United States has held that oil must be available at reasonable
L

prices relatively free of restrictions, not just for the United

States but for all nations. The oil embargo which followed the

1973 war and the increasing price rises since then have emphasized

the vulnerability of the United States in this area and the need to
13

safeguard access to oil.
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Another interest of the United States has been its commitment

to the survival of Israel. This has been a central theme of United

States policy since Israel's birth in 1948. In each of its wars

Israel has received strong U.S. support and the strength of the

U.S. commitment has been reaffirmed by successive American

Presidents. There seems little doubt that the security and well-

being of Israel will continue to be a major tenet of U.S. Mliddle

nast policy.

United States interest in solving the Arab-Israeli dispute has

remained almost inseparable from support of Israel. Each adminis-

tration has expended extensiive energy on this goal. Real progress

was not forthcoming until after the 1973 War.14 Since then there

have been the two interim disengagement agreements between Egypt

and Israel, one interim disengagement agreement between Syria and

Israel and finally the Camp David accords, which culminated in the

Egyptian-Israeli Peach Treaty signed in !'arch 1979.

Regional stability has been another consistent interest. The

.. United States has fostered reasonable change, peaceful solutions to

" .the Arab-Israeli quagmire, and support for conservative, moderate,

traditional regimes. Similarly the United States has supported

regional stability to minimize Soviet influence, confine inter-Arab
15

rivalries, and help in avoiding additional Arab-Israeli wars.

Factors influencing U.S. strategic interests in the r.iddle East

Several matters must influence the United States strategic

interests in the Middle East. First, more important, different anJi

numerous U.S. interests converge in the region than probably
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anywhere else. Second, fundamental changes are occurring at an

amazing pace in virtually every state in the region. The wealthi-

est (such as Saudi Arabia) and poorest (such as the Sudan and

Yemen) nations cope with these changes. Instability is a constant

threat, is virtually inevitable and must be addressed. Third, the

United States must follow a policy that opts for orderly change,

attempts to control the chaotic forces at work, and permits the

simultaneous pursuit of its interests without having to sacrifice

one at the expense of another in this environment of high stakes
16

and disparate interests.

U.S. strategic interests were directly affected. Containment

of Soviet involvement, regional stability, support for moderate

regimes, and maintenance of access to strategic resources were all

involved. Thus, the United States became involved in a regional

inter-Arab rivalry due to the broader strategic context and conno-

' tations. Other inter-Arab and inter-regional rivalries which

affect U.S. interests include the Lebanese Civi± WdL, Lil ..-

... wuLaer dispute, the Iran-Iraq quarrel, the Syrian-Iraqi

ideological dichotomy, the Morocco-Algerian border dispute an(,

Polisario rebellion, and traditional versus radical ideologies.

Each has implications for the U.S. and affects a wide range of U.S.

interests.

Numerous factors influence U.S. actions, interests, and objec-

tives in the Middle East. Key factors include Soviet challenges

and activities, the change in perceptions about the United States;

the rise of Islamic fundamentalism ; the effect of Camp David and

other U.S. moves related to the solution of the Arab-Israeli
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dispute; attempts to grapple with the Palestinian issue, inter-Arab
rivalries; oil pricing, "steadfast" front 17 activities; and finally

internal U.S. politics. None of these factors is a separate issue,

but they are all so intimately mingled.

United States and the Soviet Challenge

At the present time the Soviet challenge seems to weigh mo-.t

heavily upon interests and the United States is attempting to

counter18 the threat posed by the Soviets in such places as

* Afghanistan, South Yemen, Libya, the Horn of Africa, the InGian

Ocean, Lebanon, Syria, and Iraq. Competition for influence is

intense. The Soviets are rapidly expanding the range of their

activities in the region. Despite setbacks in Sudan, Egypt,

So:alia and elsewhere, the Soviets are engaged in what some observ-

ers believe to be an encircling action of the Arabian Peninsula and

19the Persian Gulf. In Afghanistan the Soviet Union is trying to

consol.date its hold on the population following a succession of

pro-Soviet coups d'etat and its armed invasion in December 1979. A

pro-Soviet Communist movement has proclaimed South Yemen as an

Arab-Harxist state and has permitted an influx of Soviet, Cuban,

and East German elements to exercise control over significant

portions of the society. In addition, there are threats of rekin-

dling the Dhofar rebellion in neighboring Oman and attempts to make

trouble for North Yemen. 20 The Soviets are selling vast amounts of

sophisticated military equipment to Libya, far exceeding legitimate

defense needs. Also Libya is acting as the leading exponent of

radical terrorism, not only regionally but also worldwide, and has
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urged the use of armed force among the Moslem states in the Middle

East and North Africa to overthrow moderate, pro-Western regimes.21

Syria has become more deeply enveloped in the Soviet arms grasp and

in early October 1980 concluded a 20-year friendship and coopera-

tion treaty.

U.S. responses to the Soviet challenge throughout the region

have been responsible for the changing perception of the United

States by regional states. U.S. positions have been seen as

vacillating and uncertain, so that objective views are impossible,

and reactive without any long-range positions. Many former U.S.

friends and allies in the region find it uneasy to be associated

*. with the United States and, although they will not draw closer to

. the Soviets, they will distance themselves from the United

States.22 U.S. resolve has been questioned and its leadership has

been seen as being unable to adequately address Middle East issues

with the attention they deserve.
23

The United States and the Palestinian Problem

The resolution of the Palestinian question is the single most

difficult issue in the Middle East and has been since the creation

of Israel. Autonomy for the Palestinians of the West Bank and the

Gaza Strip is seen by some as the first step toward a solution.

The Egyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty calls for autonomy with eventual

solution to the overall problem waiting for some future resolution.

However, May 26, 1980 was the date set for a framework to be

arranged for autonomy, but that date passed without making mutually

acrimonious statements. The Egyptians and Israelis were further
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apart than ever and the problem seemed more intractable than

before. Autonomy is only one part of the question. The problems

of a Palestinian state, status of East Jerusalem, security rights

on the West Bank, and Jewish settlements are all immense. When

portrayed as a whole the Palestinian question does indeed see,i

unsolvable in the near future and is bound to lead to further

,. conflict.

In late August 1982 President Reagan agreed to send 800

Marines to Beirut 2 4 as part of an international peacekeeping force

to supervise the evacuation of 7,000 PLO guerrillas, with the

*understanding that their families who remained in West Beirut would

not be attacked. The sending of 800 Marines to Eeirut in a peace-

keeping role was part of Mr. Reagan's strategy to prevent Israel

from using force against the PLO trapped in West Beirut and to

encourage PLO leader Yasser Arafat to agree to the evacuation of

his forces. The larger goal was to arrange a political settle:: ent

within Lebanon that would encourage the Syrians and Israelis to

leave the country and permit the Lebanese the opportunity, for tiec

first time since 1967, to govern themselves without foreign inter-

ference. Early in 1984, the chaotic political situation in Lebanon

persuaded President Reagan that a further peacekeeping role was

impossible, and he withdrew the Narines.

SUPERPOWER AND REGIONAL DYNAICS

25
Each superpower has appeared bent on keeping the other out

of areas and activities in which it does not already have a secure
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footing - and preferably on easing them out of positions of

economic, political, and military advantage. When U.S.-Turkish

relations chilled after the reopening of the Cyprus crisis in

August 1974 and by 1975-1976 the United States lost access to a

complex of military and intelligence facilities in Turkey, the

Soviet Union was able to reciprocate the applause of the United

States on the souring of Soviet-Egyptian relations after July 1972,

culminating less than four years later in Egypt's repudiation of

its treaty of friendship with Russia. Containment has also been

reflected in the spirited superpower naval competition in the

Nediterranean, the Indian Ocean, the Arabian Sea, and even for a

while in the Gulf where modern naval vessels do not have elbow room

to maneuver. Similar considerations also condition Soviet and U.S.

arms-transfer policies.

The Two Superpowers and the Belligerents in the r'iddle East

The two sets of belligerents in the Israeli invasion of

*Lebanon and the Iran-Iraq war, which will be considered subsequent-

ly, have practiced diplomacy comparable to that of the superpowers.

In both regional instances, they have pushed mutual denial to its

logical extreme of mutual regime destruction. Moreover, the two

wars share this in common: the weapons of the combatants have come

primarily from the superpowers or their allies, and the suppliers

have used arms to compete for political influence in the region.

The Soviet Union has been the paramount supplier to Syria and the

PLO, and the United States, to Israel. The United States also

impressively built up Iran's arsenal in the final half-dozen years
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of the shadon.. After the outbreak of the war with Iraq, the

religious leaders, forgetting about the "tainted" past, rehabili-

tated the armed forces for the defense of the homeland.

Without the flow of arms from the superpowers, neither war

could have been fought on a grand scale. Yet regardless of the

military consequences of either contest, the political benefits, if

any, to the military victors and their superpower patrons were

certain to be short-lived. Despite the risks of such wars, fought

with increasingly sophisticated equipment, there is no evidence to

show that the superpowers or their regional friends are about to

modify their practices in the arms-transfer gar.,e.

The utter confusion arising from the wars in Lebanon and at

the head of the Gulf epitomizes the pervasive instability in the

1iiddle East. The superpower Cold War in the Middle East in

mid-1982, as reflected in the two regional wars, showed no signs of

early abatement. A contrary judgment might be suggested by the

relative Soviet passivity in Lebanon and the unilateral U.S. crisis

management. But these were no more than appearances. Rehind the

scenes the superpowers were engaged in their accustomed rivalry and

might be expected to continue, visibly and invisibly, their poli-

tics of mutual exclusion. In the Arab-Israeli dispute, the United

States and the Soviet Union have both been partisans. The United

States has refused to talk with the PLO since 1975, and the Soviet

Union with Israel since 1976. Nonetheless, Washington has enjoyed

a significant advantage over Hoscow in the mediatory process since

it has been able to negotiate with concerned Arab governments no
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less than with Israel, as reaffirmed in the Habib missions of

1981-1982.

The agreed-upon Habib plan, which related exclusively to the

Beirut area, stipulated a ceasefire in place, charged the PLC

leaders with responsibility for organizing and managing the evacua-

tion - to be carried out in daylight only - of its guerrillas, and

empowered a small observer group already stationed in the capital

to remain in service, as the only and undeclared link to the United

Iations. The PLO undertook to transfer to the Lebanese ari.eu

forces "as gifts all remaining weaponry in their possession,

including heavy, crew-served and spare weaponry and equipment,

along with all munitions" abandoned in the capital and its

environs. All Palestinian civilians left behind, the evacuees'

families included, were made "subject to Lebanese laws and

regulations," with "appropriate guarantees" of the governments of

Lebanon and the United States that they had procured "assurances

(of nonmolestation) .... fron the Government of Israel .... and fro:.

the leadership of certain Lebanese (and other armed) groups,"

especially the Maronite Phalangists, though not mentioned by name.

An estimated total number of evacuees approaching 10,000-11,000 to

12,000 PLO guerrillas and some 2,700-3,600 associated Syrian troops

(among the latter a majority were assumed to be Palestinians

attached to Syria's Arab Deterrent Force) were relocated in eight

Arab states: Algeria, Iraq, Jordan, Sudan, Syria, Tunisia, and the

two Yemens. A multinational force, outside the jurisdiction of the

United Nations, consisting of some 2,000 troops from France, Italy,

and the United States, monitored the PLO departure.
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Speculation on such questions would be idle, since much

depended on whether or not the U.S. crisis manager might reach a

negotiated arrangement with the concerned parties, with or without

further fighting. Nor could the possibility of some other form of

mediation than the unilateral U.S. effort be dismissed entirely.

The inability of either the Soviet Union or the United States,

as of the time of writing, to persuade the belligerents at the head

of the Gulf to accept mediation, after five years of war, confirms

the inability of the two superpowers to shape developments in this

contest. The pace of the Iraq-Iran war, however, clearly differed

from that in Lebanon, and it appeared more lrikely that regional,

Islamnic, or United Iations deplomacy in the end might prove more

acceptable to both parties than direct superpower brokerage.

The low superpower arms-transfer profile in both wars, as

contrasted with the high profile of rival airlifts during most of

the October War twelve years earlier, was misleading. All the

belligerents in the Gulf and Lebanon had stockpiled massive amounts

7 of sophisticated equipment, most of it manufactured by the super-

powers or under their license. Without the steady and generous

flow of equipment from Russia over the preceding seven years, the

PLO could hardly have held out as long as it had. Nor could Israel

have kept up its coordinated heavy assaults by land, air, and sea

on the targets in Lebanon without the prior accumulation of

materiel from the United States to supplement its own domestic arm-s

production. Even in the more leisurely Gulf war, Iraq and Iran had

benefited from the swollen arsenals built up over the preceding

decade, although both sides found it necessary, and possible, to
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replace their diminishing stock through purchases in the open

international market. On the basis of the past record, it would be

realistic to assume that, with the continuance of the Cold War, the

belligerents would not have to wait too long after the end of the

wars to replenish depleted supplies and to add new weaponry of even

higher sophistication than those used in the past.

The PLO fought the war in Lebanon essentially unaided by the

Arab states. None of the hardline partners of the PLO - not even

Syria, which faced the same enemy - went to the rescue of the

Palestinians. The steadfastness coalition, it became apparent, had

already been shattered by its inability to develop a viable consen-

sus on the Iraq-Iran war. Nor could the nonbelligerent Gulf oil

states be immediately helpful to the PLO because they were directed

by common fears of Iran and political importance in a glutted world

oil market.

The latest Arab-Israeli war, like the five that preceded it,

had already created more problems than it solved. In the Gulf, in

mid-January 1986, it appeared that neither side would be capable of

eliminating its opponent's regime by resorting to an inconclusive,

drawn-out, costly war. So, here too, new difficulties were

compounding their troubled legacy. It would thus seem that poli-

tics as usual in the exercise of mutual denial in the regional and

international systems and their interconnections in the Middle East

would persist into the postwar future of the Arab-Israeli zone anu

the Gulf.
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Cold-War Competition for Influence

26Post-World War II experience has shown that a regional pres-

ence by one superpower almost inevitably provokes some reciprocal

involvement by the other, exclusive of any specific set of inter-

ests that might draw the latter independently into the region.

This logic now extends to superpower competition for client-states

throughout the Third World. In its simplest form it is power poli-

tics in its crudest form; influence being a sine qua non power.

Each superpower has attempted to extend its sphere of influence

over any state of region it can as such an extension, by defini-

tion, deprives its opponent of similar influence in the given

sphere.

The extent of mutual superpower involvement obviously depends

on the political sensibility of the region in question. The Mliddle

East, where the stakes are high but where neither Mloscowi nor

Washington is dominant, has understandably become the principal

focus of their rivalry.

The relative ascendancy of the U.S. presence in the core area

of the Middle East has excluded the Soviet Union from the Arab-

Israeli negotiating process for the time being, but it has not

dampened Soviet resolve to counterbalance that U.S. predominance.

On the contrary, it must be seen as a factor contributing to Soviet

determination. Of course, the Soviet Union does have separate and

specific interests in the Middle East, it would be simpnlistic to

assume that Soviet foreign policy is driven solely by a need to

meet an established U.S. position. In strategic terms, by simcle
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reason of its geographical proximity, the Middle East has long been

a region vital to Soviet security.

Importance of Raw Materiels

While competition for influence may of itself be a spur to

push the superpowers into the Middle East, it is also a feature

heightened by other more specific interests. The most significant

of these interests in recent years has been the growing importance

of the region as a source of raw materiels, most especially of

-' course, energy.

Since the October 1973 war, the problem of ensuring a constant

supply of oil to the industrialized West has been well docu.enteu.

Economic security has been a byword of the Western democratic

system since World War II and the 1970's oil crisis unierline. t_.e

vulnerability of the Western economies in this regard. Tr.at a

larqest part of the West's imported oil arrives fro- the 'i .

East automatically defines the area as one of vital interest.

For the Soviet Union the importance of the -:iudle EL.:t

energy source has, until recently, been a peripheral consioer ;i--..

As the world's largest oil producer, the Soviet Union turte ec:-

nomic enterpreneur in the mid-'70's to take best advanta_e of t:.c

OPEC price rises. The important factor that kindled, tie S7ovi:t

drive for .'iddle Eastern energy sources was a related one, base.

upon the recognition of an imminent decline in her own export in

the next two decades.
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Domestic Political Pressures

The strength of the Jewish lobby in the United States has long

been recognized as an important consideration in Middle Eastern

policy assessment for successive U.S. governments. Even more

important and generally overlooked has been the strength of non- I
Jewish public opinion, sympathetic to Israel since its creation.

It may, however, be premature to regard this as a permanent factor

in U.S. politics. Cot bound by the liniitations of democratic

public opinion, the Soviet Union has not felt the same constraints

of demestic ethnic lobbies. Nevertheless, the USS:, s substantial

and growing Muslim population in her southern provinces constitutes

a -Dotential danger to the im')erm-eability of centralized decision

?trtc euic Factors

":uch to superpower dismay the credo that posits ,oliticai

i~fluence as an auto.a±L._ .. unct t-) military strenth doe- not

I .a'.' stanJ u,. to close scrutiny in the case of their involvement

Ct:.c 'ladle Cast. The Soviets, for exa,.Dle, have found the task

ol i-m oin] their ;)oiitical will by .eans of military coercion

_:fficu't one in Afghanistan. Alternatively, the threatening;

-terence of the U.S. fleet in the Arabian Sea iuring the Iranian

K rosta;e crisis did nothing to expedite the release of the A:erican.

hostajec fro_ the Tehran embassy.

This acgain underlines divided oercelitions of political realit'

in the !riddle East, which - rather than warn therm off - ten, to

draw the su7erpowers deeper into the arena. At one level their
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military presence is a direct response to the indigenous

instability of the region. At another level is a function of the

reciprocal Cold !ar logic we have already mentioned. The failure

to consolidate political goals at the first level, as in the

example, of Afghanistan or the hostage crisis, does not deter the

superpowers from futher involvement, but becomes instead the

motivation at the second level for greater commitment.

The step-u- in U.S. military resolve is also, of course, a

response to the Soviet military build-up. Though the coi.bat

" capability of the Soviet navy, for example, may be questioned, its

increased size and mobility forewarns a greater deploy.ent into

forward positions in the Indian Ocean that the Americans do not

believe they can ignore. Similarly, the Afghanistan invasion gave

the U.S. the opportunity to play at geopolitical opoportunism;

finding themselves sharing so:.e com7on interests over the issue,

China and the U.S. were both vociferous in their condemnation of

it.

The irony of this increased build-up is that it does not serve

the long-term objectives of either superpower. Post-shah anti-

Westernis-. is not going to diminish with the threat of Rapid

Deployment Force activity ready to impose so-called stability in

the region. But neither can the USSR translate that into Soviet

benefit. The cuagmire of ",iddle Eastern -molitics threatens to

overwhelm the superpowers: the harder they struggle the dee:per

they seem to sink.
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Indigenous Instability

If the weakness of a state's political system can be identi-

fied as a reason for an aggressive foreign policy, and thereby a

source of regional instability, the causes of such weakness have

proved relatively impervious to treatment. It is an uncomfortable

dilemma for the superpowers. Insufficient and uneven econo.;ic

development has always been an important source of unsympathetic

Arab nationalism in the 1950's and 1960's, but where, as in the

case of Iran, the pace of economic modernization outstripped the

ability of traditional authority structures to adapt to it, the

consequences were even more dramatic and destabilizing. The only

certainty in !iddle Eastern politics seems to be that governments

will continue to be overthrown, and new political alignments

established.

Antisupermower feeling

!uslim fundamentalism, and its concomitant anti-Westernism,

has erected a further barrier to superpower influence in the

region. It is an autonomous, local force, virulently anti-

Communist and anticapitalist. Its influence has spread beyond

those states, like Iran, in which Muslim fundamentalism is the

dominant political force, to more moderate states whose leaders are

concerned about not antagonizing a growincs fundamentalist constit-

uency. The attack on Mecca and later the assassination of Anwar

al-Sadat provided a vivid demonstration of the disruptive potential

possessed by even a small but fanatic coterie of fundamentalists.
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Events like these have made all Arab leaders just that much more

cautious about too open and close ties with either superpower.

Burden of Past Actions

Over 35 years of inconsistent policymaking has tarnished the

credibility of both superpowers in dealings with their clients at

the heart of the Arab-Israeli conflict. Rather than having consol-

idated their positions in the Middle East, past duplicity or incon-

stancy has bred mistrust of the United States on the part of the

Israelis, and of the USSR by the Arabs.

The U.S. commitment to Israel, in the lonq term in both

country's interests, has often generated short-term frictions.

These have become more acute in recent years. Israeli uolitical

and military policies have frequently proven embarrassing to

17ashington and counterproductive to her own expectations in the

region. The differences between Israel and the U.S. became even

more apparent during the recent war in Lebanon and led U.S. leaders

for the first tine to speculate openly about the possibility of an

arms embargo directed against Israel.

In contrast, the USSR's approach to the Arab states has been

more reliable, if also more heavy-handed, but no more successful.

In a region where local turbulence makes alliance-building diffi-

cult at the best of times, the USSR's clumsy dealing with Iran, the

Horn of Africa, and of course Egypt, have labeled her as an arro-

gant and self-interested patron, keen to establish her own foothold

in order to counterbalance the U.S. rather than to serve local
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interests, or even the Communist ideal. The result of her frustra-

tions and failures within the core of the Arab world has led her to

turn toward geographically peripheral states.

Idelogical Incomoatibilitv

U.S. problems with traditional authority structures in the

Middle East have already been mentioned and have been most clearly

manifest in the experience in Iran. W ashington may now be courting

another disaster in Saudi Arabia, where it has been making a simi-

lar political - military investment.

Ideological incompatibility is a problem Moscow faces as well.

The anti-Western denominator that provided a link between rlarx and

Islam after the Second World War has proven to be a shallow founda-

tion upon which communism might have built a power base in the

Middle East. The failure of Arab socialism to provide the social

and economic reconstruction it promised has possibly pushed commu-

nism still further away as an alternative ideology. The rise of

fundamentalism in the last decade, which has confounded U.S. aspi-

rations, is by no means a cause for Soviet rejoicing. It might

even have closed the door on marxist influence for the foreseeable

future.

Policy Implications

This brief sketch of forces that limit superpower influence

should indicate a corresponding degree of caution and reserve in

Moscow and Washington despite the obvious attractions for an
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even-deeper involvement. In this regard three general policy

conclusions emerge from the preceding discussion.

1. For a variety of reasons superpower influence in the

Middle East is destined to be highly qualified. Any assumption

that influence is an automatic by-product of involvement has to be

reviewed. Even the heaviest of investment in terms of economic or

military aid - the Soviet Union in Egypt in the late 1960's, the

United States in Iran, Saudi Arabia, or even Israel - does not pay

the anticipated dividends. A host of autonomous regional forces

seem fated to frustrate superpower aspirations. At the same time,

the costs, actual and potential, rise precipitously as superpower

involvement deepens.

2. It is common misapprehension in Washington that the Arab-

Israeli disDute is the only major obstacle standing in the way of

the spread of U.S. influence throughout at least the Arab part of

the Middle East. Camip David, a notable achievement in its own

right, is of course, inadequate in Palestinian eyes. But even the

successful conclusion of an Arab-Israel settlement, not that that

is likely, would lift only one of the storm clouds from the region.

The resolution of the Palestinian problem and the acceptance of

Israel's existence and borders by neighboring Arab states are

necessary ingredients for Middle Eastern peace, but they are not

sufficient.

3. The U.S. tendency to exaggerate the extent and danger of

Soviet influence in the area is not necessarily in her interest.

Politicaly, the Soviet Union faces at least the same barriers that

confound attempts by the U.S. to influence events. Her record in
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the area reveals weaknesses not strengths. Technically, her aid,

economic and military, is second-rate compared to the U.S.;

ideologically, communism is antipathetic to the Islamic dynam.ic;

military, her heavy-handedness reached its ugliest peak in

Afghanistan where the invassion set a precedent that her neighbors

will watch with circumspect curiosity.
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CHAPTER III

THE EGYPTIAN ROLE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

THE EGYPTIAN FOREIGN POLICY

The Historical BackQround

Egypt's 5,000 years of recorded history is largely the

history of the remarkable and sustained civilization of a people

rich in God-given and man-made resources. While most other great

nations experienced a permanent decline and fall after rising to

their zenith, the people of Egypt have demonstrated a unicue

capacity to rebuild their civilization in every age and to remodel

it within a new framework even after centuries of foreign

occupation.

The total area of Egypt, including territorial waters anci

deserts, is about 1,002,000 km2 , but its inhabited area covers only

35,189 km2 , or 3.6 percent of its total area. Thus 96.4 percent of

Egypt is uninhabited. The Western Desert has an area of 680,000

km Sinai 60,714 km2 , the Eastern Desert 223,000 km2  and the

2Delta 30,000 km2 . Egypt is divided into the following four main

geographic regions:

1. The Valley and the Delta:

The Valley extends 1500 kilometers lying between two high

land elevations. In some southern areas, the Valley is only as

wide as the Nile itself. The Valley and the Delta represent 4

percent of the total area of Egypt.
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2. The Western Desert:

It extends westward from the Nile Valley and Delta to the

Egyptian-Libyan borders on the west; and it is bordered on the

north by the Mediterranean and on south by the Sudanese borders

covering 68% of the total Egyptian area, and with an average

altitude of 500 meters above sea level.

3. The Eastern Desert:

It extends from the Nile Valley eastward to the Red Sea,

covering 28% of the total area of the country. Its elevations

overlook the Red Sea with an almost vertical slope, leaving a

narrow coast line. Gradually as it nears the Nile Valley, its

elevatioi2 decreases.

4. The Sinai Peninsula:

It lies eastward from the Suez Gulf, west and eastward to

the Acuaba Gulf and covers 60,714 kn . South Sinai is a hard rough

terrain with crystal volcanic rocks and high mountains, such as St.

Catherine .ountain (2637 meters); the highest in Egypt. Wells and

minerals abound in south Sinai, and rain turns into torrents that

flow into Aquaba or the Suez Gulf. Central Sinai, or El Tayeh

Plateau, occupies two-thirds of the total area of the peninsula and

rises 800 meters above sea level. Most of its soil is calcareous,

with lime ionic rocks. Rain and vegetation are scarcer than in

south Sinai. The rain water flows from south to north towards the

Mediterranean, and El-Arish is its most important valley. At the

extreme north of the peninsula, a plain gradually slopes towards

the Mediterranean. Its soil is composed of sand layers that date

back to the quartenary era and are interspersed with sand dunes.
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Rain waters are absorbed by the dunes, and emerge at their base, in

the form of springs. The plains are crossed by lime mountains or

hills rising over rocks. There are numerous wells in these plains,

and consequently oases, such as the Nakhl Oasis, which in ancient

times was the capital of the Sinai Peninsula.

Foreign Policy

Egypt's foreign policy, results from certain constants and

variables. The constants can be summed up by the fact that Egy t

is an Arab country located on the northwestern corner of Africa,

tied to the Muslim world with bounds of faith, sharing the proble.:s

and prospects of the Third World and, finally assures a central

- role in the world strategic movement with the Suez Canal as part

and parcel of the Egyptian soil and an active part in the worlI

politics aiming at peace and prosperity for all nations.

Thus the first and foremost domain of the Egyptian foreign

policy is the Arab circle. Facts and figures of history and

geography have proved the solid constant that Egy- t is the very

leader, the real heavyweight of the Arab world.

Egypt is mostly an African country (the Sinai Peninsula being

tLe extreme western corner of Asia). The Nile ties Egypt to a good

number of African countries. The historic affinities and tl.e

common interest of survival, as well as prosperity, have been thec

core of Egypt's African policy. That, combined with ties of coo,)-

eration with the rest of Africa, constitutes tihe second, inter-

related domain of Egypt's foreign policy -- The African circle.
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Common faith with the rest of the M'uslims has always entrusted

Egypt with a central role and a cardinal responsibility towards

Muslims the world over. Deeply bound by Islam's ordinances, Egypt

has shared all in thick and thin, with her Muslim brethren, a fact

that has placed Egypt in the heart of the Muslim circle and conse-

quently established the wider domain of Egypt's foreign policy that

is the Islamic circle.

The common interests of economic development and prosperity,

of the freedom from fear and want, of the keenness to play a :.-oral

appeasing role in a world plagued by cold war and world-;ide rival-

ries between the two superpowers necessitated that Egypt along with

a number of other equally enthusiastic countries should gather to

establish a forum to achieve those sublime goals. Thus was created

the non-alignaent movement circle of the Egyptian foreign policy.

It was natural that Egypt as one of the original signatories

to the United Nations Charter should play an active role towards

the cause of neace and development of the world community at large.

Egypt's efforts stand witness to her strong attachment to and

advocacy of peace and develo: m7ent, detente and better future for

mank ind.

Factors AffectinQ the Egyptian Foreicin Policy

1. The geographic location:

The most important shipping route connecting the East with the

West crosses Egypt through the Suez Canal. Moreover, its location

in northeast Africa renders it a natural crossroad to Asia, Africa

and Europe.
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2. The civilization profile:

Just as Egypt's geographical location connects it with Asia,

Africa and Europe, its civilization patrimony comprises various

elements, that confirm this connection. Its soil witnessed the

dawn of the most ancient civilization ever known in history; in

Sinai, nearby in the Arab Peninsula and in Palestine were revealed

the three divine religions. This profile of culture and civiliza-

tion underlies the Egyptian foreign policy which is founded on the

belief that Egypt is Arab in heart and language, Muslim in heart

and sentiments, African in location and relatedness; believing in

peace for itself and its neighbors, well aware of the message of

its civilization and seeking to develop relations among the people

of the world and fulfill the aspirations of contemporary man in

terms of progress and prosperity.

3. The River Nile:

The River Nile is in absolute terms, the most important

natural resource of Egypt. Although Egypt was shaped by Egyptians,

it is also the gift of the Nile, which is the life-blood of the

Egyptian people who depend on the continuous flow of its waters

unimpeded by any man-made obstacle. This explains the strong rela-

tions binding the countries of the Nile River Basin.

4. Economic development:

The fourth factor that underlies rgyptian Foreign oolicy is

the economic development and the improvement of the lot of man in

Egypt and related needs.

Bearing this factor in mind the most important objective is to

increase production for a higher national income and a better per
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capita income by individual revenue which in turn makes it incur-

bent to ensure that peace and cooperation prevail in international

relations and in the Arab region.

Principles Guiding the Egyptian Foreign Relations

High on the list of issues which we should consider with

utmost care is the danger of an outbreak of a nuclear war, because

such war can wipe out the "civilization of mankind."

1. Non-interference of internal affairs:

Egypt objects to foreign interference in its internal affairs,

and in those of other countries as well, a principle upheld by all

charters of international organizations.

2. Mutual cooperation:

Cooperation among nations is a basis for a new international

economic order.

3. Adherence to the principles and aims of the United

Nations.

4. Adherence to non-aligned policy and, consec~uently refuses

to become party to military pacts or grant military bases to any of

the superpowers, as ir stL; 1y upuo'Cs international polarization

and soheres of influences.

5. Peace:

For Egypt, the Arab world and the world at large. Abiding by

that principle Egypt rejects the feverish nuclear armed confronta-

tion between the big nations; warns against the outbreak of a

nuclear war, and calls for the rapid holding of negotiations for

the limitation of nuclear weapons. Hence it signed the treaty on
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Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons, on 1 July 1968 and ratified

• 'in February 1981.

Aims of the Egyptian Foreign Policy

Egyptian diplomacy seeks to achieve the following:

1. To strengthen Egypt's political and diplomatic relations

with all countries of the world;

2. To give momentum to the peace process which is a stable

strategic line of the Egyptian policy;

3. To ensure an effective interaction with international

events, be involved in them and influencing them,

directing them, in order to achieve international peace,

which matter enhances Egypt's status and position in the

world;

4. To endeavor together with friendly nations to promote the

development of the Egyptian economy, through direct and

indirect assistance for financing development projects

that need foreign aid;

5. To reactivate Arab solidarity in order to arrive at a

minimal consensus on the positive aspects of joint action

that would result in a coordinated Arab stand founded on

loyalty to the common objective.

Course of the Foreign Policy

The Egyptian policy follows various courses.

1. Egypt and its Arab Role.
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President Hosni Mubarak set out in detail the Arab role of

Egypt in the speech he delivered on 6 November 1983, before the

People's Assembly and the Shura Council. He said:

"The ancient and modern history of the region reaffirm that
the role of Egypt was imposed by fate and realities. It is
the first line of defense that protects its nation and sancti-
fies. It never spared any sacrifice or hesitated to stand by
its sister countries whatever circumstances and dangers. It
has never failed to assume its basic responsibility in
claiming Arab rights and defending regional causes, primary
the cause of the Palestinian people whose sufferings it feels
and whose rights it always endeavors to recover. The peoples
and leaders of Egypt have never, not even for a day, relin-
quished their Arab responsibilities and, to this end, Egypt
has sacrificed thousands of its youth, who fell martyrs on
the battlefield. To this end, also, it exerted political
efforts to recover rights and by the bases for a just and
lasting peace for itself and its neighbors. The premises of
any action taken by Egypt and its motivations have always been
a determination to secure supreme regional interests, based on
an objective vision at the developments, a conscious realiza-
tion of international and regional variables and adherence to
historical and civilizational realities which leave no shadow;
of a doubt that Egypt is Arab in fate and destiny. Egypt deems
that the Arab brethern should reconsider their stands in order
to arrive at a minimal solidarity and consensus on the posi-
tive aspects of the joint Arab action that are needed for a
coordinated Arab stand seeking the common objective. Egypt is
ready and willing to participate in that joint Arab action
which is the logical approach needed to recover the legitimate
Arab rights and stand up to the challanges presently faced by
the Arabs."

To return to the folds of Arab solidarity is a strategic aii.

of the Egyptian foreign policy. 1984 witnessed an improvement in

Egyptian Arab relations confirmed by a real approachment between

Egypt and some Arab countries and the resumption o total relations

with Jordan. Thus 1984 and 1985 witnessed an effective resumption

of Arab relations with Egypt the elder sister, relations that will

hopefully gain momentum until Arab ranks are united once more.
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2. Egypt and the Arab-Israeli Conflict:

a. The Palestinian Cause:

Egypt never stopped exerting utmost efforts in favor of

the Palestinian question since 1949, and Egypt is still exerting

efforts more than any other country in this regard. Moreover,

Egypt has turned the Palestinian question from a refugee issue into

- a cause of a state and a people deprived of national homeland.

Egypt has greatly sacrified during the 1973 October War, which

overburdened our economy, in addition to over one hundred thousan_

casualties between injured, killed and paralyzed. 100,000 billion

Egyptian pounds were spent on this question since 1949 until this

very day. Egypt demands that Israel relinquish its oolicy of the

"fait accompli" and of imposing "peace by force."

b. Relations with Israel:

The Camp David Accords constitute the basis for Egy,tiar

Israeli Relations (see appendix 2). President Mubarak says:

"Peace for us is a strategic aim and not a tactical move. Ie
therefore respect all our obligations and will continue to
call for peace without ever reneging on it. It should be
clearly understood that peace and normalization do not provide
any of the two parties with a special position. The essence
of normalization is that relations between the two Darties
will be similar to their relations with other third parties,
no more and no less."

We deal with Israel as we deal with any other country witl;

which wo have diplomatic relations. However, there are many

factors that do not militate in favor of proceeding withi tiie

normalization process, include:

1. Israel's persistence in setting up settlements in occuz.ied

Arab territories;
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2. Lack of any progress with respect to the Taba Problem;

3. Israel's invasion of Lebanon, in addition to Israeli

practices in the West Bank and Gaza Strip that emanate from a

belief in the supremacy of force. Such acts have aroused the ire

of the public opinion in Egypt, bringing about the recall of the

Egyptian Ambassador from Israel for consultation. Egypt has

declared that the return of the Egyptian Ambassador depends on the

withdrawal of Israeli troops from Lebanon according to a time

schedule to be scrupulously implemented, reactivation of pending

bilateral issues between the two countries and nromotion of the

climate propitious to the solving of the Palestinian question.

c. The Lebanese Crisis:

The starting point in the solution of the Lebanese problem

is securing total Israeli withdrawal from all the Lebanese terri-

tories without relating this withdrawal to factors external to the

will of Lebanon because the Israeli obligation to withdrawal stems

from the illegitimacy of its invasion, from Security Council

Resolution 509 of 1982, from Israel's pledge to seek a comprehen-

sive peace with all its neighbors that wish to live in peace wit!.

it and its commitment to refrain from using force to solve disputes

and settle conflicts. Egypt demands that all parties respect

Lebanon's sovereignty and its legitimate authority and it also

demands that a formula be found for national reconciliation between

all Lebanese groups and insists that an end be put to all forms of

foreign intervention in Lebanese affairs and the countering of

attempts at dividing the country and turning it into spheres of
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influence and control because an independent and unified Lebanon is

a force that gives momentum to peace, stability and progress.

3. Egypt and the Iraq-Iranian War:

The Egyptian leadership deems that the war between Iraq and

Iran is "a meaningless and aimless war" and that an end should be

put to it so as to save the lives of tens of thousands in the two

countries, which share strong bonds of civilization and culture,

and the resources of which should be directed to construction and

development instead of squandered on a struggle that serves no one.

This is the basic stand of Egypt and moreover, the support of

the Arab to his Arab brother is another principle that Egypt

believes should be applied in the particular case, especially that

Iraq has withdrawn its forces from Iranian territories and proposed

to Iran to terminate military operations and resort to negotia-

tions.

4. Egypt and Sudan:

a. Integration with the Sudan:

Egypt and the Sudan have signed an Integration Charter on

21 October 1982 seeking to set up an overall economic unity, with

the progress and prosperity of the two countries and peoples exclu-

sively in view. The two countries established the following

Integration Institutions:

1. The Supreme Integration Council.

The Supreme Authority as regards integration issues,

chaired by the two countries on a nation basis;
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2. The Nile Valley Parliament.

The Parliment considers and express its viewpoints on

issues referred to it by the Supreme Integration

Council as well as on the general annual report

submitted by this Council. It approves the draft

budget the closing accounts and the draft plan for

joint coordination, as regards socio-economic

development.

b. The Integration Fund:

A body enjoying financial and administrative independence,

entitled to communicate with institutions and organizations in the

two countries or abroad in order to attract corpanies and banks to

finance integration projects. A joint committee was established

to coordinate the foreign policies of the two countries, and the

two countries agreed to remove all customs dues and additional

taxes on goods exchanged between themi on its nuiry 19.3, as reaf-

fir-eci by the Decree of the President of the Sudan issued on 27

April 1983. The Presidents of the two countries consult with each

other within the context of the Integration Charter and exchange

visits to cooriinate the common policy of the two countries.

5. Egypt and the Organization of the Islamic Conference:

At the Islamic Conference held in Casablanca in January 1984,

ti.e Arab countries supported the reinstatement of Egypt in its

membership of the Organization of the Islamic Conference, thus in

directing the desire of Arab countries to see Egypt resume its

place within Arab ranks, and emphasizing the importance of Egypt's

return to the Arab scene. This decision had come as an expression
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of the will of the Islamic people and a recognition of Egypt's

considerable weight in Arab and Islamic arenas.

6. Egypt and the Third World:

Egypt follows neither East nor West; its policy is neutral and

independent; it refuses to be party to military pacts, does not

authorize military bases on its soil, or spheres of influence,

positively participates in international politics and seeks to

*. promote international peace and cooperation.

At the Non-Aligned Conference, held in the Indian Capital, New

*Delhi, in 1983 which grouped 100 countries, President ilubarak

called for the unity of the movement and its protection against its

turning into another rigid international organization. The essence

, of non-alignment is positive and effective participation in worlc"

events in order to secure the rights of the Third IUorld countries

and urge the contending superpowers to alleviate the tension

through disarmament or, at least, limitation of nuclear armis.

7. Egyptian-European Relations:

The Egyptian Foreign Policy seeks to secure a role by the

European Coianunity in the efforts exerted to solve the ::i~dle East

conflict and achieve peace in the region. In this connection

President -ubarak visited France, and Britain in January 1983, anI

in February 1983 visited Rumania and Yugoslavia in June 1983, and

Greece in January 1985.

Chancellor Helmut Kohl visited Egypt and there was an exchange

of visits between the Egyptian Ministers and their counterparts in

Western European countries.
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Egypt and Britain have signed an agreement for economic coop-

eration on 15 March 1983, and on 23 March, Egypt signed three

agreements with Portugal for economic and touristic cooperation.

The Protocol for Economic and Technical cooperation between Germany

and Egypt was signed on 15 April 1983.

Egypt further signed with Rumania a Protocol for Econoic

Cooperation, and agreed to cooperate with Yugoslavia in the field

of military industrialization, as it had done with Rumania in July

1983. The joint communique issued at the end of the "ubarak-

Ceausescu talks in Cairo, indicated that the two countries intende.

that their economic and trade cooperation would involve dealings

amounting to U.S. $1 billion in 1985.

Egyptian relations with Eastern European countries have

continued to improve in 1983. A trade protocol for 1984 was signeu

between Egypt and the Soviet Union on 26 May 1983, with an increase

by 50% over the volume of trade of the preceding year. A nu.lber of

protocols have also been signed between Egypt and several Eastern

European countries for an exchange of visits by cultural an&

technical delegations.

8. Egypt and Africa:

Egypt has strengthened its relations with the African

countries at bilateral and collective levels through the

Organization of African Unity. Believing in the role of the

Organization of the African Unity, Egypt participated in the

African Summit Conference, held in June 1983, and censured the

alien invasion of Chad, considering it a violation of the Charter

of the United Nations and the Organization of African Unity.
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It maintains its political support to the legitimate govern-

ment in Chad, and continues to support SNAPO, the legitimate and I
sole representative of the people of Namibia in their legitimate

struggle against the government of South Africa to accede to

independence. Egypt has also participated in the meeting of the

African Summ.,it Conference and attended the five mer.ber African

Ninistrial Conference, held in Khartoum. It mediated i 'tween the

countries of the horn of Africa and provided assistance to somne

African countries in various fields such as technical cooperation

especially to the countries of the Nile Basin and exchanged visits

with a number of African countries.

9. Egypt and Asia:

President Nubarak's visits to China, North Norea, Jaman,

Indonesia and Pakistan aimed at strengthening Egyptian relations

wi t1 these countries. As a result of these visits, Egypt signed a

number of technical agreements with China, a new protocol for tra<.e

exchange and agreement for joint economic, technical and cultural

coo-erat ion.

President [ubarak's visit to North 1Norea has brou ,ht aDout an

increase in the volume of trade exchange between the two countries.

qEgypt concluded with Japan agreements for technical technological

cooperation.

10. Egypt and United Nations and its SDecialized A:encies:

Egypt beca;m e a member of the Security Council for 1924 and

1985.
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The election reflects an international support of Egypt by

African, Asian, and European countries as well as by the United'

States.

On 12 May 1983, the World Health Organization froze its

decision to transfer its regional office from Cairo and on 22

November 1983, Egypt was elected a member of the Food Agency

Organization (FAO) Council for four years as a representative of

the rMiddle East region. Egypt participated in the Sixth United

Nations Trade and Development Conference held in Delgrade, with a

delegation headed by the President in June 1983, where he delivered

an historical speech. Egypt also submitted a draft resolution to

the Political Committee in November 1983, asking that the I'iddle

East region he declared a nuclear-weapon-free zone. Egypt supports

the United N.ations and abides by its Constitution and by legiti-

mate solutions to international problems.

THE ECYPTIAN PEACEFUL SOLUTION

The Iliddle East after World War II has been the setting for a

complex drama in which several major themes have been interwoven-

nationalism, the consolidation of political and economic indepen-

dence and security, competition for regional power, and, finally,

the rivalry of external states for influence over Middle East

governments and their resources. While each of these factors has

been extrem.ely important, another - too frequently neglected - has

also subtly but significantly shaped government behavior: the

nature of the regimes and the political culture of the Iiddle East.
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Stability and change

Observers are often wont to choose wars as the chronological

markers for new eras, but alignment patterns usually fit poorly war

or interwar periods if the conflicts themselves are not decisive.

In many respects both the June (1967) and October (1973) wars were

decisive, but neither achieved the long-term political goals of any

of the parties. This is not to argue that wars without total

victory are unimportant: the 1967 and 1973 conflicts, for example,

were the single most important factors in bringing about fundamen-

tal changes in rliddle East politics and alignrent structure. 'Je

argue only that inconclusive wars produce long-term effects rather

than immediate ones.

The June 1967 War laid to rest all remaining doubts that

Israel was able to defend itself against any combination of Arab

states. The military results of the war included the virtual

destruction of the Egyptian, Jordanian, and Syrian armed forces;

and the political results of that destruction included the serious

weakening of the political control and security of those three

governments. This weakening, in turn, gave rise to the growth of a

new force inside territory under the nominal sovereignty of Egypt,

Jordan, and Syria-Fatah and other Palestinian commando organiza-

tions.

Indeed, no direction reemerged in Arab politics as a whole

until about 1970, an extremely important year in !,iddle East

history. In Jordan, the Bedouin ary, which had increasingly

chafed under restrictions on its interactions with Palestinian

groups on Jordanian soil, finally forced King Hussein to authorize
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a military strike to eliminate once and for all PLO power in the

Kingdom and to reestablish the primacy of the throne and its secu-

rity forces. In Syria, Salah Jadid, the strongman who had lost

much of his power to fellow Alawi Hafez Assad, head of the Syrian

Air Force, decided to move against Assad only to lose out in a

quick turn of events. Between Egypt an& Israel sporadic firing

across the Suez Canal gave way to the War of Attrition, which in

turn led to an influx of an umprecedented number of Soviet advi-

sors, and within Egypt, near the eno of the year, Nasser died.

Syria's interaction with Lebanon took on a very different

tenor, as Assad's ties to some of the leading N.1aronite figures were

good, ouite in contrast to the period when Jadid ruled Syria.

Taking Syria away from the Rejectionist camp, Assac accepted

Resolution 242. Notwithstanding so7.-e initial questions about Anvuar

Sadat, Nasser's successor, Assad and Hussein both found relations

with Egypt more stable. Sadat, after extricatin- -i.:s.ir rro: trL

..,r of "ttrition, pursued two tracks to achieve move-.ent in the

stale:.,ated Arab-Israeli situation. The first consisted in a

variety of initiatives designed to reopen negotiations at so.e

level. Recognizing the ir.portance of the United States as the only

outside power able to mount effective pressure on Israeli policy-

making, Sadat endeavored to demonstrate a new Arab o-oenness to

America and to encourage the United States to take an active role

in reopening and conducting negotiations. The second Sadat path,

admittedly less desirable, was that of war. In case move.,ent could

not be s':arked through the first a.)-proach, Egypt's now PreSicent

concentrated as well upon the preParation of the Egym.tian ar;.ei
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forces for a limited objective military operation that would likely

compel U.S. involvement. Such a strategy required cementing rela-

tions with other Arab regimes especially Syria, Jordan, Libya, and

Saudi Arabia.

What had happened by the early 1970's, and this was a result

of the 1967 war - was that the reality of Israel's existence and

ability to ensure that existence had gained acceptance by the

political elites of the Arab World. What we call "rejectionism" or

the politics of the Arab irreconcilables, were believed to be

required by domestic political exigencies and by the necessity to

maintain some bargaining leverage in a situation in which Israel

had a sufficient margin of military superiority to guarantee its

security. Arab leaders had by the early 1970's come to grips with

reality and recognized the need for a modus vivendi, but one that

met some of their needs, too. They had, in other words, reached

the stage long sought by Israel - readiness to accept a negotiated

settlem.ent including recognition of Israel's existence - at the

same time that Israel was no longer willing to spend much political

capital to achieve only this end.

Thus Egyptian policy focused on overcoming the rivalries and

enmities that plague the Arab world, while preserving the appear-

ance of business as usual. Egyptian planners, believing the magni-

tude of the Israeli victory of 1967 to be attributable to the

effect of surprise, recognized the importance of this element in

their own plans. Consequently, elaborate alliance structures and

threat patterns were achieved. Yet, a retrospective appraisal of
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the prewar period shows that attentive fence-mending and uncharac-

teristically vigorous exchanges of visits were effective Arab -

especially Egyptian - tools for the construction of a utilitarian

wartime Arab coalition. By late 1972 and early 1973, there

remained no insuperable obstacles to a broad Arab participation in

• the war.

Towards Peaceful Solution

At 11asser's death in 1970, Sadat was elected President of the

Republic of Egypt. Sadat ca-le to the Presidency of a country

impoverished and partly devastated by nearly 25 years of conflict

with Israel. It was his prime objective as President to see Egypt

back on the road toward civil freedom and independence, to make her

a prosp)erous nation living in peace with her neighbors.

First Phase 1970-73

Sadat's first years in office were, internationally, narkea Dy

two major events: the freeing of Egypt from Russian influence and,

following the failure of his first peace initiative in 1971, the

victorious Ramadan, October War, a major boost for Egyptian morale

and prestige.

On November 22, 1967, the UN, Security Council adopted the

British-formulated Resolution 242, calling on Israel to withdraw

from the occupied territories; a call which was not heeded.

Years of unproductive diplomacy on the one hand and a war of

attrition on the other followed, as both military and diplo.atic

solutions were tested. United States support of Israel intensified
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as the USSR attempted to gain a firmer foothold in the Middle East

by supplying arms to Egypt on credit. Nasser was concerned to be

able to negotiate from a position of strength despite escalating

Israeli attacks intended to discredit the Egyptian leader and

demoralize Egypt and the Arabs. The Israelis refused to consider

limited withdrawal from the Suez Canal and built the heavily

fortified Bar-Lev line along its west bank, thus signifying their

declared intention to extend their borders to the Canal and main-

tain their domination over the whole of the Sinai peninsula.

In increasing fighting in the Canal Zone, Israeli plans went

into action not only against Egyptian military installations but

against the civilian population of the Suez region and even of the

Nile valley. Ey August 1970, when a ceasefire was achieved, over

600,000 Egyptians had had to be evacuated from the Canal Zone.

?'ore than 10,000 Egyptian soldiers, and as many civilians, were

" killed in the three months before the ceasefire alone.

Following the ceasefire, negotiations began through U' -:edator

Gunnar Jarring, but the talks were stalled by Israeli obduracy and

in September 1970 a fresh crisis emerged when civil war broke out

in Jordan between King Hussein and the Palestinians. Nasser's

mediation secured an agreement between King Hussein, and Yasser

* Arafat, the Palestinian leader; but it was too great a strain for a

man who had borne the burden of 18 years of conflict with Israel.

A few hours after the agreement was signed, on 28 September 1970,

President Gamial Abdel Nasser died and Anwar El-Sadat was elected in

his place.
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!
His first concern was to attempt to end the confict which was

draining Egypt of her lifeblood. On February 4, 1971, the day

before the ceasefire was due to expire, he offered to extend it in

return for an Israeli withdrawal from the East Bank of the Suez

Canal, as a first step towards implementing Resolution 242. If

Israel responded, he announced, he would reopen the Suez Canal for

the benefit of the international community. Israel denounced the

offer as "propaganda." Less than a fortnight later, Sadat took his

peace initiative a step further. He offered to recognize the legal

existence of the state of Israel if it withdrew from the occupied

territories. Again, the Israelis response was negative; but inter-

national ooinion began to swing against them as Sadat's sincerity

became apparent. For the first time a flaw occurred in the strong

U.S. links with Israel as U.S. Secretary of State william Rogers

favored Egypt's position rather than that of Israel.

Aware that Israel's imperviousness to his offers of peace

sprang in part from a conviction of military invincibility, Sadat

sought a military method of breaking the deadlock.

Egypt launched an all-out attack against Israeli positions in

Sinai on 6 October i173, with a Syrian attack on the Golan Heights.

In a surprise offensive which destroyed the myth of Israeli intel-

ligence infallibility, the Egyptian air force struck at Israeli

strongpoints in Sinai while troops crossed the Canal and overran

the Bar-Lev line along a 110-mile front.

Sadat had offered Israel a second chance of peace. Speaking

before the Egyptian People's Assembly on October 16, 1973, at the

height of Egypt's victory, he promised to attend a United Nations
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peace conference once the Israelis had withdrawn from the occupied

territories and to open the Suez Canal.

The October War and Postwar Changes

The October 1973 war was the symbolic "end of an era" in the

Middle East. This conflict is the only one of the several Arab-

Israeli wars that did not erupt after a period of building ten-

sions. It was a "planned" war, preceded by a careful and effective

deceotion campaign and coordinated at the strategic level by the

two principal allied Arab governments of Egypt and Syria. The war

can be viewed as the result of realism and consequent frustration

in the Arab world. Before and after the October Tiar, Israel

military superiority was accepted, but the parameters of that

superiority changed significantly. Until 1973 Israeli regional

*.ower seemed limitless and without cost. After 1973 Araos an: man' '

Israelis as well recognized that Arab forces could at least exact a

high price for a political stalemate.

The importance of the October War can be viewed in three

contexts - military, domestic political, and regional political.

We shall consider the first and third of these contexts only. The

second, domestic political impact, is limited to Israel - where the

war produced political scapegoating, hastened the decline of the

Labor Alignment 3 , created a new determination to retain high

4degrees of military readiness , resuscitated the credibility of

the Arab threat, and breathed new life into the desire for a

general settlement 5 - and Syria, where poor military performance
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also led to scapegoating, in this case to buttress the legitimacy

of the minority - dominated Assad government.

The military results of the war were more clear cut, at the

6strategic level, than many observers have suggested. Israel

remained the only confrontation state capable of sustained offen-

sive operations. Both Syria and Egypt showed their capacity to

defend fixed, fortified positions. Air defense suppression and the

combined arms terms were more important than Israel had recognized,

but warfare of this intens.L ue..6nded too much of Arab con:and,

control,and communications as well. The military outcomes of the

war are associated with resupply. Once again, the Israelis

received materiel one or more aenerations in advance of that of the

Arab states, and the war resulted in United States approval for the

transfer to Israel of numerous high-technology systems theretofore

embargoed. Even without the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty, Israeli
7

regional military superiority is clear.

More com.plex are the regional political results of the

conflict. The apparently effective application of the petroleum

embargo ended the low profile Saudi Arabia had maintained with

regard to its increasing influence in the Arab world. 8 Principal

financial source for the Arab confrontation states, and the only

major oil producer with immense, untapped reserves the leadership

was prepared to exploit, Saudia Arabia is also the only Arab oil

exporter consistently providing substantial quantities of oil to

the United States.

Sadat's strategy of war had been designed to lure the Uniteu

States into a more active role in the Arab-Israeli situation. The
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pressure and threat implicit in the Arab oil embargo, the orches-

tration and moderation of stated Arab goals, and the personal

attitudes of the new foreign policy teaia conducted to realize

Sadat's objective: the United States actively inserted itself into

the confrontation even before the guns of October fell silent. The

ceasefire left Arab and Israeli forces dangerously interlocked in

dispositions from which continued firing seemed assured. Fearing

the re-ignition of general hostilities, United States Secretary of

State Henry Kissinger initiated intensive negotiations designed to

disengage opposing forces, first on the Sinai front, then on the

9
Colan.

The discussions on disengagement were conducted separately on

* each front. Kissinger hoped that from these tactical talks could

* emerge a trust that might in turn lead to momentum toward a general

. settle ,,ent. The preliminary and discrete nature of the process, as

well as the nature of its relationship to the ultimate objectives,

resulted in the tersm "step-by-step" diplomacy.

Few would take exception of the necessity of disengagement.

By contrast, the applicability of the approach to the general

settlement issue is highly questionable given the comolex inter-

relationships involved. Predictably, separate negotiations led to

heightened inter-Arab conflict, and the second-stage agreement on

the Sinai played a major role in regionalizing and broadening the

Lebanese civil war. Syrian President Assad sought to ensure the

solidarity of Lebanon, Jordan, and the PLO under Syrian influence,

so he intervened politically to help promulgate a new national pact

that would restore substantial power to the established political
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leaders and forces. When this accord proved unacceptable to the

leftist/Palestinian alliance, Syrian military forces intervened.

From the inception of Damascus' engagement in Lebanon to the

present, Syria's objectives have been as constant as its alignment

has been inconstant. Yet, partly because of the threat of Israeli

counterintervention, Syrian forces have been unable to wholly
10

control the conflict with the result a stalemate.

The confrontation states were then divided - Egypt on the one

hand, Jordan and Syria on the other - over the approach to and

acceptance of a major U.S. role in the negotiations for a general

settlement. Hussein, optimistic, felt Jordan had little role until

invited to participate, he also felt such an invitation to be

inevitable. Assad, pessimistic after late 1975, saw little point

in step-by-step diplomacy for Syria. Sadat, optimistic, felt - in

contrast to his two counterparts - that Egypt and the Arab would

have much to gain fro:- throwing in their lot with the United

States, in trying to encourage the latter to become a full and

active partner in the settlement process.

The newfound Saudi power inevitably broke down the insulation

between the eastern Mediterranean and Persian Gulf subregions of

the Middle East with the result that Israel and Saudi Arabia for

the first time figured directly in each other's strategic planning.

The only direct external threats to the Saudi monarchy had been

seen in Baghdad and, over a longer term, in Iran. Suddenly,

Israel, which since 1967 occupied two Saudi islands (Sanafir and

Tiran), was the single greatest military threat in Saudi eyes.
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Israel, too, was a country in change after the October War.

Once the initial shock of the war had worn off and scapegoats had

been identified, Israeli leaders determined to maintain a posture

of military readiness higher than previous levels. In particular,

military force modernization and training efforts were upgraded and

extremely ambitious procurement plans developed. Econo;.,ic

constraints meant that procurement programs would depend upon

unprecedented levels of American grant military assistance.Il

Notwithstanding the greater degree of military reaCiness and the

substantial technological development in post-October T'ar Israel,

disenchantement with national leadership under the Labor-led coali-

tion grew apace with catastrophic rates of inflation. Economic

stagnation and a series of political and financial scandals cast a

cloud over the coalition, but even more fundam.ental processes were

eroding Labor's attractiveness to the electorate.

Israel :as not alone in suffering through inflation, although

its inflation rate was several times that of other "liddle ast

countries. Yet, the boom economies of the oil producers were

reQionalized to an extent. In addition to the subsidies, the oil

producers extended development loans and paid for military hari-

Ware. Equally imjdortant in some cases was the emmloyment offered

in the oil producers economies: one of the largest sources of

capital in countries like Jordan rapidly became the recei )ts fro-

expiatriates working in the Gulf. Moreover, many Western firms

viewed all Arab markets as vehicles for the penetration of the oil

producers' market, so substantial am:.ounts of technology were
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transferred, and significant numbers of commercial visits were

common across the region. 
1 2

Second Phase 1974-76

The Liberation War changed atitudes not only in the countries

directly concerned, but in the world as a whole. Egypt's morale

was restored; Sadat was now able to negotiate from a position of

strength. Israel, on the other hand, had become aware of her

vulnerability and of the determination of Egypt and the whole Arab

world to seek the implementation of Resolution 242 and a just

settlement of the Palestinian problem. Sadat signed a disengage-

ment agreement, mediated by Kissinger, in January 1974.

The U.S., profoundly affected by the Arab use of the "oil

weapon" in the form of an embargo, realized that the Arabs had

might as well as right on their side. Its support for Egypt was

obtained because, following the war, Sadat severed his links with

the USSR - the outcome of his realization that Soviet policy in the

*:iddle East was best served by a state of continuing hostility an.

inconclusive wars, making Arab nations dependent on Russian

military assistance, a situation fraught with the risk of Soviet

- domination of the area.

Nevertheless, despite desperate attempts by Kissinger to

soften Israeli attitudes, diplomacy over the next 18 months was

unsuccessful. Kissinger's efforts to negotiate a further disengage-

ment agreement bogged down in Israeli intransigence.
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To break this new deadlock, Sadat took the pre-emptive step of

announcing that he would reopen the Suez Canal on 5 June 1975 and

allow the evacuees back into the Canal towns.
"When I open the Suez Canal," Sadat told U.S. President Gerald

Ford at the beginning of June 1975, "I want to say to Israel and to

the whole world that I don't fear peace. I am ready to work out

peace." The Israelis could no longer hold back, and on 2 September

1975, the second forces disengagement agreement was signed, and the

resumption of the Geneva Conference became possible.

Third Phase 1977-79

The Middle East conflict could not be solved solely Iy mili-

tary means had been clear to Sadat since he took office. The

failures of orthodox diplomacy were by now apparent and beca.me ;,-ore

so as the Geneva talks, conducted through third parties by Egyptian

and Israeli representatives who refused to acknowledge each other

when they met in person, ran into a dead end.

The Shadow of an Egyptian-Israeli Peace

Seeking once again to break the stalemate into which the Arab-

Israeli situation had devolved, Egyptian President Anwar Sadat ma.le

a direct and personal plea to Israeli Prime "inister 'eenache_- necin

in November 1977, volunteering to go to Jerusalem if that woulck

contribute to a settlement.

Such was the situation when Sadat took his historic decision

to visit Israel and speak directly to its people from the rostrui

of the Knesset.
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On November 19, 1977 Sadat told Israel that he accepted their

right to live in peace and statehood, her right to secure borders

backed by international guarantees, and offrreo a eeace arjrc ent

hased on Israeli withdrawal from the territories occupied in 1957,

and achievement of the riahts of the Palestinians to self-

determination and statehood. "Ve welcome you among us," he told a

nation whose right to existence had never before been recognized by

her neighbors, "in all sincerity." Yet in doing so, as the London

Guardian said, "He did not derogate uy a word from the full dem-.and

for a restoration of Ara& Lands or from the rights of the

Palestinians."

If the Liberation T7ar of 1973 had shaken the Israeli's

conviction of military superiority, Sadat's 1977 Peace Initiative

similarly caused themi to doubt their hitherto unswerving belief in

the moral su;eriority of their cause. World opinion was no.. fully

behind the Sadat Initiative, and the international cori.7unity looked

to Israel for a matching gesture.

Sadat wasted no time in translating the powerful i.-&etuo of

his Jerusale.i visit into a practical struggle for peace. Early in

1978, he invited Begin to Ismailia for talks which established the

machinery with which to work on the terms of a settlement: two

ministerial commmittees, a political one meeting in Jerusalem . and a

military one convening in Cairo. Put Israel's determination to

hold onto its settlements in the occupied territories proved a

major stumbling block - the more so when Begin authorized tile

establishment of further comunities.
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By early May, despite major efforts by Sadat aided by U.S.

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance with support from the UN and other

Western countries, the talks seemed deadlocked. And peace pros-

pects receded still further two months later when Israel explicitly

affirmed its determination to hold onto the occupied territories

even at the price of losing the chance of peace which Sadat

offered.

A July meeting o the Egyptian and Israeli Foreign Ninisters,

with Cyrus Vance, at Leeds Castle in England followec. Once again,

Egypt put forward Sadat's proposals for the return of the West Bank

to Jordan and the Gaza Strip to Egypt, an effective role for the

U:, an Israeli withdrawal from the two territories, and Palestinian

participation in the administration during the five-year transi-

tional period.

Events now took a dramatic new turn as Sadat's long strugqlc

to bring the U.S. into the peace process as a full partner at last

succeeded. He met Begin at Camp David, USA for a fortnight of

intensive talks in which President Carter wholeheartedly partici-

pated. A news blackout ensured, as Carter said, that they could

work together in privacy, "without the necessity of political

posturing or defense of a transient stand or belief." The formula

worked. Sore 23 draft agreements later, Sadat obtained Begin's

signature on the accords which were to pave the way towards the

peace treaty.

The Peace Treaty between Egypt and Israel, signed in

Washington on 26 March 1979 and witnessed by President Carter, is a
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crucial landmark in the achievement of a vision which had driven

Sadat since he came to office in 1970 - the vision of a comprehen-

sive settlement in the troubled Middle East. At an afternoon

ceremony on the lawn of the W'hite House, Egypt and Israel solemnly I
vowed to establish a relationship of friendship and trust to work

with goodwill towards a just solution of the Palestinian problem.

The ,1.liddle East Relationships

Sadat's visit to Israel, initiating a new era in the Ara.-

Israeli dispute and fundamentally affected inter-Arab relations.

Syria and the PLO, fearing the conclusion of a seperate peace that

might remove Egypt - the most powerful Arab state fro- the anti-

Israel coalition, undertook with the support of the extremists

(Irac, Algeria, Libya) vitriolic attacks on Sadat's new approach.

The Egyptian strategy allowed more than adecuate ti-,e for a

constructive Arab alternative; but none was forthcoming. Sadat's

opponents seemingly could agree on nothing sive opposition to his

policies. Even opposition was to some extent muted by Sa&at's

insistence that he would never settle for a "separate peace." Thus

Saudi criticism was centered not so much on the nature of the

Egyptian approach as upon the fact that it was undertaken without

prior consultation with and among the Arabs. Two monarchs - 1,in

Hassan of Morocco, much at the periphery of the Arab-Israeli

problerm, and King Hussein of Jordan, just as mucl at its core -

seemed to offer limited support, although Hussein was increasin-ly

skeptical concerning Israeli intentions.
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The new Egyptian strategy fundamentally altered rliddle East

relations. The most important changes occurred between Egypt and

its erstwhile allies, Iraq, Jordan, and Syria; between Jordan and

," the PLO; between Iraq and Saudi Arabia; and temporarily between

Iraq and Syria (see appendix 3). The discontinuity of the figures

results from the distinction between Arab perceptions of Egyptian

strategy before and after the Cam David sum.it meeting and the

subsequent Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty.

Ultimately, and predictably, the other Arab states were unable

- to act to effectively counter Egypt's new strategy. However,

events in the Middle East in late 1979 and early 1980 - the seizure

of te US e, basy n Thra 1 4

Of the U.S. embassy in Tehran, attacks on Ai.,ericans and A-merican

property and embassies elsewhere 15 , and especially Soviet r iiitary

16intervention in Afghanistan - rekindled U.S. strategic fears and

submerged what had been widespread public and congressional op.osi-

tion within the United States to overseas co-.mmitments and to U.S.

military action aoroad. 1 7  The fact that Cap:, David and its " eace

process" roughly coincided with the Iranian revolution and tie

events of 1979-80 further reduced the ability of the Arab states to

respond effectively by diminishing the relative importance of the

Levant vis-a-vis the Arab/Persian Gulf, and by increasing the

salience of the Arab countries only insofar as they coop~erated with'

new Washington views on a U.S. military presence in the recjion.

After all, Israel continued to be the strongest military power

in the M!iddle East, secure fro, attacks by any combination of Ar 2

states and doubly so now that a peace had been concluded with
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Egypt. In the Arab view only the United States, as Israel's prin-

cipal supplier of military hardware and technology, could mount

sufficient effective pressure on Israel to bring about more concil-

iatory policies. The United States could in turn be pressured by

Arab governments and the PLO through manipulating the superpower

rivalry, through threatened oil embargoes, and through petroleum

price escalation. However, such a strategy was based upon the

relatively reserved behavior of the United Stated during and after

the Vietnam War and on the tendency of both superpowers increas-

ingly to react to regional events in terms of regional interests

rather than their global competition. When American attitudes

abruptly changed in 1980 after the Soviet intervention in

Afghanistan, it appeared that local governments might once again be

seen as useful only in terms of their contribution to U.S. global

strategy. While this attitude may not endure, !jiddle East govern-

ments have already been forcefully reminded of how little control

they have over regional developments when the superpowers determiine

to act.

The result of the foregoing has been a deemphasis of the

Egyptian-Israeli "peace process," as other Arab governments:

- (in the Gulf) recalled how peripheral the Arab-Israeli

conflict was to the;,,; or

- recognized the degree to which they sought American ,uporL

as well as the degree to which their opposition to Ca:,

David had weakened the support; or

- realized that their security under the new circumstances was

much less assured outside than inside the peace process; or
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- in the face of their inability to effect Egypt and Israel

came to the conclusion that limited benefits within the Camp

David formula might be preferable to being left behind by

the developments issuing forth from it.

late 1970's and early 1984 has been to move toward a return to the

previous insulation between the various subregions of the liddle

East. As the countries of the Gulf have felt the reDercusions

arising from the Iranian revolution and the Iraqi-Iranian war,

their governments have been too concerned with internal and Gulf

problems and issues to further subdivide attention and resources to

address the Levant. Similarly, political changes in the eastern

;:editerranean and the domestic impact of regional (including Gulf)

develoments have had such fundar.ental and far-reaching ramifica-

tions on Levantine states that their governments have tended to be

less concerned with the Gulf than at any time since 1973.

EQYPTIA?: AMERICAN RELATIONS

The Historical Background

Since Uorld Iar II American middle East policies have been

driven by two conflicting approaches - on the one hand, to view ti.e

region in terms of the strategic U.S. competition with the Soviet

Union; on the other, to deal with the !1iddle East on its own ter.,c

and for its own sake. This ambivalence in American policy Lac

weakened both interests and is particularly lar.ientaoie L . ...e

whe. direct U.S. interests in the riddle East have beco.,e vital.
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Few aid relationships in the last three decades can match the

drama and significance of the United States-Egyptian experience.18

The Eisenhower Administration's cancellation of its offer to help

finance the Aswan High Dam in July 1956 triggered the Suez Crisis,

and has been called "a turning point in the political relationship

of the west and the Arab peoples. "19 Between 1958 and 1965, Egypt

was the world's largest per capita consummer of U.S. food aid. 2 0

o• With the demise of the food aid program in the mid-1960's, U.S.

relations with Nasser's Egypt reached their nadir. But his suc-

cessor, Anwar Sadat, proved far more cooperative than Nasser ever

had. By the mid-1970's, the United States had unveiled a multi-

billion dollar economic assistance program in Egypt, the largest of

its kind since the Marshall Plan.

The situation did not change until President Anwar al-Sadat

assumed office in late September, 1970. Sadat had come to recog-

nize more clearly than his former chief that the prostrate Egyptian

economy needed American help and that this could be obtained only

through the medium of some kind of constructive diplomatic dialocgue

with the United States, aimed at achieving a rliddle East peace and

United States-Egyptian cooperation in the area. It reQuired

patience and mutual understanding by the American and Egyptian

sides to do this, but, happily, the leaderships in both W7ashington

and Cairo were prepared to work together to achieve common objec-

tives. The Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty and the exclusion of

Soviet influence in Egypt were the results.
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The United States and Egvt's Search for rlilitary Aid, 1952-55

Gamal Abdel Nasser's announcement of the Czech-Egyptian arms

deal in September 1955 was in many ways a watershed in United

States-Egyptian relations. In the first few years after the

Egyptian revolution, many American policymakers had regardec Nasser

as a potential ally; after the Czech arms agreement, he was

regarded increasingly by the American government as a : otential

enemy. The Egyptian decision to purchase weaponry from. the Soviet

block, which was to have a profound effect not only on U.S.-

Egyptian relations but on the entire course of the Cold Var, was

bound up with the Eisenhower Administration's ill-fated attem)t to

use the lure of American military aid to entice Egypt into the

Uvestern alliance systerm. The tangled story of the U.S.-Egyptian

military aid negotiations in the early 1950's reveals a great deal

about the difficulties involved in using aid as a political lever

*in Egypt and sets the stage for discussion of the Aswan Dan, affair.

The Egyptian revolutionary regime's quest for modern weaponry

grew; partly out of a perceived need to give credibility to an

activist Egyptian foreign policy. tWithout a well-equipped arm:y an(

air force, it was unlikely that Egypt would ever wield much influ-

ence in regional affairs. Moreover, the creation of a modern mili-

tary force was an important symbol of independence and sovereignty

in Egypt, contributing to the development of a sense of national

identity as well as reinforcing the authority and legitimacy of the
ruling elite. 21 Of perhaps even more fundamental importance in the

Revolutionary Conanand Council's (RCC) thinking was the fact that

the Egyptian officer corps, the only real power base that the
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regime had, demanded rapid acquisition of advanced military equip-

ment. Having failed to broaden the political base of the regime,

largely because there was not yet a middle class or a peasantry or

an industrial proletariat aware of its group interests, the RCC was

compelled to pay close attention to the needs of the military.22

And what the professional officer corps wanted above all, in the

aftermath of Egypt's disastrous performance in the 1948 Palestine

War, was modern military equipment.

The zisenhower Administration's interest in deferring military

aid to Egypt until after some progress toward an Arab-Israeli

settlement was reinforced by widespread domestic hostility to the

idea of providing arms to Egypt which might someday be used against

Israel. Although the Israel lobby was not nearly the political

force in Washington in the 1950's that it was to become in the

1]60's and 1970's, Israel's backers in the United States made their

presence felt during the Eisenhower era, particularly when the

issue of aid to Arab governments surfaced. Consideration for the

great body of private opinion in the United States favoring Israel

was a large factor in every governmental decision on 7iddle East

issues.
23

The Lessons of the American Experience in Zqyt, 1952-55

It seens clear in retrospect that there was a huge gap between

what the Eisenhower Administration hoped to achieve with its mili-

tary aid program in Egyot in the early 1950's and the projected

size of the program itself. Between 25 May 1950 and 31 Dece:.Oer

1955, the United States exported only $1.2 million in arms and only
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$6.1 million in spare parts and aircraft to Egypt. Although the

American government supplemented these sales with a $20 million

military aid offer in 1954, in the end the Eisenhower Administra-

tion tried, "to convince the Egyptians to do too much with too

little benefit for the already suspicious Free Officers." Comiro-

mise on the Suez Base and Palestine issues, and on the issue of

regional defense, entailed tremendous risks for the Nasser regime.

Although Foster Dulles's understanding of the pressures facing

_Nasser was greater than he has usually been given credit for, he

ultimately misjudged the strength of Arab nationalism-, the urgency

of the Egyptian government's need to obtain military aid, and the

ability of the U.S. to shape events in the !Iiddle East with rela-

tively small quantities of aid.

Several other factors served to diminish what leverage trie

Eisenhower Adm.iinistration did manage to derive fro-, its promise of ..

military aid. In the first place, the emergence of the Soviet bloc

as an alternative source of arms decreased the value of U.S. mili-

tary aid as a political lever in Egypt. Once competitive bidding.

for Egypt's favor began, the American bargaining position deterio-

rated rapidly.

The commlexity of America's aid machinery was another anchor

on U.S. efforts to use the lure of military assistance as a 1eans

of controlling Egyptian behavior. The nature of the American

political system made delays, restrictions, and uncertainties an

unavoidable part of the aid process, much to the chagrin of the

Egyptian government. The three years of unsuccessful U.S.-Egy:tian

arms talks suffered by comparison with speedy conclusion of the
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Czech arris deal. Moreover, Soviet bloc aid programs were unbur-

dened by legislative requirements for military assistance advisory

groups and uninhibited by annual public reviews of aid policy. The

United States may have missed a chance in the first few years after

the revolution to build a durable, mutually satisfactory relation-

ship with the Nasser regime; to a considerable extent, the

complicated story of America's attempts to use military aid as a

political lever in Egypt in the period 1952-55 remains a tale of

lost opportunities.

The United States and the Aswan Dam, October 1955 - July 1956

"The Aswan Dam affair," observed one former American

24di',lomat, "is probably the single most important episode in the

whole history of American attempts to use economic aid as a politi-

cal lever in the Third World." In the glare of mounting Soviet-

American competition in the developing world, the significance of

the Eisenhower Administration's offer - in conjunction with the

British government and the World Bank - to help finance construc-

tion of the Aswan High Dam was magnified far beyond the size of the

offer itself. Alarmed by the Czech armns deal, Foster Dulles hoped

to use aid for the High Dam project as an inducement to discourage

the Nasser regime from further involvement with the Soviet bloc and

to encourage the Egyptians to seek a negotiated settlement of the

Arab-Israeli conflict. In a more general sense, Dulles sought to

use the Aswan offer as a means of demonstrating American strength

in the escalating East-West struggle for influence in the Third"

W1orld. American efforts to mold Egyptian behavior with the lure of
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High Dam aid did not, however, meet with much success in late 1955-

early 1956. By the end of March 1956, the Eisenhower Administra-

tion's frustration with the Nasser regime's conduct, coupled with

increasing foreign and domestic pressures, had produced a major

shift in American tactics. Having failed to pacify Nasser with

promises of economic assistance, Eisenhower and Dulles set out

after Harch 1956 to punish him by suspending those promises.

At the end of Narch lt'.hb, tne tiseni;'iwer A7inistration began

a major shift in its Aswan Dam aid policy. Disturbed by the Nasser

regime's apparent unwillingness to cooperate with the American

governrent, Eisenhower and Foster Dulles jettisoned the policy of

using High Da:., aid primarily as an inducement and set out to use

the suspension of the Aswan offer as part of a general campaign to

bring N.1asser to heel. By attempting to isolate Egypt from the rest

of the Arab world, the Eisenhower Administration hoped to contain

the soread of Soviet influence in the "liddle East, to temporarily

defuse the Arab-Israeli issue, and more broadly, to der-onstrate

that Nasser's tactic of playing off East against West did not pay.

Infor.al suspension of the Aswan offer, however, seemed to

have no more effect on Egyptian behavior than the earlier policy of

inducement had had. Beset by Congressional pressures, anti convinced

that the dangling High Dam offer had become more of a liability

than an asset of American interests, Foster Dulles for-mally

cancelled the U.S. government's proposal of aid for the High Dam. on

19 July 1956. It is important to emphasize, first, that Dulles's

cancellation of the Aswan offer was not the sudden decision that it

is sometimes alleged to have been, but was rather a product of the
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gradual shift in American policy toward Egypt that had begun in

late March 1956, and second, that the British government was not

completely excluded from the deliberations which culminated in

Dalles's cancellation of the Aswan offer, as has sometimes been

suggested, but was rather kept fairly well informed about American

thinking on the Aswan issue.

The immediate consequence of the Anglo-American withdrawal of

the High Dam offer was Nasser's nationalization of the Suez Canal

Company, and the subseQuent Suez Crisis, which in turn had a power-

.' ful effect upon the course of international politics. Never before

or since has America's use of economic aid as a political lever had

quite the same impact that the cancellation of the Aswan offer had.

Instead of becoming an object lesson for Third 7-orld

governments on the unprofitability of attemPting to use Cold Uar

rivalry for their own ends, the Aswan affair became an object

lesson for the American government on the unprofitability of

attempting to use economic aid too blatantly as a political lever

in relations with developing countries. American governments,

however, have marvelous propensity for forgetting, ignoring, or

sim)ly misinterpreting historical lessons; within a decade, the

threat of economic aid cut-offs would once again be brandished in

U.S.-Egyptian relations.

Aid Policy in the Twilight Years of the Eisenhoier Era

There was, as Reymond Hare later put it, a "false glow" over

U.S.-Egyptian relations in the wake of Suez. The brief period of

U.S.-Egyptian amity created by Eisenhower's opposition to the
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tripartite attack on Egypt was more apparent than it was real; far

from seeking to build a better U.S.-Egyptian relationship on the

foundation of Suez the Eisenhower Administration set out at the

beginning of 1957 to isolate Nasser and block the spread of his

influence in the Arab world. The keystone of the Administration's

effort was the Eisenhower Doctrine, to extension of the anti-Nasser

campaign. Another feature of the post-Suez drive to curb the

-Nasser regime was the suspension of America's modest program of

technical and commodity aid with the outbreak of hostilities in

October 1956, the several dozen American technical advisers then

working on Egyptian development projects were evacuated. At the

sai,-e time, shi-ments of surplus wheat under a $19.2 million aid

agreerment reached early in 1956 were curtailed. Egypt received no

economic aid frorm the United States during 1957.25 When pressed

about the chances for a revival of the aid prograi:- in Egy-t, a

State Department spokes:man observed laconically in '.:ay 195C that

economic aid might be resumed after a "decent interval. "

That interval proved to be shorter than many peopDle in

!Tashington had anticipated. After the Iraci revolution in July

1952 torpedoed the Daghiad Pact and revealed the bankruptcy of the

Eisenhower Doctrine, the Eisenhower Adinistration launched a cau-

tious effort to ease U.S.-Egyptian tensions. A gradual im provement

*in U.S.-Egytian relations and! a gradual increase in Public Law

(PL) 480 shipments to Egypt went hand-in-hand in 1959-60. By the

end of the Eisenhower era, the stage was set for the Kennev"

Administration's dramatic effort to build a cordial U.S.-Egy:tian

relationshim with American food aid.
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American aid - or the lack of it - was a key issue in U.S.-

Egyptian relations throughout the 1950's, most dramatically during

the Aswan affair of 1955-56. In the slow climb out of the valley

of mutual differences in 1959-60, American food aid served as a

crucial bilateral bond. In the ambitious plans of Eisenhow.er's

successor, food aid was to play an even more crucial role.

Food Aid and American Policy Toward Egypt, 1961-63

Encouraged by the gradual improvement of U.S.-Egyptian rela-

tions in 1959-60, John F. Kennedy and the "best and the brightest"

who accompanied him to Washington in 1961 made a major effort to

build a friendly relationship with the 1:asser regime on a foun-a-

tion of American food aid shipments. Dy 1963, Egypt had become the

27world's largest per capita consumer of American food ais.

The central objectives of Kennedy's aid policy were variations

on the famiiliar themies of the Eisenhower era: the !.ennedv Adminis-

tration sought to kee; the Arab-Israeli conflict "in the icebox,;"

to limit Soviet influence in Egypt; and to restrain I1asser frol.,"

attacking TWestern interests in the Arab world and in the rest of

the developing world. In addition to these imm~ediate security

concerns, Kennedy and his advisers placed new emphasis on the

irDortance of oromoting Egyptian economic development, which they

believed would result eventually in a durable, amicable U.s.-

Egyptian relationship.

The initial aid tactic favored by the Kennedy Administration

was a continuation of the Eisenhower Administration's practicc in

1959-60 of offering incremental inducements to the N~asser reqi; e,
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usually in six-month installments. Buoyed by the apparent success

of "continuous negotiation," to moderate Nasser's behavior in

1961-62, the Kennedy Administration concluded a large, three-year

PL 480 agreement with the Egyptian government in October 1962, in

hopes that such a commitment would reinforce the Nasser regime's

interest in cooperating with the United States. Unfortunately,

U.S.-Egyptian friction stemm,_ing from Egypt's involvement in the

Yem. eni civil war and its rapid military build-up caused a steady

deterioration in bilateral relations in 1963, even as the American

governiment poured unprecedented quantities of food aid into Egypt.

By the time of Kennedy's death in November 1963, much of the early

promise of the Kennedy-17asser relationship had evaporated, as haQ

. ,uch of the New Frontiersmen's confidence in their "great unseen

weapon.

-Nasser made it quite clear to Kennedy and his advisers in 19 3

that econo::,ic development was not the only, or even the most i: Dor-

tant, goal of his regime, and that Eqypt's interest in ensurin7 the

continued flow of food aid through cordial relations with the
6L

United States was a far less crucial concern in Cairo than Egypt's

interest in protecting and advancing its prestige in the Arah

worl.

Food Aij and American Policy Toward.. >x't, 1964-37

For Lyndon Johnson, diplomacy was essentially an extension of

the game of national politics. As an instrument of di;-om.acy, food'

aid was bound - in the Johnsonian sche:,ie of things - by the car-i-

nal rule of national politics: never do something for nothing.
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Johnson shared many of Kennedy's convictions about the long-run

political benefits for the United States of economic developm:Lent in

poor countries, but he had far less patience than his predecessor

had had with recipients of American largesse who created short-run

difficulties for the American government, and for Lyndon Johnson."qm

Economic development was a slow and uncertain process, and in the

meantime Johnson wanted something to show for his efforts. Johnson

wasted little time in making his philosophy clear to aid recipi-

ents.

Distressed by Nasser's role in the Arab-Israeli conflict, oy

his growing economic and military dependence on the Soviet Union,

and by his increasing attacks on 17estern interests in the Arab

world and in Afri.ca, Johnson grew more and more frustrated in 1964

with the three-year American commitment to orovide food aid to

Egy.t. In a year in which PL 40C aid accounted for c2 percent of

Egy'tian wheat imports and 53 percent of Egyp~t's net suply of

wheat, Johnson thought it incredible that Egypt could shov: such

disregard for Aerican interests. Finally, after the United State.,

Infori.mation Service u .v in Cv,,ro was burnej to the groun-, in

4ovember 1964, after Nasser denounced the Johnson Adi:inistration

and its aid programs in a particularly vitu;perative speech in
December 1954, and after intense Dressure ha. begun to build on

Capitol H11ill for abrogation of the three-year agree:,ent, Johnson

stepped in and shortened Nasser's leash, sus!oending delivery of the

last installment of aid under the October 1962 accord. After a

period of more restrained Egyptian behavior in the spring and
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summner of 1965, the Johnson Administration resumed food aid ship-

ments to the Nasser regime, completing the 1962 agreement and then,

at the end of 1965, negotiating a new, six-month PL 480 agreement.

But when U.S.-Egyptian relations again began to deteriorate in

1966 - at a time when the American agricultural surplus had dir,,in-

ished considerably - Johnson again turned off the spigot of PL 430

aid. From the points of view of both the Johnson Aci.inistration

and the Nasser regime at the beginning of 1967, continuation of the

PL 480 prograi in Egypt cost more in domestic and regional polit-

* ical ter.s than it was worth. Dy May-June 1967, any political

leverage that econoiaic aid had once produced for the U.S. in Egypt

had long since dissipated.

.Sad at's Peace Dividend

Anw:ar Sadat is reme::,bered by the American public he captivateJ

in the 1970's as a great historic figure. Just as Nasser's

villainouz imaje belies the complicated nature of his relationshii

with the U.S., Sadat's heroic image is in some ways a distortion of

reality and an oversi.plification of the impact that his achieve-

ments and his failures have had on Egypt and on American interests

in the r.iddle East.

Few foreign leaders have ever ca tured the imagination of

Americans as completely as did Anwar Sadat in the years after the

October 1,.ar of 1973. Henry Kissinger, in a moment of humility rare

for a man who fancied himself the heir to the great European dilo-

matists of the nineteenth century, described Salat in 1979 as "the

greatest [statesr.an] since ismarkissinger's praise
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echoed by his colleaques in the Nixon and Ford Administrations, by

his successors in the Carter and Reagan Administrations, by the

American news media, and by legislators on Capitol Hill who

enbraced Sadat as they had rebuffed Nasser.

One tangible sign of the popularity of Sadat and his policies

in the United States was the rapid resumption of American economic

aid to Egypt after the October War, on a scale unDaralleled since

the 1"larshall Plan era in Wlestern Europe. This multi-billion-dollar

assistance program, at heart an act of faith in Sadat himself, was

designed to help make the political risks the post-1973 peace

process entailed for Egypt worth taking. Sadat prormised Egyptian

compatriots that his commitment to a di:Dlomatic resolution of

Ecypt's differences with Israel and his close association with the

United States w.ould produce a "peace dividend," in the form of

social and r.materiel progress for all Egyptians. The Amierican

government realized early on that failure to underwrite Sadat's

pledge would jeopardize its evolving special relationship wit!.

Egypt, and as a consecuence, its hopes for a general Nidule East

peace settlement. Perceiving an historic opportunity to establishr

a strong American position in Egypt and to bring an end to th)e

Arab-Israeli conflict, the Nixon Administration and its successors

plungeu enthusiastically into the task of bolstering the Egyptian

economy.

Sadat's soaring rhetoric, coupled with the rapid grotith of thc

U.S. economic aid program, created dangerously inflated expecta-

tions in Egyp.tian populace would derive from U.S. largesse. Vhen

collaboration with the United States failed to produce the quck
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economic solutions that many Egyptians had come to expect, some of

the old frustrations and resentments that had dominated the

.. Egyptian view of the American government in the Nasser era began to

* resurface. To be sure, the U.S.-Egyptian relationship was on far

firmer political footing in the late 1970's and early 1980's than

had ever been the case in the Nasser years; nevertheless, it had

become clear by the time of Sadat's death in October 1981 that

Amnerican economic assistance was not the political panacea that

some Americans and Egyptians had thought it to be in the first

heady days of the post-1973 U.S.-Egyptian rapprochement.

Retrospect and Prospect

By 1922, the goals that the Eisenhower Administration had

sought to achieve with its Aswan offer - and Ecjyptian-Israeli peace

treaty and a diminution of Soviet influence in Egypt - had been

realized. They had been realized not through the barter of eco-

nomic assistance for political concessions, as some of Eisenhower's

acvisers had anticipated, but through careful diplomacy and culti-

vation of shared interests. In the early 19S0's, as in 1 receding

years, economic aid served as an important inducement to coopera-

tion with the U.S., but it did not give the Ar:erican government a

stranglehold on Egyptian policies.

"Don't ex-ect miracles from me," Mlubarak said, "I have no

,30magic wands. "  !Iubarak began the slow process of rebuildinj

Egypt's ties to its Arab neighbors, to the nonaligned movement, &nd

to the rest of the Islamic world. riubarak's moves in 1982-83 to

de:.-onstrate that Egypt was som-ething more than an American client
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were more subtle. He refused to allow the United States to estab-

lish a permanent air force base at Ras Banas on the Red Sea,

although he made it clear that the U.S. Rapid Deployment Force

could make use of the military facilities at Ras Banas for training

or during an actual emergency. He voiced staunch support for the

Reagan Peace Initiative but continued to advocate a direct U.S.

dialogue with the Palestine Liberation Organization. He insisted

upon greater Egyptian control over the disbursement of American aid

funds, and obtained it.

Economic Aid and the Limits of Influence

Vhat lessons does the American experience in the Nasser anu

Sadat eras hold for current aid policy? Such lessons are: unclog-

ging the aid-pipeline, linking aid to reform, and reducing the size

and visibility of the American presence applicable not only to the

A.-nerican aid relationship with Nubarak's Egypt, but also to U.S.

aid policy toward other developing countries. Inflate,: American

expectations, coupled with deep Egyptian anxieties about foreign

encroachment, produced a highly combustible aid relationship.

In the Sadat era, inflated Egyptian expectations, publicly

fanned by Sadat himself, posed real dangers for American policy-

makers. Again, it is clear that no sensible aid policy could be

developed without taking Egypt's domestic mood into account. The

political influence that one country derives from the provision of

economic assistance to another is not the neat mathematical product

of a simple calculus of economic costs and benefits; it results
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from the complicated interaction of the needs, perceptions, and

ambitions of the donor with those of the recipient.

The provision of economic aid can reinforce an interest in

mutual accommodation derived from more fundamental shared political

objectives. The promise, threatened withdrawal, or actual with-

drawal of aid can also, if discreetly applied, earn modest polit-

ical concessions from the recipient. But the political value of

economic assistance must not be overestimated. A large aid progra.,

even one as extensive as the current program for Hubarak's Egypt,

cannot effectively be used as a political bludgeon; moreover, the

sheer size of such a program creates considerable risks for both

donor and recipient. For those who may be tempted to think that

the 1:ubarak regime's dependence on American assistance gives the

United States government a vice grip on Egyp)tian policies, the

lessons of Nasser and Sa-lat eras are worth reme::bering.
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CHAPTER III
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CHAPTER IV

EGYPTIAN STRATEGY TO ACHIEVE STABILITY IN THE REGION

POLITICAL POLICY AND STRATEGIC ELEIIENTS THAT AIIS

AT ACUIEVING STABILITY IN THE REGION

For 5,000 years Egypt has played a critical role in shaping

the security and stability of the region that includes the M1iddle

East, the Mediterranean, Africa, and the Red Sea. This role is a

function of both Egypt's strategic position and the skills and

independence of its people. Egypt not only determines the security

of one of the world's critical strategic waterways and great tradce

routes, it makes up more than 40 percent of the total population of

the Arab world. Egypt's strategic position is as important today

as it has ever been in the past.

Economic Growth and National Security

The twin foundations of Egypt's National Policy.

Nodern Egypt has shown leadership, and moral and political

courage. In 1952, Egypt led the emergence of the Third Wornd an6

the struggle against colonialism. In 1973, Egypt demonstrated it

had the military strength and modern technology to wage war against

one of the most effective and best armed forces in the world. In

1978, Egypt showed it had the courage and foresight to take the

initiative in bringing peace to the region, and the will to negoti-

ate an initial peace settlement in the face of what initially
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seemed to be overwhelming obstacles. In 1984, Egypt demonstrated

that it had become a mature democracy in which every citizen could

vote and in which six sharply different political parties could

compete for office.

Today, Egypt is an essential power for peace, democracy and

moderation in a region which has vital strategic im.portance to

Western trade and security. It is a state which combines rluslim

and Christian alike. It is the intellectual center of the Arab

world. It is the friend of every moderate state in the 11iddle East

and North Africa. It shares broad common goals with the United

States, and is its natural partner in maintaining regional stabil-

ity and security.

Egypt is also widely considered to be a main axis sha ing the

balance between states in the region because of its capability to

- shane the course of events, and its dedication to building sta.Dil-

ity in a region which suffers from many problems and which must be

regarded as the most tense region in the world.

The statements of Egypt's political and military officials, as

well as Egyptian policy, reinforce the fact that the peace Egypt

initiated came out cf Egypt's cor2lete conviction that peace was

the only way the area could end its many conflicts and struggles,

and that peace is a strategic position fro:, which there can be no

withdrawal, regardless of Egypt's many difficulties and sacrifices.

Egypt strives in a balanced manner to push forward peace

efforts and to acquire the military strength necessary to protect

the peace process, since this process cannot be moved forward by

good will alone. The arms race in the region and the constant
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political pressures from the enemies of peace, ensure that no peace

can be broadened or maintained without national security.

These policies create a natural unity of purpose and inter-

dependence with the U.S. The United States has vital economic,

political, and military interests in the region. The region's

security is one of the main considerations shaping United States

strategy, and this creates a strong rLutual bond between Egypt and

" the U.S., in their efforts to build peace and security. T,'hile the

methods of achieving given goals may sometimes difer, both sides

agree on the critical priorities: military security ana economic

development, ending terrorism, and finding a solution to the

Palestinian proble-,- that ends in a just an, com;i-rehensive * eace

settle..ent for all parties.

It is this clear mnutual vision, and understanding bet;een

:,grit and the United States w4hich has upgrade their relationshi'ip

to the close ties that now he.': shane Eypt's re:;ionsl position.

T.is relationshi:- emanates fro,-, the conviction of both sides that

they -.ust cooperate both in the civil efforts that strengthen th e
4*1

• search for peace, and the military areas vital to securing peace

" anu creating regional stability.

Egypt is building this regional role, and national policy, on

t'in foundatio-s: economic growth and national security. T he first

foundation ensures the welfare of Egypt's people and steauy

improvements in their living standar6. It involves the mo~erniz -

tion of each major sector of the Egyptian economy, the develo.-,ent

of a modern econo-mic infrastructure, the modernization of stato

industry, and the steady growth of the i-rivate sector.
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This foundation is essential to the hopes and living standard of

every Egyptian. It is essential to Egypt's development as a

" democracy, and it is essential if Egypt is to play a majcr role

in helping to bring peace and stability to a troubled region.

The second foundation is national security. Egypt's fir..

commitment to peace with Israel has eased the strain of defense

expenditure and allowed Egypt to shift resources to econo.:ic

development. It is reducing the size of its armec forces, an£

trading force quantity for force quality. Egypt, however, still

confronts serious threats from other nations in the region. It

faces a unpredictable and well-armed Libya. "loreover, Egvyt fins

. itself in an unstable and tense region characterized b,, co.-_l icate_

oroblems of different levels and tynes. It .ay be force.L to

provide su;port to other moderate Arab and African states.

Elcv';t cannot build on these twin foun6ations, however, without

external aid. It cannot irprove the living staniards of its o%:i

people, carry the burden of economic develo:nt, and hel'., -aintain

regional security with its present resources. The Egyti n econo-.y

not only must grow and diversify, E-.'vt -,.ust com: ensate for the

cost of decades of war. It must com,-.ensate for the loss of Ara..

aid as the result of its peace with Israel, most esz;.ecially for t!e

total loss of funds for the Arab Organization for Industrializa-

tion.

Eqvpt's Economic Goals

rgy,,t's econom.iic plan em-phasizes tiue increase of the .:ro_.uc-

tive capacity of its various economic sectors, the ir'rove:.ent o.
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living standards, and greater equity in income distribution. The

essence of Egypt's economic planning is to ensure interdependence

and integration amiong the various sectors an6 variables. The main

feature of p-lanning in the coming era will be the integration

between physical and hunan factors, and a.:iong the conoonents of

each category.

The key to providing the level of Egyptian economic groith

that will meet the needs of Egypt's people, and eventually allow

-Zgyt to finance both its economic developm, ent and national secur-

ity, lies in increasing its standard of living at least twice the

rate of its population growth. Egypt's economic planning uirects

the course of the public sector. As for the orivate sector, plan-

nin does not interfere in its operation. On the contrary, the

government charts its 6roaj course an3 shades the fraew;ork for its

activities, to ensure the proper coordination and intec:ration

!betw.:een the two sectors.

Egy] t .ians to improve the focus of its hur-an resources &eve!-
ojinent and man-power training. Education and training are beinj

focusei on m.,odern technical skills.

ReIucing Egypt's balance of payments deficit rem.iains a major

priority. Egypt's persistent balance of payru.ents deficit has

increased its debt to the outside world to the point where this is

interfering in bothi economic aevelopment and national security.

The solution lies in a mix of outside aid and a consistent an.'

integrated set of Egyptian measures and policies in such critical

areas as the selection of major development projects, the rational-

ization of imports and consumption, increased domestic savinc,, -ore
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efficient pricing and fiscal policies and more efficient use of

foreign aid and loans. It was planned that Egypt's exports would

steadily increase at a rate exceeding the increase in its imports

and Gross Domestic Product. This will help restore internal and

external balance to the Egyptian economy.

Egypt is also encouraging Western, Arab, and other foreign

investment. Egypt is rationalizing the use of foreign loans and

aid and is directing them to the most productive sectors and pro-

jects. Further, Egypt is improving its cooperation with Arab and

other friendly neighboring countries to enhance development and

improve regional economic integration. In addition, Egypt needs %

intensive outside aid to complement the projected financial

resource availability and to relieve project inplementation con-

straints.

Egypt's National Security Gocils

Egypt's national Security goals are based on a policy of -peace

and deterrence. Egypt can only meet its goals for econon.ic devel-

opment and improving the standard of its people if it can avoid war

and limit its participation in the arms race that dominates the

economy of so many other states in the region. This is one reason

Egypt has so strong a commitment to peace to Israel and to elimi-

nating the suffering and waste of past conflicts.

At the same time, Egypt must create a strong deterrent and

convert its forces fronm large masses of Soviet-supplied equip:,Ient

to smaller high-technology forces equipped by the West. Egypt not

only is surrounded by a regional arms race, it faces tangible
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threats from unstable states like Libya. It can only maintain the

peace if it clearly possesses the ability to counterattack against

Libya, and have the ability to aid other moderate states, as well.

Egypts national security goals flow logically from these

needs, and may be summarized as follows:

- To maintain the peace, and find a just solution to the

Palestinian problem as an essential step in raching a

comprehensive peace settlement in the IMiddle East.

- To create a strong deterrent that will check any covert or

overt aggression against Egypt.

- To help preserve the independence and self-determination of

its Arab and African neighbors.

- To maintain modern forces that will hel? bring the region

stability in the face of a major arms race and many sources

of conflict and political unrest.

- To provide the military capabilities that Egypt needs in a

way that will allow Egypt to pursue the path of economic

developament and raise the living standards of the Egyjjtian

people.

It is important to note that Egypt and Tunisia are the only

two powers in the region which have recently cut their defense

establishments and which plan such moderate rates of future

increases. This is illustrated by the latest data the U.S. Ar:.s

Control and Disarmament Agency (AC)A) has issue, on total defense V
spending in the :iddle East. The total for tl.e Middle East hay

increased from $48 billion dollars in 1977, in constant 19!;1

dollars, to $60 billion in 1982. Egypt's share of total recgional
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defense expenditures has dropped sharply since its peace with

Israel and the beginning of close military relations with the

United States.

It is also true that Egypt has benefited greatly from U.S.

defense aid, and could not meet its goals without this aid. C it'h-

out extensive future grant aid fro-. the U.S., Egypt would have no

way of reducinc its foreign debt and of funding both security and

development. One again, however, ACDA data helms put this in

perspective. Egypt imported $4.2 billion worth of ar-,s fron-, all

sources during 1973-32. Israel imported $4.4 billion, although it

has a T.-,uch larger do-mestic defense industry. Sudan, Egypt's ally,

i )orted only $650 million. Syria imported $9.6 billion. Libya

imp2)orted. G11.5 billion. Iran i.uorted $6.7 billion. Irac i,,orte-

$13.6 billion, and Saudi Arabia iim.Lorted 9.6 billion.

7:ore recent U.S. De;_art:.ent of Defense esti:,ates of Syrian ani

Libyan arms imports indicate that these two nations are the world's

largest consumers of Soviet ar;_-s: Libya received a total of 115

billion worth of arms fro7. the USSI as of the end of i193, and

Syria received S13.8 billion. In contrast, Egypt has received a

tctal of $3.4 billion worth of arms deliveries or courzit,,cntS fro,.

the U.S. These figures dram:atize not only the need for U.S. ar:.s

and aid, but why Egypt must im:rove its national security as well

as develop its econo.:y.

Strategic Elements that AiT.,s at Achievino Stability

This need for security is clearly illustrated by the events of

1984 and 1935. The regional military arms race continues an-.'
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further wars between Egypt's neighbors remain possible. Both

national and terrorist threats are serious. The most prominent of

these threats and problems may be summarized as follows:

- The Jordanian-Palestinian agreement is still the best

possible opportunity for a comprehensive settlement of the

Arab-Israeli conflict. Yet, the prolongation of barriers to

open talks on the part of Israel is a major obstacle to the

exploitation of this chance. It has resulted in the

distrust of Arab nations in Israel's interest in peace and

could push other Arab moderates towards extremism.

- The escalation of the Iranian struggle, and its expansion to

new forms of conflict (shelling of cities and economic

targets, attacking oil tankers) now threatens neighboring

areas as oart of Iran's efforts to export its revolution

through the Shi'ite elements in the Gulf and Africa.

- Several regional states have stepped up their aggressive

policy. Their support of, and involvement in, terrorist

activities has increased sharply and constitutes a threat to

the security and stability of Africa and the Arab world.

- T errorism an& the use of terrorist violence constitute an

exceedingly dangerous threat which must be countere:d by all

possible means.

- The failure of regional and international efforts to achieve

a reconcilation in Chad creates the constant possibility of

renewed struggle between the conflicting factions.

- The most prominent threats share the common factor of Libyan

activities directed towards Egypt, either directly or
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indirectly, through confrontation with those countries which

from Egypt's security zone and secure its vital interests.

Libya is taking the lead in trying to form a belt around

Egypt (Libya, the Sudan, Ethiopia, Aden) which is capable of

controlling vital targets concerning Egyptian national

security (e.g., the sources of the Nile, the entrance to the

Red Sea). Moreover, this belt is linked and, except for the

Sudan, moves according to the strategy of the Soviets, which

makes the situation more critical and dangerous.

There is nothing theoretical about the threats Egypt faces and

the region's many sources of instability. Libya, Chad, the Sudan,

Ethiopia, and South Yemen have been headline news in both the

United States and Egyptian press. The arms race in the Mliddle East

and the Gulf dominates the total volume of arrms transfer to the

Third ':orld. According to recent figures f rotm, the U.S.

Congressional Research Service, the Middle East and Southlwest Asia

received 73% of ali W _ .. , tra:-sfers to develo;)ing states

during 1975-79 and 77% of all transfers during 1960-33. Durin3

this sa.e period, the total volume of arrs transfers to the area

rose from $72 to $115 billion, while Soviet bloc arms transfers

nearly doubled fro:., $24 to $44 billion.

The lled !or Interdependence

All of those goals, common interests, and regional realities

shape the need for interdependence between Egy,)t and the Unite-.

States based on the similarity of U.S. and Egyptian interests.
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This is a function of the need for both economic and military

interdependence.

1. Economic Interdependence:

Egypt's developing economy is heavily dependent on imports of

technology and foreign investment to make Egypt a self-sufficient

world trading partner. Since 1974, Egypt has actively sought

investment from the United States that will create the kind of
I.

economic interde.,endence that will help Egypt develop both its

economy and technology base.

This encouragement is exeMPlified in investment Law 43 of

1974, which established Egypt's "Open Door" policy, and subsecuent

ame >.ments to this law. Foreign investors have been provided w;ith

exe,.Jtion fro:,. certain customs duties, guarantees against national-

ization, exe .;-tion fro,,. public sector laws, exemption froi. taxes

for five to eight years, and re:natriation of capital and earnings.

These incentives encourage the formation of joint ventures aith

either public or private sector entities. Private sector anu

invest.ent activities ma-e up 25% of all the projects in Egypt'z

five year plan.

This has helped make Egypt the second largest market for

Uniteu States goods in the "ear East and Africa. In 1932, Unite--

States exports to Evot totalled $2.9 billion, a rise of 34 percent

over 1932. In contrast, Egymt exmorted $547 million worth of goods

to the U.S., some 90 percent of which consisted of oil. This is

roughly one-eighth of all of Egypt's exports.

In 1933, United States exports to Egypt declined soiewhat to

2.8 billion while Egyptian exports to the U.S. dropped to $303
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million, thus registering a deterioration of the United States at

the rate of 7.6%. These trends have continued in 1984. They

reflect the overall deterioration of the Egyptian balance of pay-

ments conditions, and they are highly likely to continue beyond the

current Five-Year Plan. They will result in steadily increase-

indebtedness to the United States, and we are becoming a powerful

rationale for increased aid levels.

2. !.ilitary Interdependence:

The United States and Egypt are already well on the way to

achieving :.ilitary interdependence. Defense cooperation bet-ween

rgy t and the United States has grown continuously since 1973, an'

has de ..onstrated that Egypt's military goals agree in broac ter;..

*With those of the United States. This is especially true of the

effort to achieve peace and stability in the "1iddle East an.

Africa, and to ensure that each nation in the rejion can pursue its

own -political and econo:,ic destiny without outside interference.

The o ilitary interdependence between Egy-)t and the UniteJ

States is illustrated by America's use of Egypt's facilities, an-

by recent progress in joint training activities and exercises:

- Support for United States transshipir.ent of a munition to

Lebanon in September 1983.

- Overflight and landing privileges for a Unite- States joint

exercise in the territory and local waters of O::an during

rHarch 11-April 4, 1964.

- Providing fueling and base sup oort of U.S. forces when the

United States reacted to the Libyan air raid on the Sudanese

canital and radio station at U:.-Durman.
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- Security for U.S. ship transits through the Suez Canal.

- "Sea Wind" maneuvers with the United States Sixth Fleet.

- Overflight and landing privileges for U.S. aircraft on their

way to the Gulf and Far East. Fuel is provided in the air

and on the ground.

- Services for U.S. aircraft carrying back-up crews,

technicians, and spare parts for the repair and maintenance

of United States ships in the riediterranean Sea.

- Privileges for U.S. helicopters carrying out sorties fro::..

United States aircraft carriers for tests and traininq

within Egyptian airspace.

- The "Bright Star" series of biennial exercises in Egypt, and.

combined airlift exercises, during which United States

forces can train elements of all fighting services, share

military doctrine, and develop new concepts for desert war.

- The series of E-3A A'7ACS joint operations in Egypt. Three

of these deployments are normally scheduled each ycar. Th)e-,y

provide for joint operations and give U.S. crews an-'

technical personnel experience in operating in the re;ion.

These demonstrations of the need for interdependence include

United States and Egypt cooperation in helping the Sudan reduce the

threat of Libyan air attacks. In addition to reacting to crises of

this sort, Egypt and the U.S. have long cooperated in joint contin-

gency planning, however, and in major exercises like the "Bric;ht

Star" series. Both nations have shorwn that their forces can coc-

erate in a crisis, and learned the value of their respective

capabilities.
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Egypt has cooperated with the United States in its efforts to

bring peace to Lebanon and reduce the level of tension between

Israel and Syria. Egypt provided transshiy-.ent bases during a

critical ohase of the United States effort to bring unity to the

Lebanese government and army. ECypt continues to work closely with

the U.S. in trying to end the crisis in Lebanon and to reduce th~e

risk of a war or confrontation between Israel ana Syria.

Continue,- Egyptian and U.S. cooperation is vital to ensurin.

the security of naval passage through tihe 7-e U Sea an-. t-.e

':editerranean. T.hile the United States Navy is the key to thie

security of the Xediterranean, Egyt i:.ust secuxe the Suez Canal and

wsorm .:ith oth.er friendly states to ensure the security of traffic

t.rou. the Tled Sea. As has Deen Fentione earlier, EcgyDt will Je

the strategic pivot of the defense of the ne; oil pi:elines bein

*uilt tc ort-s in Jcrean and the southweztern coast of "aui

.:ram ia.

The recent :,inin:- in the Gulf of Suez and the neu Lea ciar.2-

f ie- tne necessity for a strong Egy,;tian !avy, and hihlitts tha

strcte ic i-. ortance of these waterways. This shift in - '

f-trate.ic orientation is ty-oical of the future need for closer

ilitary inter.e7'enjence. There are few :)ros :-ects for i:..., rove.

staiility in I:ort!. Africa, the idJle East, tle fled Sea region, the

Porn, or tie Gulf. The U.S. and Egy )t will almost certainly,. have

to coo:n;erate closely in thne devclow:<:ent of forces, in deterrent

de;r:onstrationz like tle use of tne E-3A A':ACE, in proviinr: at.

transfers and ilitarv assistance, in exercises designe,_ to sho.,

the ceC e r ren t st r en; th of Dotl nat ions. M'oth ,cvnt 's "tx In
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foundations" and the security of the West's oil supplies and mer-

chant shipping depend on such military interdependence.

At the same time Lgypt can only play its proper role in r

achieving such interdependence if it receives sufficient U.S. sup-

port to keep a deterrent force strong enough to provide for Egypt's

own security, and strong enough to offer support to neighboring

Arabian and African countries. There is no doubt about Egypt's

value to the United States as a strategic asset, but this value is

dependent on the strength and prestige of arned forces.

3. The Problems of Interdependence:

The broad coincidence of strategic interest between the U.S.

and' Egypt do.inates the relations of the two countries. i>everthe-

less, there are areas where this interdepenJence raises special

proble:.s for Egypt. They include the benefits an6 costs of Egy-t's

peace with Israel, the proble:-.s raised by C£4ypt's foreign debt to

the United States, and tie defense burden Ejyot faces during its

one-ti.e conversion to a force structure built around United States

:,ilitary equipment and technology.

a. The Benefits and Costs of Peace:

There is no doubt tihat Eq', yt's peace treaty with Israel

has brought imrense benefits to Egypt. It has offered it a higher
degree of military security, it has allowed it to shift resources

fro,, the defense to the civil sector, it has eli.,-inated the risk

that Egyptian lives will be lost in another conflict while ensurini

that Egypt's territory, with the sole exception of the disputesi

territory of Taba, still being held by Israel, is under full

sovereign control.
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Peace, however, imposes high transitional costs. Egypt's

historic decision to take the first stec towards a general peace

between Israel and the Arab world has forced Egypt to replace

virtually its entire military inventory 5 to 20 years earlier than

would otherwise have been the case. It has led to atte-.,ts to

isolate Egynt in the Arab and non-aligned world, and radical 7nres-

sures on Egypt's friends which have rAeant massive cut-backs in A ra.2

aid, trade, and investment.

Egyt's sacrifices in the cause of a just peace have oee as

real as those during its past stru-cgle to regain its territory asJ

serve the Arab cause, and have further slowed Ey'vt 's Jeveon:.:ent

efforts and hindered its progress to..'ards self-sustained gro''tii.

The" have forceo Egypt to reduce or sacrifice its ,olitical ties tu

other ! rau states at a tine these ties are critical to th.e sccurit"

of th~e entire Arad world as ':ell as the ,'Cst.

Unli e Israel, which cannot play a regiona! ro '  ur.t.- it

aciue.,s a f',l 'jeace with the Palestinians an. other SzraJ snaZes,

Lv.t % has the canoabilitv to ,)rovidei't ?ra. and African niiann"rs

wit'. the critical su-,ort necessary to achieve reional neaco an -

stability, and to do so without any of the inevitaile co:'.licat ions

of intro~iucing a ajor U.S. presence to eaI with lo%. or mo er te

level conflicts and tensions. It has taden vearr of intense C-ffrt

to restore Ecjyvt's relations with frien.Iy Arab states to the :Coi:t

where it can uezin to full. esercise t ,is ca.... Iitw.

There is no way to :nut a full .ricc ts§ on the cost of ;cace,

but the )re-ature retiren.ent of Soviet svstes and tho risks that

Ecv)t :,uct run until it can re-l'ace such 2ovict Syste:7,s with Unite..
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States equipment have been immense. It is also clear that much of

the cost of Egypt's FNS purchases fror, the U.S. have been caused by

the cancellation of the support of other Arab states for the Arab

Organization for Industrialization (AOI), and that this was a di-

rect result of the Camp David Accords. If the AOI had proceeded as

planned, Egypt would have been in a position to sharply cut its F-.S

needs by the late 1980's, and would have rmade substantial profits 

from sales to other moderate Arab states that would offset the cost

of servicing the debt on its prior FNS purchases.

Similarly, rough estimates of the "opportunity cost" of peace

in terms of cuts in investment by other Arab states, and their

-)urchase of Eqytian goods and services, aporoxinate e5 billion

annually in 1932 dollars through at least 1985. Even if one

ignores the hu:nan cost in terms of inco::e to Egypt's people, an,

the "co-::ound interest" effect of such expenditures in ex-andi ng

It's industrial base and infrastructure, this reoresents a

sacrifice of more than $50 billion.

!'ost importantly, the onm; ortunity costs of peace will continue

and many of the benefits will be lost, if a full peace cannot be

negotiated between the Arab States and Israel. Ecynt and the

United States must not ciminish their efforts to bridge the ga-)

between Israel, the Palestinians, and the other Arab states. Te

full ii.:leentation of the Ca-ap David Accords and the Peagan peace

initiative remiains a vital and urgent goal.

This is a matter of basic human values, but it also has m ajor

strategic implications. Until this goal is achieved, neither Ey-t

nor the United States can ever be free of the political, econo.. c, :.
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and military risks inherent in the Arab-Israeli conflict. Further

neither Israel nor its Arab neighbors can ever be free of the risk

of war.

b. The Question of Sovereignty:

The final problem which Egypt faces in establishing a

sound structure of interdependence with the United States is the

problem of sovereignty. While Egypt maintains exceptionally close

strategic relations with the U.S., Egypt remains a non-aliqned na-

tion. It also must seek to strengthen its ties to the Arab world,

and Egypt must continue to support Palestinian rights. Egypt must

also retain full control over its military bases and facilities.

Egypt's interdependence with the United States is dependent on

mutual respect for each nation's sovereignty, and for the fact that

Egypt has clear regional priorities that it must u.eet.

Interdependence is also dependent upon the recognition that

Egypt must maintain full control over its economic and military .

development. This highlights the need for the kind of joint plan-

ning which gives Egypt the maximum possible discretion over the use .

an-' adinistration of foreign aid funds. It highlights the need to

solve Egypt's foreign debt problem, and of keeping such debt .vay-

ments at an affordable level. Finally, it highlights the need for

the kinJ of joint planning and dialogue that will eliminate any

"micromanagement" of U.S. aid.

A R7OFADLE PROPOSAL FRO', THE EGYPTIAUZ PERSPECTIVT i

Not a single day passes without a tragic event taking place in

our area, the ",iddle East. It becomes an ironic habit to reau or
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hear about a new Iranian offensive against Iraq, leaving hundreds

dead, new Israeli attacks against the Arab countries, factional

fighting in Lebanon, indicating how fragile the ceasefire remains,

and reprisal air attacks launched to punish the perpetrators. This

is aside from the brutal treatment of Palestinians on the U.est Eank

and Gaza by Israeli occupation forces.

Such devastating terror and violence makes it crystal clear

that the oroblems facing the .iddle East today, either on the Iran-
Irac front, in Lebanon, or the Arab-Israeli conflict are correlat-

ed, putting the whole area on the verge of havoc and anarchy.

We need an active and dyna,-.ic policy that has to be cancid and

decisive. It has to solve the roots of the roDle:.. The root o:

the Palstinian Droblem for one, lies in the fact they are ho:eles.

ani without entity. Any solution disregardinq the restoration of

their entity and ho..e will be sul-erficial and %:ill not last. fy

the sa.,e token, it .:ill be deceptive to concentrate all our efforts

merely on reaching a ceasefire here or there. Unless a ceasefire

is folloi;ed by the settlement of the problen, in cuestion, it w;ill

colla-se. That happened in the past. There is no reason to exect

differently in the future.

The lain Characteristics of the Situation in the 1'iddle m"ast

1. The continuation of the tension in Lebanon w:ill deepen the

policy of polarization in the reion and will create a suitahle :

situation for the Soviets to widen their presence and influence in

the area at the expense of peace efforts and stability.

2. The arms race betw;een the pro-Soviet countries anc Israel,

will no doubt increase the tension in the area on onc hani anZ.
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increase the probable threats to the Egyptian security on the other

hand.

3. There is an increase in the Soviet infuence in Syria,

Libya, Ethiopia and South Yemen.

4. There is a continued increase in the Iranian threats, not

only against Iraq but also against the Gulf states and the

stability in the entire area.

The Political Challenaes and a Workable Proiosal from the Egytian

Perpective

1!e do believe that the rtiddle East is witnessing a very criti-

cal phase, which would affect the future of the area for several

years. And that we have to give more attention for stud ying and

analyzing deeply the situation in the area and spare no effort for

calu.ing down the tension there, an6 acclerate the efforts that ai:.,

at solving the e-isting issues such as the Lebanese problem;, the

Palestinian question, together, with the problem of the occupied

territories, the Iraci-Iranian war an, the tension in the African

Horn.

1. The Foreign Power in the Area:

T1hen we say the foreign power in the area, we mean the

Soviets, especially they are against the Egyptian political line

and its close relations with the United States.

Soviet interests in the area focuses on:

a. Controlling the naval routes in the Red Sea, Arabian

Gulf, Indian Ocean, M1editerranean Sea and arouna the

African Continent.
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b. Existing with a military power near the vital and

important areas for the U.S. and the 17est such as the

Arabian Peninsula and the Mediterranean. With the aim

to encircle the Middle East beginning from the Soviet

Union, Afghanistan (aiming to establish a pro-Soviet

entity), Oman, South Yemen, Ethiopia, Sudan anj Libya

(here com;,es up loud and clear the importance of Sudan

as a main target for Soviet threats).

c. Supporting the Soviet econoLmy by obtaining financial

revenues and available raw materiels in some countries

in the area in return of meeting their defensive

needs.

d. Preparation for the long ter.,,, in order to spread the

social doctrine whether in its extremist term is or

other flexible term.s which suit the special conditions

of the area societies.

'-"e believe that the folloving factors heln the Soviets in

achieving their aims in the area:

a. The Arab disunity and the isolation of Gyet fro.- the

Arab countries.

b. The Israeli hard stand towards the peace process such

as Peagan's initiative, autoncmy talks, its policies

in the occupied Arab territories and the Palestinian

question.

c. The slow reaction of the rest an-. its limiteE

economic, and military support for the moderate

countries in the area.
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2. Iran-Iraq Wiar:

The war has dragged on wastefully for more than five years,

without any foreseeable hope for a settlement. Thousands have been

killed, injured or crippled. Over 100 billion dollars have been

wasted on destruction, instead of the nuch-neede6 developmnent for

* the masses in the two countries and' the region. These im:.ien:se

losses cannot be afforded' m~uch longer.

No one can truly find a rational ex )lanation for t1:e continua.-

*tion of this war. If it is a bound ary prcble.-., tlhen negotiaticns

are the way.

In fact, Iraq declared that it is ready for negotiation.-

6irectly or throuch miediation or arDitration. And4 the Unite-.

FMtions, the M:on-Aligned Grot;, and" the Islamic Grcu7: are rezdy tc

lend- their *--oo-J offices. However, Iran na..._ situ;-tion very

c::licater by ins-ist incj on overthrou..inq Presiclent £ad:. Ussein

as a :-re-con-_ition for a peace settlement.

Obviously, therefore, the rhetoric of war is heiqhteninc. It

threatens tlhe Culf countries andi the interests of the M est. .Mo

*wond:er the Unite_' States and the 1rest warneu; Iran th.at they w:ill

take the necessary -,;easures to secure freedo.-. of navication in ti.Ce

Strait of Ilormuz. Iran m-ust get the mesza'je loud n cer The

world; cannot acce,:t to beco,-,e Iran's hos-ta'qe. As a su:.ernio.;cr

concerned with the stability of the area, theo United States should:

find ways to help end- the war. Any arms sup :lie"- to Iran - an_ t ,e

suppliers are known - should be halted," in ord.er to stop Iran fr3:...

continuing the hostilities.
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We do believe that Iran represents dangerous threats to the

security and stability in the area due to:

a. Its intention for exporting the extremist ideologies

to neighboring countries.

b. Its ambitions towards Iraq and other Gulf states.

c. And the possibility of hampering the navigation

through the Strait of Hormuz.

Our noint of view regarding the conflict are:

a. The importance of increasing the international efforts

to end the war.

b. It is i:portant to supn2ort Iraq in order:

1) To deter Iran fro- invading the Iraqi territories.

2) To prevent the Soviet Union from widening its

relations with IraQ.

c. It is important that Iraq possess enou-h defense

ca;.abilities to prevent Iran from enlarging the scome

of the military hostilities.

3. The Situation in Lebanon and the Arab-Israeli Conflict:

The Lebanese prole.. is extremely complicated. It involves

ethnic and religious rivalries and conflicts. Unless a formula

for peaceful coexistence among these warring factions is found, the

chance for peace there is remote. 6e have to be candid. The

constitutional formula for 1945 is no longer valid. It cannot .teet

the demands of the Druse, the Shi'ites, and the Sunnis, who are

looking for a fair share of power. lWe cannot live in the past.

President Gem-avel is to be commended for his wisdom in urging all

to come to an agreed formula.
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The solution there is based on two interesting principles:

a. Intersettlement between the various factions to secure

fair power shares in the decision-making process within

all the various institutions.

b. The withdrawal of all foreign forces fro, Lebanon -

Israelis and Syrians.

Moreover, it is vital for Israel to get out of Lebanon total-

ly. Just look at the huge loss of life Israel has suffered since

the invasion. Look at the inflation runninj at 130 percent. The 

Israeli people are asking their leaders why should they pay such a

heavy price for so little gain. There is growing concern a:;,ong

Israeli public opinion and Jews in the world at large about t:xe

growing image of Israel as an oppressor. The cry a&onc the:, is

louJ, what has happened to the Israel they knew and fought for.

The resignation of Prime :inister Begin explains the trauma Israel

faces. Israel's continuing occupation of Lebanon will only cause

more losses, again without gain.

IUe hope that the ste)s which had been taken lately (cease

fire and sharing of power in the new Cabinet, etc.) will be th.e.

first step to solve the conflict and encourage Israel and Syria to

withdraw from Lebanon.

4. The Syrian Situation:

Syria tries to connect the Lebanon problem- with that of the

Golan. It is very important:

a. To attempt to soften the Syrian op.)osition and that

could be achieved by hinting to a possible discussion

19,
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of the Golan problem, a thing which could calm down

Syria.

b. To increase the role of the United Nations Forces.

c. To achieve a cormplete Israeli withdrawal from Lebanon,

in a way that encourages Syria to do the same.

No doubt that the passive actions carried out by Israel in the

Arab area have a negative effect upon our relations with the Arab

world.

The United States and Egypt were convinced that the conclusion

of the Cai;D David agreement would lead to conmDrehensive ;3eace in

the area. While Israel decided to honor only her coi;.mitmient on

withdrawing fro-. Sinai, she decided to ignore, indeed, violate, the )

seconn part of the agreement covering the West Bank and Gaza. She

re--ains determ.ined to annex that Arab-occupnied land. Throughout

the autono.y talks, which continued for more than four years, we;

tried all logical methods to remind Israel of the illegal an.

detrimental position she took.

When the United States came out in Seitember 1902, with its

plan for a solution to the Palestinian cuestion, we consiuerec it

an encouraging step, because it was initiated by President Rea3an

himself, and supported by the Congress and the American people.

It pinpointed the basis for the solution - the exchange of land for

peace. The Palestinians are entitleG to the restoration of t*.eir

land in the West Bank and Gaza. In return, they must live in >eacc

and harmony with Israel.

Israel outrightly rejected the plan. ::eanwhile, the Ara.:.,Z

particularly Jordan, and the Palestinians, welcomed it. They were
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not sure that the United States would throw its weight behind its

initiative. We urged theni to grasp such a golden chance.

The Israeli atitude towards Taba problem has an effect upon

the Egyptian citizens.

No doubt that achieving a comprehensive peace in the area is a

mutual benefit for both the United States and Egypt, because it

serves our mutual interest along with the interests and stability

of the whole area.

5. The Libyan Situation:

':e still believe that Libya is a threat to security and sta-

bility in the Arab and African areas, in the. light of the Libyan

leader's ar.ibitions for achieving a leading role and its military

capabilities.

In the past and during this stage, Libya is concentrating on

the follo.'in3 air.,s:

a. Atte mpting to lessen its differences with the moerat(2

.,rab countries in order to end its isolation, to

i, ,-rove its image on the regional and international

levels, calia down external hostilities, so that it m-,ay

resolve the Chadian orobler; in its favor. This is a

tactical situation and we fully understand it.

b. The Libyan relations were consolidated with fthiopia,

Syria and Iran.

c. A great develoment was achieved in Libyan connections

with the W.7arsaw pact countries, and co.mlunist

countries.
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d. Libya asumes a principal role in threatening Sudan antd

Somalia especially through supportinq the opposition

elements with all the aids they need.

e. Several camps are devote6 entirely to instructing.

terrorists in a range of explosives an arr.s for use

in assassination and sabotage.

f. There is no doubt that the Libyan strategy and Libyan

military power constitute a danqerous threat to all

neighboring countries especially Egyit, Sudan, Chad

and Tunisia.

g. Ue believe that the availability of adecuate cefensive

capabilities to insure the oalance of bower bet:een

Egy:t and Libya on one hand and to deter Libya on t ie

other hand is a cornerstone in the rgy .tian strategy

for security.

6. The Horn of Africa:

a. -e estimate that there are no changes in the Soviet

stratecy towards this area, and they ccntinue to

deepen their influence and -resence in Ethiopia.

b. There is a growing cooperation between Lixya and

Ethio7;ia, thus Libya has increased its econozlic and

military aid to Ethiomia. In return, Ethiomia has

agreed to supyort the Sudanese opposition in their

activities against the Sudan's regime.

c. te continue to believe that Ethiopia represents a

threat to security and stability in the area for th-e 2

following reasons:
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I) Its relations with the Soviet Union and the

communist military and political presence there.

2) Its ties with Libya.

3) Its policies towards Sudan and Sor:alia.

4) Its possibility of tl.rezt to Sudan, directly or

indirectly and Somali as well.

d. In the light of the continuation of Soviet threats ari_";

aims towards the African H1orn countries through the

,resence of Soviets and Cubans in Ethio-ia, South

Yemen, and in coordination with some of the Araiian

zegimes in the area (Libya, Syria) we consider that

, Ethiopia is the princiinal threatenincj source in this

area.

7. Afghanistan:

The Soviet occupation of Afghanistan since 1079 creates incta-

bility in the region, and is one of the main tinreats to it. '&"

Soviet troo',;s in Afghanistan noi., nui:Dber about 105,OCC. E-yv-t alon

with the United States and sorr.e other countries including tiie

Persian Gulf states are supporting the rebel grou,-s in Afhanistan.

Egypt does not accept any violations of the security of tle Ara:)

countries in the Gulf area seeking the safequarding of their terr-

tories. It stands steadfast towards the threats anoi the actions.

aiming at diinishing the rights of their frien-.ly peo les to he

able to lead a safe and prosperous life.

E vmt's Role in Achieving Reuiional Peace and Stguility

Egypt has had an important role in recional ;: eace and stail-

ity since the beginning of recorded history'. Tne w.ritten recorur
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of Egypt's relations with its neighbors are older than the pyra-

mids. Egypt built its first Canal between the "Iediterranean and

the fed Sea during the reign of 'King Senusert in l874 E. C., more

than 3,600 years before the co-.mpletion of the :-.oJern Suez Canal.

Egypt continued to be a dominant actor in world affairs

throughout its own millenia of e;.nire, the history of the Ro: an

.- ,,,ire, the rise of Christianity, anJ the rise of Islam. It ola".e_

a critical role in deterr.ining the tr:a roudes anri :)Gc't1c o, the

* 1 th centurv', and was the scene of the pivotal defeats of ::--zi

I Germanv in 1;orld 2;ar I!.

TIe contem-,)orarv situation reflects these saze historical

" forces. Egyp;t cannot stand asiue fror., the tensions and conflictc

. that threaten the area. 7Xgy-,t is also a sy:..bol of -.,.oderation i.,

t.e T.-ird 'orld,, and has lonA ties to other io erate te. it

...u.u-t use its -,military, economic, hu-m-an, and scientific ca-abiiitie:

" to hel; neighboring Arab ana African countries, and offer su>:ort

in a way wn.ich both supports its neichuors an-_ enh-ance £m,-:tiam

nationa l securit".

This is not simly a matter of military strenqth, it el :

deter threats to its African neighbors like the Sudan and Cha:, an-

is vital to the security of moderate Arab states like Jordan an

Saudi Arabia and all the other m, oderate or oro-',estern states in

the Red Sea region. Egypt also provides the moderate stateL in tne

region with ;illions of workers and thouzanas of teachers, :,.ana-
.5

gers, doctors, engineers, and scientists. Egypt plays an im-mortant

hu: .an role in achieving regional econom.ic development, which is the

key to limiting radical forces and Coii.xunist influence.
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Egypt is a major force for peace. Its treaty with Israel is

still the only positive step reducing the risk and cost of war an,"

moving towards the comprehensive peace that is essential for the

security of both Israel and all neighboring states. Egypt's strug-

gle to achieve a just peace, and the right of self-determination

for all the peoples in the region, remains the best houe of both

Israel and the Palestinians.

E',L....t-United States Relations

There was cooperation bet.;een Egypt and the United States when

the new Ecjytian regime cam.e to power in 1952. United States-

Egytian relations began to improve late in 195, then deteriorateu

again in 19.,.

Egypt accused the U.S. of being actively involve:: in tne

Israeli agc;ression in 19G7. Forr..al dimlomatic relations were re-

established on February 1974, an-, since that tim.e U.D. econo:..ic

assistance has grown followed by thIe -ilitary assistance in !?79.

Tie lutual Interests a.nd Strategy

The United States-Egyptian relationship has grow;n increasin-:1'.

close during the past several years based on shared goals and -.er-

ce-,1tion on the 1Middle East peace, regional security an-, Cevelom-.ent

needs.

United States Interests in the Middle East

- De;onstrated the ability to counter the influence of the

Soviets and their allies.
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- Ensure continued Western access to the oil of the Persian

Gulf in adequate quantities and at a reasonable price.

- Ensure the continued existence and strength of U.S. friends

and allies in the region.

- To advance the !iddle East peace process.

- To promote stability in the region.

Eavpt's interests in the ::iddle East

- Reep Soviet influence out of the region.

- htain efforts for achieving a co,:+prehensive peace for the

region not only between Egypt and Israel.

- Concentrating on development.

- Secure environr:.ent to allo,: development.

Unite,! Statez-African Strate,;y

- haintain U.S. influence anQ access.

- Support stauDle r-oerate governments.

- Encouraqe and support economic and hu:-.an develop,,ient.

- Li::it Soviet ana Soviet surrogate influence.

Eiv.)tian-African Stratezqy

- Security of Egypt.

- Security of the Piver !-ile the r:ost irb,° ortant natural

resource of Egypt, and the lifeblood of the Ecy'tian peo-ple

who dejend on the continuous flo'.: of itz w,,aters.

- Defend the Suez Canal.

- Assist and supDort friends.
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- Limit Soviet and Soviet surrogate influence.

Although all intrests and strategy do not coincide, the United

*States and Egypt share some vital mutual interests such as:

- Keeping Soviet influence out of the region.

- Achieving peace and stability in the area.

Concerning the rest, the United States and Egypt can worh

together as equals to achieve the other nutual objectives.

Threats to EQy;tian-Anerican "utual Interests

Current threats to the Egyptian and American interests in the

U:iddle East and Africa could be:

- The Soviets and their influence and interests in the area.

- Soviet allies, especially Libya.

- Instability in the region which creates favorable conditions

for Soviet interference.

- The Palestinian oroble:-i - is a central elenent - if that can

be solve,, then all parties in the region will benefit.

Ecvyyt's Security Rec;uirenents

5ecause the dangers facing Egypt are to a large dec'ree, the

same dangers that face the United States strategy, and because our

strategic objectives are shared with the United States, w:e looh to

the United States to help Egypt in building the military forces

- necessary to meet the threats and to serve our strategy.

Egypt has the ex7erience, the mannower and the technical

ability to absorb new: weapons technology. The D)roblei. of builjin-"

the i,.ilitary strength of Egypt, which is rich in technical shills
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and military experience, is that we must have large cuantities of

arms and financial assistance from our friends. The objective of

the F.7.S. program is to heln enable Egypt to replace its deterio-

rating Soviet defense inventory. At the sa.e time, Egypt is ready

to provide the United States with the facilities it needs to :aeet

its military objectives in the region. Hob/ever, we believe thazt

U.S. bases with a full time military presence are not needed in the

region.

Defendin-i the Pegion and the Arab Culf

The countries of the region want to defend the:-,selves. Arab

sensitivity to foreign troops is such that full-ti.e United States

forces would create more instability than deterrence.

United States deterrence strategy nust first of all be to

deter any Soviet moves before they reach the region by havin-- the

rai .-oility to meet any threat anywhere, not to rely on larve

forces based in the region.

United States Strategy for achieving this goal could je:

- United States needs to upgrade its o:n capabilities.

- United States needs to build goodL relationshi.)s with t"1e

countries in the region.

- United States needs to ul~grade these Arab cuntriez in the

Gulf.

- To have facilities in the imnortant strate:ic -iaccs in the

area.

- To have close military cooperation with its Arab frien:,.

especially Eynt and Sauui Arabia.
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Egypt is in a better position than Israel to serve United

States strategic interests in the region because forces in its

territory would be more acceptable to other Arab countries than

emergency forces deployed from Israel.

Finally our estimate to achieve stability in the region depenc

on:

- Ensure security to all the countries in the region.
-',

- Resolve the conflicts and disputes by political means.

- Achieve econoi.ic, political and social stability in each

country.

- The major causes of instability in the region are the

failure to solve the Palestinian problem: and th e Soviet

presence around the borders of the area. The Loviet Union

is not interested in peace in the re-ion or resolution of

the Palestinian issue.

- The prresent priority of United States ; olicv i: irt tQ

confront the increasin: Soviet influence an. to n

solution for the Palestinian ,role:.. ',e Ldeleve t;.zt t o

United States must deal with the.. as onc intern:tionl-.l

problen.

There will be no internal stability in t.e re~ion ' it.out a

just solution for the Palestinians and Jerusale:..
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSI ON

There is no doubt that the importance of the 1,iddle East area,

the continuation of the Arab-Israeli conflict, its bad effects,

together with the slowness of the Western reactions in general1

towards the local and regional conflicts in the area, have assisted

to a large extent the Soviets in achieving its aims in that area.

We are obliged to fulfill the peace agreements and we have

fulfilled all of our treaty obligations, but concerning the seconcd.

part of the peace treaty, the Palestinians and their lejiti:.te

rights, we shall do our best and focus all our efforts to hel the:

at the negotiating table.

The Israeli invasion of Lebanon gave aii:runition to those -who

had claime6 that Israel was not interested in a peaceful solution.

The invasion and the tragedy of the massacres of the Palestinian

civilians in the refugee camps in Sabra and Shatila also playe3

into the hands of those wo.ho claimed that Israel was deter-.ined to

destroy the Palestinian people, and not interested in peace with

Egypt. Critics also charged that Israel had certain designs to

neutralize Egypt, and then by using its military suijeriority, woul:]

attack the rest of the Arab countries one by one; today Lebanon,

tomorrow Syria or Jordan.
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Egv:t's Position Towards the Crisis in the Region

The Soviet Union and Cuba have deployed more than 60,000

combat troops who can be sent to the battlefront on Egypt's borders

or any other country in Africa or in the Iliddle East within a few

- days.

The Soviet military equipment pre-positioned in Libya,

Ethiopia and South Yemen can be secretly mobilized for these troops

within a short period of time, (creating about five armored divi-

sions and more than two mechanized ones and a substantial Air

Force).

In the creation of new buffer zones, the Soviet foreign policy

transactions in the region have involved money, men, goods and

ideas applied through political, military, economic and ideological

forces. Ey these efforts, the Soviets have gained access to air

and naval facilities stretching from Vietnam to Ethiopia, the Arab-

Israeli conflict offered a good opportunity for Soviet advances in

the area.

If the Soviets were able first through Afghanistan, South

Yemen and Ethiopia and then through Libya, to dominate Sudan, then

it would completely enclose the Arab Gulf and the Red Sea, thereby

encircling Arab oil. If this happened, the Soviet Union could dic-

tate terms to the world, especially against the Western countries,

either to control the oil or for other political objectives throujh

access to facilities, force presence, security assistance, military

advisors, Cuban surrogates and other supports.
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Now the Soviets are acting to achieve more gains through:

- Increasing the military assistance to the countries in the

area, especially the petroleum countries, and doing their

best to establish commercial relations with them.

- Changing the policy of military support by means of military

sales instead of military loans.

- Pressurinq some of the Arab countries in the area to fulfill

their financial obligations to the Soviet Union.

- 'e have to bear in mind that the Arab countries in the Gulf -

area have no ca',abilities to defend the:..selves ar-ainst any

e;zternal aggression.

Lebanon

The Israeli invasion of Lebanon in the su::.Ier of 1l 2 chan aZ

the situation aain in the re:ion. This invasion which storte-.

only s....: ,:ees after the co.-letion of the Israeli f.;ithral . i :

Sinai, de: onstrated the reality of Israeli ex:ansion -n acjtression

acainst its nei;hbors, instead of resolving the prol)e-.s peace-

full'",. This invasion was condem.. .-ed by the whole woriu in the

Unite- "ations.

It was hard to believe, after more than seven years of the
* peace treaty between E:yt anc Israel anJ after the brave action:

of our late President Sa.at, fo2lowei by Presi'ent ",o'ar-:, that

Israel once again has turned to the policy of wars, aggression anf

expansion. They have chosen that path, instea' of looking for thc

peace of the region and the peace of Israel itself. They are snow-

inj to the world that they feel they have the right to do whatever
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they want to, including military actions. They do this on their

own, and are answerable to no one for their actions, not even to

their benefactor, the U.S.

Egypt is supporting President Reagan's initiative. It offers

a very timely opportunity for peace in the region and it must not

be lost. A solution to the Lebanese problem has to be realizec

during the next few -months to create the favorable conditions for

the resumption of negotiations on the Palestinian problem. Eg'yit

stand firmly beside the legislative authority in Lebanon.

Efforts to resolve the Palestinian proble. are reflected in

the nany ideas presented by various parties which aim to change the

Israeli occucation of the 1lest Bank and Gaza Strio. These ideas

represent a search for Palestinian autono.y and self-deter:-ination

in the occup'ied area, in association with Jordan plus other Arab

countries. Both Egypt and the United States share strong hopes in

achievin; the goal.

Iran-Ira- 'ar

The Iran-Iraq war is the largest, most destructive w,-ar in the

world today. It is also the largest local war in the modern his-

tory of the region, and is noi..' in its sixth year (started Se-)te,.ber

1980). It has deeply affected the entire region, and tle re,iona!

balance between the countries. The two sices are the biq losers in

this continuing war of attrition.

Egypt supports all efforts to sto'2 this war through inter-

national organizations and the Arab and Islamic ones. In addition,

Egypt is doing its best to convince North l1orea to stop suplyinj
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Iran with weapons and ammunition, in order to create favorable

conditions for ceasing hostilities. Egypt is asking that first of

all, the fighting stow between the two countries, and then throuh

diplomacy, to find a peacefu. solution to their conflict.

Practical measures have to be taken to stop this war, without

taking any position for the favor of one side against the other.

£cypt is ready to support both sides to reach a reasonable solution

to sto) the fiqhtin-, , putting or takin,. into ccnsideration that

Irac has done her duty when she acrees without any condition to end

this %;ar. Iran has to .. a!he the sa:.:e agreement, to conciezt Ara- an ,

Islattic blood, anJ to preserve security and stajility, and to era.-

. icate the corruL-t fcreicgn atte.:;ts in the area.

Our esti:,ate of the role which i.must be pla'ec,: by the Aramo Culf

countries to face this conflict:

,"- atening to construct develo)ed arm.ed forces an

.estalishinz a co:.!iete coorgination and cooperation %:itlh.

the other Arab countries.

- "stablishing a joint Arab force to secure the Gulf countries

an,! the w:hole Arab area to be able to face any foreign

agc:ression without having the need for rapid Deploy..ent

Forces frcm other countries.

- Develo-ino and i;. roving the political, socia , andi cultural

relations among the Culf countries.

- Creatincj balanced relations with the su-,erpowers and the

Euro3ean countries group.

- Planning an oil policy acceptei by the consui-iing countriez

to aet their suuport.
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- Working together to put an end to the Iran-Iraq war and come

upon a peaceful solution satisfying the two parties.

- Strengthening the Arab and Islamic solidarity between the

Gulf countries and the other Arab and Islamic countries.

Libya is the hard-line rejectionist Arab country in the re-

gion. Qaddafi had turned east to Egypt, then west to Tunisia then

further east to Syria looking for Arab unity, but in each case he

failed to forge an alliance. At least he succeede-d with !Morroco.

Ie maintains strong links with the Soviets, and has signed a joint

* ilitary treaty with them. The quantities of Soviet arms in Libya

far e;:ceed its national security needs.

Libya is a military storehouse for Russian objectives in

Africa an,- the !lidd1e East. Libya does not have a traine_.. crew to

utilize these wea:ons, nor does she have future training ca-a.Dilit-,

for her crewis.

Libya was an- is still threatening its Arab and African neiqh-

bors. ".e can call it a problem-exporting center in the area.

."any observers called Caddafi the new "enfant terrible" (t,."

new bad boy) of the :iddle East.

Horn of Africa

Since the new !,arxist regime of r:engistu accuired power,

Ethiopia has taken a threatening attitude, with the help of the

Soviet Union, against her neighboring countries. Dacked by Cuoan
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troops, Ethiopia is fighting against separatist Eritrean querrillas

in the northern province of Eritrea.

In the southeastern section, Ethiopia has launched many

attacks on Somalia's borders, and still holds some territory as

deep as 30 miles inside Somalia. This gives a new dimension an.

complexity to the region in the Horn of Africa. Alonj its north-

west border, Ethiopia threatens Sudan. Ethiopia couli be the

second Soviet arsenal in Africa after Libya.

South Yemen is a flarxist state closely aligned with t4e US3?.

and has an informal alliance with Ethiopia, Syria and Libya. They .-

are threatening Forth Ye7,en directly, and serious clashes occurre .

between the:.. in the last few years. Indirectly, South Ye;..en is a

threateninc country to Saudi Arabia and Onan.

The Soviets .m:aintain many air anC. naval facilities in SoutI,

Ye:en. These facilities allow: the Soviets a power hold in the .

country, an-, this factor could directly affect any conflict in t .e

region.

Achievin; stability in the Mliddle East, according to our esti-

*ation, Je.ends upon the solution of the Palestinian -roble.. an,

the Arab-Israeli conflict. If the United States an6 the ',estern

Powers will succeed in resolving this problem, this would bring

good results to the interests of these countries in the area. So,

our view is that it is necessary to place more effective pressures

upon Israel and mane a parallel move towards the Palestinian

Liberation Organization, especially towards its moderate elem.ent.

in or3er to assist the Palestinians in self-determination. Thi

would also help to settle the conflicts in the Arabian area which,
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it turn, will achieve stability, freeing some countries fro.,

following the Soviet Union and enabling them to direct their

efforts to internal development and to establish closer ties ':ith

ruropean countries.

It is not enough to come up with a good proposal. It is : ore

important to find the ways and means to see it through.

It is an established fact that the United Stat; ti c ,nir1-

cant i'evera-'c upon all parties concerned. '.e are confident that

United States peace efforts will find significant response in the

area, particularly %.hen both Arabs and Israelis are fed u-) with

war. Recognizing that military force will never lead to a decisive

victory, the Arabs, including the Palestinians, now acce-t the

reality of Israel and her right to exist.

"hat :e actually need are extensive efforts, particularly or

the Dart of t1e Unite6 States, to create the appropriate at.:os here

for necotiations. ::easures oy Israel on the Fest Dank an' Gaz: to

create confidence am.ong the Palestinians there, as Egypt haZ su-

gezsted since 1979, could still make the difference between dezs- ir

and hope. As a sign of good faith, Israel has to stop establishin;

ne; settle.ents, even while the negotiations are on. It is ti:,C

that the U.S. take a decisive stand towards this issue by teliin !J

Israel enou;h is enouc-h.

I would like to point out the follovinc:

1. 17e are aware and understand that Egypt is an essential

obstacle in the Soviet ambitions in the area, therefore, it will -.e

a permanent target to its threats.
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2. We have to be alerte&d continuously against direct or incli-

- rect Soviet threat to provide the best conditions for our nation--i

security.

3. Te do believe that the basis of our security lies in

stability and developnient, to achieve the welfare of the Egy*-tian

people through the political, econo7ical, social 6eveloD:.ent, our

efforts to achieve oeace and stability in the area ste.s froT. this

fact, and that due to these threats we are obliqed to continue

developing our Armed Forces.

Today there are approximately 40 major an- :.,,inor conflicts in

the world, and the 11iddle East, Persian Gulf recion is the politi-

caly anc military dangerous area on earth (roughly 66 .:ercent oZ

all ..ea~ons e-:-.orts to the Third ..orlJ go to this area).

.... can the United States Co in this Decae in the 2*i le East?

Cau-ht in a cuan cary b)et':een cu.)C ort for Israel an& a

co.:.:.it.ient to Arab-Israeli peace, a reasonable solution to t.e

Palestinian issue see:.-s furt.er a','ay ti.an it dil so:.e ti:.e a .o.

Increased Soviet actions, decreased U.S. cre ibility, ariJ increase-

e-enjence on oil indicate that the United States miust assu:..e a

_ .ore vigorous posture in the region anj turn fro. a reactive

Dosture to a .i ore active, Dreer.Ytive posture.

;any courses of action are availaule for the Unite- 2tes

Some will be counterkproductive, but so:.,e will be able to acsist

in furthering interests anJ oz-jectives. ',o longer is t. 1e olci

adage, "I:hat's good for the United States is good for the rest of

the world," true. The United States 7Lust rcco.;nize that the worlu
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has changed dramatically and that these new: realities must be

factored into our relations with area states. The United States

should attempt to place its concerns and objectives in term.s under-

stood in the context of a locally meaningful syntax. The United

States must tailor solutions to problems to the local situation,

and not suggest that the solution rest on a U.S. moc.el. Also the

United States must be Drepared to e -hasize the mutuality of inter-

ests that exists on such issues as ideology, containment of Soviet

influence, solution to the Arab-Israeli question, regional stahil-

ity, and continued access to a ready oil su )ply.

Specifically, what measures should the'United States follo;.: in

t.e :iddle East to further interezts?

First, the United States should ma'e every effort to en.lance

its relations with m oderate :rc-,'estern re~i,.es Saudi AraDia,

Jordan, !'orocco, Tunisia, Sudan, Israel, an- -y t. The Unite--

States should identify those states in the area that are its-

friends, and clarify the extent and lioit of :utual interests an-

concern in undertaking guarantees and coo[>erative action.

Second, the United States must ouen cialooue with tie

Palestinians. So many U.S. concerns rest on the -ro.-ise o a

settle:ent of the Arab-Israeli croblem that without the direct

involvement of the Palestinians there can be no solution, not on>: {.

to the Palestinian question but to other issues such as re ional

stability, offsetting Soviet influence an,] the security of Israel.

Third, the United States m uct inmrove its --ilitary credibility

in the region to include use of facilities, presence, overflight

rights, nort visits, military assistance, joint exercises, anu-

21P.
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training. Creation of an independent Indian Ocean Command; agree-

ments with regional states such as Oman, Somalia, Kenya, and Egypt

on basing, training, and staying facilities, and providing the

Rapid Deployment Joint Task Force (RDJTF) with a capability that is

real and perceived as credible to regional states would provike

renewed U.S. posture in the region, help enhance U.S. prestige, and

support U.S. interests and objectives in the area.

Fourth, the United States must continue to oursue a co:cprehen-

sive Arab-Israeli settler.,ent. This includes the whole ranqe of

issues such as border cuestions with Syria, Jordan, and Lebanon,

Jerusalem; and the Palestinians. The United States must show; it

can deal with the issues objectively and devoid of undue pressures

from special interests, as well as in terms of U.S. national

interests.

The United States must hel:' the countries of the re:,ion defen,

themselves against external threats.

Egypt is the power ost capable of undertaking this task.

Egypt is the key to the rliddle East. A strong Egypt will -ae

the Soviet Union think twice before using Libya or Ethiopia a Z

base against Sudan or any other country in the region.

Egyft has the experience, the manpower and technical aJility:

to absorb new weapons technology, and the Armed Forces are usin,

this experience successfully to update their personnel ca':ab1l-

ities.

Egypt is in a better position than Israel to serve Unitc.

States strategic interests in the region, because forces in its
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territory would be more acceptable to other Arab countries than

emergency forces deployed from Israel.

lie are still hopeful that it is not yet too late, but the

political time is approaching midnight, so let us keep our fingers

crossed.

2.
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ENCLOSURE 1 TO APPENDIX IV
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP STUDY PROJECT OUTLINE

STUDENT (LAST NAME, INITIALS)
GHAYATY, BG M. A.

27/9/85
(Date)

PART I

MEMORANDUM THRU: COL STAUDENMAIER, FACULTY ADVISER 4;)_P
(Initials)

COL STAUDENMAIER, PROJECT ADVISER 4.,>
(Initials)

FOR: COL E. C. KIELKOPF, DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR

SUBJECT: Project Outline for Individual/Gouop-S4tudy-pre4et, Military

Studies Program

1. Proposed Title: Conflict in the Middle East: Egyptian Policy and Strategy.

2. Study Purpose:

The purpose of the study is to examine the various contemporary conflicts
in the Middle East in the context of Egyptian policy and strategy to create an
Egyptian proposal to achieve stability in the region.

The objective of the project is to influence US and Egyptian policymakers.

The form of the final product will be an unclassified research report--
Individual Study Project--that could be circulated to those policymakers
involved in Middle East issues.

3. Study Description:

a. Statement of Problem. Although the conflict between the Arab nations
and Israel antedate the creation of the Jewish state in 1948, the proximate
causes of the current problem is the Arab unwillingness to recognize the state
of Israel and the Israeli refusal to peacefully resolve the Palestinian refugee
problem which was caused by the creation of Israel. The problem is compounded
by the existence of terrorist organizations that are dedicated to a violent
solution of these problems.

b. Outline. The study will first examine the sources of conflict in the
Middle East. The current conflicts in the area will be analyzed to include the
Gulf War, the Arab-Israeli wars, the Syrian and Libyan situations and the
problems in the Horn of Africa. The situation in Lebanon will also be examined,
as will the role of the superpowers in the region. After the contemporary cri-
ses have been reviewed, the role of Egypt in the region will be studied. This
will include the political and economic aspects of Egyptian foreign policy, its
security requirements and its relationship with the United States, with special
emphasis on the Camp David Accords. Finally, a workable proposal from the
Egyptian perspective that includes both political policy and strategic elements
will be presented that aims at achieving stability in the region.
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PART II

THRU: COL STAUDENMAIER, FACULTY ADVISER "__,__- __

(Initials)
COL STAUDENMAIER, PROJECT ADVISER __,' ___"

(Initials)

TO: BG Ghayaty, Student

Your IndividualStudy project outline for the Military Studies Program is
approved (as modified below).

p

Copy Furnished:
Dir, MSP
Department MSP Coordinator
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c. This topic is one that must be resolved at the highest levels of govern-
* ment and includes major elements of political, economic and military policies

and strategies that are central to the curriculum of the Army War College.

d. Since Israel and Egypt are friends of the U.S. and the U.S. has military
interest in both, the resolution of conflict in the Middle East should be in the
national interests of each of the nations involved.

Student Signature-
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Text of Agreements Signed September 17, 1978"

A FRAMEWORK FOR PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST
AGREED AT CAMP DAVID

Muhammad Anwar a]-Sadat. President of the Arab Republic of Egypt. and
Menachem Begin. Prime Minister of Israel. met with Jimmy Carer, Preui-
dewt of the United States of America. at Camp David from September 5 to
September 17, 1978. and have agreed on the following framewor for peace
in the Middle East The) invite other parties to the Arab-Israeli conflict to
adhere to it.

Preamble

The search for peace in the Middle East must be guided by the
following:

-The agreed basis for a peaceful settlement of the conflict between
Israel and its neighbors is United Nations Security Council Resolution 242,
in all its pan.A

-After four wan during thirty years, despite intensive human efforts,
the Middle East, which is the cradle of civilization and the birthplace of three
great religions, does not yet enjoy the blessings of peace. The people of the
Middle East yearn for peace so that the vast human and natural resources of
the region can be turned to the pursuits of peace and so that this ara cam
become a model for coexistence and cooperation among nations.

-Tbe historic initiative of President Sadat in visiting Jerusalem and
the reception accorded to him by the Parliament, government and people of
Israel. and the reciprocal visit of Prime Minister Begin to Ismailia, the peace
proposals made b) both leaden. as well as the warm reception of these
missions by the peoples of both countries, have created an unprecedented

-The CwmV David Simnm. Sepember 1978, D"ar ent of Suwe Pubcu 3954,
Near East and South Asim Series 8 U(Washitm. D.C.: USGPO. 1973).
t~htexts of Resolutions 242 sad 338 se annexed to uis document
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APPENDIX A '_

opportunty for peace which must not be lost if this generation and future
generations am to be spared the tragedies of war.

-The provisions of the Charter of the United Nations and the other
accepted norms of international law and legitimacy now provide accepted
standards for the conduct of relations among all states.

-To achieve a relationship of peace, in the spirit of Article 2 of the
United Nations Charter, future negotiations between Israel and any neighbor
prepared to negotiate peace and security with it. an necessary for the pur-
pose of carrying out all the provisions and principles of Resolutions 242
and 338.-

-Peace requires respect for the sovereignty, lemtonal integrity and
political independence of every state in the area and their right to live in
peace within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of -.

force Progress toward that goal can accelerate movement towardI new era
of reconciliation in the Middle East marked by cooperation in promoting
econorc development, in maintaining stability, and in assuring security.

-Security is enhanced by a relationship of peace and by cooperation A

between nations which enjoy normal relations. In addition, under the terms
of peace treaties, the parties can, on the basis of reciprocity, agree to special
security arrangements such as demilitarized zones, limited armaments areas.
early warning stations, the presence of international forces, liaison, agreed
measures for monitoring, and other arrangements that they agree an useful. '3

Frumeuork

Taking these factors into account, the parties am determined to reach
a just, comprehensive, and durable setlement of the Middle East conflict
through the conclusion of peace treaties based on Security Council Resolu-
tions 242 and 338 in all their parts. Their purpose is to achieve peace and
good neighborly relations They recognize that. for peace to endure. it must
involve all those who have been most deeply affected by the conflict. They
therefore agree that this framework as appropriate is intended by them to
constitute a basis for peace not only between Egypt and Israel. but also
between Israel and each of its other neighbors which is prepared to negotiate
peace with Israel on this basis. With that objective in mind, they have agreed
to proceed as follows:

A. Wert Bank and Ga-.

I. Egypt. Israel. Jordan and the representatives of the Palestinian
people should participate in negotiations on the resolution of the Palestinian
problem in all its aspects. To achieve that objective, negotiations relating to
the West Bank and Gaza should proceed in three stages:
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APPENDIX A

(a) Egypt and Israel agree that, in order to ensure a peaceful and
orderl) transfer of authorit). and taking into account the security concerns of
all the parties, there should be transitional arrangements for the West Bank
ani Gaza for a period not exceeding five years In order to provide full
autonomn to the inhabitants, under these arrangements the Israeli military
governmen and its civilian administration will be withdrawn as soon as a
self-governing authorit) has been freel elected b. the inhabitants of these
areas to replace the existing milita, government. To negotiate the details of
a transitional arrangement. the Government of Jordan will be invited toJo I-

the negotiations on the basis of this framework. These neu arrangements
should give due consideration both to the principle of self-government by the
inhabitants of these lerrorities and to the legitimate secunt) concerns of the
parties involved.

(b) Egypt. Israel, and Jordan will agree on the modalities for
establishing the elected self-governing authority in the West Bank and Gaza
The delegations of Egypt and Jordan may include Palestinians from the West
Bank and Gaza or other Palestinians as mutuall. agreed The panics will
negotiate an agreement which will define the powers and responsibilities of
the self-governing authority to be exercised in the West Bank and Gaza A
withdrawal of Israeli armed forces will take place and there will be a rede-
ployment of the remaining Israeli forces into specified securit) locations.
The agreement will also include arrangements for assuring internal and
external security and public order. A strong local police force will be estab-
lished, which may include Jordanian citizens. In addition, Israeli and Jor-
danian forces will participate in joint patrols and in the manning of control
posts to assure the security of the borders.

(c) When the self-governing authority (administrative council) in
the West Bank and Gaza is established and inaugurated, the transitional
period of five years will begin. As soon as possible, but not later than the
third year after the beginning of the transitional period. negotiations will take
place to determine the final status of the West Bank and Gaza and its
relationship with its neighbors, and to conclude a peace treaty between Israel
and Jordan by the end of the transitional period These negotiations will be
conducted among Egypt, Israel, Jordan, and the elected representatives of
the inhabitants of the West Bank and Gaza. Two separate but related com-
mittees will be convened, one committee, consisting of representatives of
the four parties which will negotiate and agree on the final status of the West
Bank and Gaza, and its relationship with its neighbors, and the second
committee, consisting of representatives of Israel and representatives of
Jordan to be joined by the elected representatives of the inhabitants of the
West Bank and Gaza, to egotiate the peace raty between Israel and
Jordan, taking into account the agreement reached on the final status of the
West Bank and Gaza. The negotiations shall be based on all the pmvisions
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anid principles of UN Security Council Resolution 242. The negotiations will
resolve, among other maters. the location of the boundaries and the nature
of the security arrangements. The solution from the negotiations must also
recognize the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people and their just re-
quirements In this way, the Palestinians will participate in the determination
of their own future through:

I) The negotiations among Egypt, Israel, Jordan and the repre-
sentatives of the inhabitants of the West Bank and Gaza to agree on the final
status of the West Bank and Gaza and other outstanding issues by the end of
the transitional period.

2) Submitting their agreement to a vote by the elected repre-
tentatives of the inhabitants of the West Bank and Gaza.

3) Providing for the elected representatives of the inhabitants of
the West Bank and Gaza to decide how they shall govern themselves consis-
tent with the provisions of their agreement.

4) Participating as stated above in the work of the committee
negotiating the peace Ireaty between Israel and Jordan.

2. All necessary measures will be taken and provisions made to assure
the security of Israel and its neighbors during the transitional period and
beyond. To assist in providing such security, a strong local police force will
be constituted by the self-governing authority. It will be composed of inhabi-
tants of the West Bank and Gaza. The police will maintain continuing liaison
on internal security matters with the designated Israeli, Jordanian, and Egyp-
tian officers.

3. During the transitional period, representatives of Egypt, Israel,
Jordan. and the self-governing authority will constitute a continuing commit-
tee to decide by agreement on the modalities of admission of persons dis-
placed from the West Bank and Gaza in 1967.. together with necessary
measures to prevent disruption and disorder. Other matters of common
concern may also be dealt with by this committee.

4. Egypt and Israel will work with each other and with other interested
Parties to establish agreed procedures for a prompt, just and permanent
implementation of the resolution of the refugee problem.

I. Egypt and Israel undertake not to resort to the threat or the use of
force to settle disputes. Any disputes shall be settled by peaceful means in
Sccordance with the provisions of Article 33 of the Charter of the United
Nations.

2. In order to achieve peace between them, the parties agree to negoti-
te in good faith with a goal of concluding within three months from the

23.
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signing of this Framework a peace treat% between them. while inviting the
other panics to the conflict to proceed simultaneouslN to negotiate and
conclude similar peace beaties with a viev to achieving a comprehensive
peace in the area The Framework for the Conclusion of a Peace Treat%
between Egypt and Israel wvill povem the peace negotiazions between them
The parties will agree on the modalities and the timetable for the iunple.
mentation of their obligations under the trear)

C. Auociated Principles

I. Egypi and Israel state that the pnnciples and provisions described
below should apply to peace treaties between Israel and each of its neigh.
bors-Egypt. Jordan. Syna and Lebanon.

2 Signatories shall establish among themselves relationships normal
to states at peace with one another To this end. they should undertake to
abide b) all the provisions of the Charter of the United Nations Steps to
be taken in this respect include:

(a) full recognition,
(b) abolishing economic boycotts,
(c) guaranteeing that under their jurisdiction the citizens of the

other parties shall enjoy the protection of the due process of lay.
3. Signatories should explore possibilities for economic development

in the context of final peace teaties, with the objective of contributing to the
atmosphere of peace, cooperation and friendship which is their conmmon
goal.

4. Claims Commissions may be established for the mutual settlement
of all financial claims.

5. The United States shall be invited to participate in the talks on
matters related to the modalities of the implementation of the agreements and
working out the timetable for the canying out of the obligations of the
panics.

6. The United Nations Security Council shall be requested to endorse
the peace traties and ensure that their provisions shall not be violated. The
permanent members of the Security Council shall be requested to underwrite
the peace treaties and ensure respect for their provisions They shall also be
requested to conform their policies and actions with the undertakings con-
tained in this Framework.

For the Goverwmnt of the For the Govermmet"
Arab Repubbc of Egypt of Israel.

A. SADAT M. BEGIN

K%
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Witnessed by:

JIMMY CARTER

Jimmy Caner. President
of the United States of America

ANNEX

Teut of United Nations Securit) Council
Resolution 242 of November 22, 1967

Adopted unanimously at the 1382nd meeting

The Security Council.
Expressing its continuing concern with the grave situation in the

Middle East,

Emphasizing the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by war
and the need to work for a just and lasting peace in which every State in the
area can live in security.

Emphasizing further that all Member States in their acceptance of the
Charter of the United Nations have undertaken a comnitment to act in
accordance with Article 2 of the Charter.

1. Affirms that the fulfilment of Charter principles requires the estab-
lishment of a just and lasting peace in the Middle East which should include
the application of both the following principles:

(i) Withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from temtones occupied in
, the recent conflict;

(ii) Termination of all claims or states of belligerency and respect

for and acknowledgement of the sovereignty, territorial integrity and politi-
Cal independence of every State in the area and their right to live in peace
within secure and recognized boundaries free from threats or acts of force;

2. Affirms further the necessity

(a) For guaranteeing freedom of navigation through international

waterways in the area;
(b) For achieving a just settlement of the refugee problem
(c) For guaranteeing the territorial inviolability and political inde-

pendence of every State in the area, through measures including the estab-
lishment of demilitarized zones;

3. Requests the Secretary-General to designate a Special Repre-

a.
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sentative to proceed to the Middle East to establish and maintain contacts ,-
with the States concerned in order to promote agreement and assist efforts to
achieve a peaceful and accepted settlement in accordance with the provisions
and principles of this resolution.

4. Requests the Secretary-General to report to the Security Counci)
on the progress of the efforts of the Special Representative a; soon as
possible.

Text of United Nations Sfurit% Council Resolution 338

Adopted b) the Security Council at its 1747th meeting. on 21/22 Octo-
ber 1973

The Securits Council
1. Calls upon all parties to the present fighting to cease all firing and

terrmunate all military activity immediately, no later than 12 hours after the
moment of the adoption of this decision, in the positions they nou occupy.

2. Calls upon the parties concerned to start immediately after the
cease-fire the unplementation of Secunt) Council Resolution 242 (1967) in
all of its parts.

3. Decides that. immediatel) and concurrently with the cease-fire,
negotiations ur betvteen the paries concerned under appropriate auspices
aimed at establishing a just and durable peace in the Middle East.

FRAMEVORk FOR THE CONCLUSION OF A
PlACE TRIATI BETWT..EN EGYPT AND ISRAEL

In order to achieve peace between them, Israel and Egypt agree to negotiate
in good faith ith a goal of concluding *,#dmn thre months of the signing of
thus franmewori a peace mat between them

It is areed that

The site of the negoustons will be under a United Nations flag at a
location or locations to be mutual]) agreed

All of the principles of U -N. Resolution 242 will apply in this resolu-
tion of the dispute between Israel and Egypt

Unless otherwise mutually agreed, terms of the peace treaty will be
implemented between two and three years after the peace treary is signed.

The following matters are agreed between the parties:

(a) the full exercise of Egyptian sovereignty up to the interna-
tionally recognized border between Egypt and mandated Palestine;

(b) the withdrawal of Israeli armed forces from the Sinai;
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(c the use of airfields left by the Israelis near El Arish, Rafah, Ras
en Naqb. and Sharm el Sheikh for civilian purposes only, including possible
commercial use by all nations;

(d) the right of free passage by ships of Israel through the Gulf of
Suez and the Suez Canal on the basis of the Constantinople Convention of
1888 applying to all nations; the Strait of Tiran and the Gulf of Aqaba are
international waterways to be open to all nations for unimpeded and nonsus-
pendable freedom of navigation and overflight;

(e) the construction of a highway between the Sinai and Jordan
near Elat with guaranteed free and peaceful passage by Egypt and Jordan;
amd

(f) the stationing of military forces listed below.

Stationing of Forces

i.o

A. No more than one division (mechanized or infantry) of Egyptian
armed forces will be stationed within an area lying approximately 50 kilo-
meters (kin) eat of the Gulf of Suez and the Suez Canal.

B. Only United Nations forces and civil police equipped with light
weapons to perform normal police functions will be stationed within an area
lying west of the international border and the Gulf of Aqaba, varying in
width from 20 km to 40 km.

C. In the area within 3 km east of the international border there will be
Israeli limited military forces not to exceed four infantry battalions and '

United Nations observers.
D. Border patrol units, not to exceed three battalions, will supplement

the civil police in maintaining order in the area not included above.

The exact demarcation of the above areas will be as decided during
die peace negotiations.

Early warning stations may exist to insure compliance with the terms
of the agreement.

United Nations forces will be stationed: (a) in part of the area in the
Sinai lying within about 20 km of the Mediterranean Sea and adjacent to the
international border, and in the Sham el Sheikh area to ensure freedom
of passage through the Strait of Titan; and these forces will not be removed
unless such removal is approved by the Security Council of the United
Nations with a unanimous vote of the five permanent members.

After a peace treaty is signed, and after the interim withdrawal is
complete, normal relations will be established between Egypt and Israel.
including: full recognition. including diplomatic, economic and cultural re-
lations. termination of economic boycotts and barriers to the free movement
of goods and people, and mutual protection of citizens by the due process of
law.
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Interm W thdrmaal

Between tik thret months and nine months after the signin" of the

peace treat), all Israeli forces will withdrau east of a line extendrin from

a point east of El Arish to Ras Muhammad. the exact location of this time

so bc determuned by mutual agreement

For the Govemnmel of the 
For the Government

Arat Repubhc of ElyPi of Israel

A. SADAI 
M. BEGIN

Witnessed b)

JIMMY CARTER

Jimmy Caner. President

of the United Sties of America

P:.
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The Egyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty*

TREATY OF PEACE BETWEEN
THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT AND THE STATE OF ISRAEL

The Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt and the Government
of the State of Israel:

Preamble

Convinced of the urgent necessity of the establishment of a just,
comprehensive and lasting peace in the Middle East in accordance with
Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338.

Reaffirming their adherence to the "Framework for Peace in the Mid-
die East Agreed at Camp David." dated September 17. 1978;

Noting that the aforementioned Framework as appropriate is intended
to constitute a basis for peace not onl) between Egypt and Israel but also
between Israel and each of its other Arab neighbors which is prepared to
negotiate peace with it on this basis;

Desiring to bring to an end the state of war between them and to
establish a peace in which every state in the area can live in security,

Convinced that the conclusion of a Treaty of Peace between Egypt
and Israel is an important step in the search for comprehensive peace in the
area and for the attainment of the settlement of the Arab-Israeli conflict in all
its aspects;

Inviting the other Arab parties to this dispute to join the peace process
with Israel guided by and based on the principles of the aforementioned
Framework;

Desiring as well to develop friendly relations and cooperation be-
tween themselves in accordance with the United Nations Charter and the

*The Egypian-Isradli Peace Treat). March 26. 1979. Department of State Publica-
tion 8976. Near Eastern and South Asian Series 91, Selected Documents no I1
(Washinglon. D.C.: USGPO. 1979). b
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* 'inciples of international law governing international relations in times of
peace;

Agree to the following provisions in the free exercise of their
sovereignty, in order to implement the "Framework for the Conclusion of a
Peace Treaty Between Egypt and Israel":

Article I

1. The state of war between the Parties will be terminated and peace
will be established between them upon the exchange of instruments of rati-
fication of this Treaty.

2. Israel will withdra%% all its armed forces and civilians from the Sinai
behind the international boundary between Egypt and mandated Palestine. as
provided in the annexed protocol (Annex 1), and Egypt will resume the
exercise of its full sovereignty over the Sinai.

3. Upon completion of the interim withdrawal provided for in Annex
1. the Parties will establish normal and friendly relations, in accordance with
Article I] (3).

Article 11
P,

The permanent boundary between Egypt and Israel is the recognized -
international boundary between Egypt and the former mandated territory of
Palestine, as shown on the map at Annex 1i, without prejudice to the issue of
the status of the Gaza Strip. The Parties recognize this boundary as invio-
lable. Each will respect the territorial integrity of the other, including their
territorial waters and airspace.

Article IIl

I. The Parties will apply between them the provisions of the Charter
of the United Nations and the principles of international law governing
relations among states in times of peace. In particular:

a. They recognize and will respect each other's sovereignty. ter-
ritonal integrity and political independence;

b. They recognize and will respect each other's right to live in
peace within their secure and recognized boundaries;

c. They will refrain from the threat or use of force, directly or
indirectly, against each other and will settle all disputes between them by
peaceful means.

2. Each Party undertakes to ensure that acts or threats of belligerency,
hostility, or violence do not originate from and are not committed from
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within its temtor). or b) an) forces subject to its control or b. an) Othei
forces stationed on its territory, against the population. citizens or property
of the other Party. Each Party also undertakes to refrain from organizing.
instigating. inciting, assisting or participating in acts or threats of belligeren-
cy. hostility, subversion or violence against the other Party. anywhere, and
undertakes to ensure that perpetrators of such acts are brought to justice.

3. The Parties agree that the normal relationship established between

them will include full recognition. diplomatic, economic and cultural rela-
tions, termination of economic boycott, and discrinunator% barriers to the
free movement of people and goods. and will guarantee the mutual enjoy-
ment b. citizens of the due process of law. The process by which the)

undertake to achieve such a relationship parallel to the implementation of
other provisions of this Treati is set out in the annexed protocol (Annex Ill).

Article IV

I. In order to provide maximum security for both Parties on the basis
of reciprocity. agreed security arrangements will be established including
limited force zones in Egyptian and Israeli tertory. and United Nations
forces and observers, described in detail as to nature and timing in Annex 1,
and other security arrangements the Parties may agree upon.

2 The Parties agree to the stationing of United Nations personnel in
areas described in Annex 1. The Parties agree not to request withdrawal of
the United Nations personnel and that these personnel will not be removed
unless such removal is approved by the Security Council of the United-
Nations, with the affirmative vote of the five Permanent Members, unless
the Parties otherwise agree.

3. A Joint Commission will be established to facilitate the imple-
mentation of the Treaty, as provided for in Annex I.

4. The security arrangements provided for in paragraphs I and 2 of
this Article may at the request of either party be reviewed and amended by
mutual agreement of the Parties

Article V

1. Ships of Israel, and cargoes destined for or coming from Israel,
shall enjoy the right of free passage through the Suez Canal and its
approaches through the Gulf of Suez and the Mediterranean Sea on the basis
of the Constantinople Convention of 1R88, applying to all nations. Israeli
nationals, vessels and cargoes, as well as persons, vessels and cargoes
destined for or coming from Israel, shall be accorded non-discriminatory
treatmnt in all maners connected with usage of the canal.
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2. The Parties consider the Strait of Tiran and the Gulf of Aqaba to be
international waterways open to all nations for unimpeded and non-
suspendable freedom of navigation and overflight. The Parties will respect
each other's right to navigation and overflight for access to either country
through the Strait of Titan and the Gulf of Aqaba.

Article Vi

I. This Treaty does not affect and shall not be interpreted as affecting
in an), way the rights and obligations of the Parties under the Charter of the
United Nations.

2. The Parties undertake to fulfill in good faith their obligations under
this Treaty, without regard to action or inaction of any other party and
independently of any instrument external to this Treaty.

3. They further undertake to take all the necessary measures for the
application in their relations of the provisions of the multilateral conventions
to which they are parties, including the submission of appropriate notifica-
tion to the Secretary General of the United Nations and other depositaries of
such conventions.

4. The Parties undertake not to enter into any obligation in conflict
with this Treaty.

5. Subject to Article 103 of the United Nations Charter, in the event of
a conflict between the obligations of the Parties under the present Treaty and
any of their other obligations, the obligations under this Treaty will be
binding and implemented.

Article VII

i. Disputes arisitg out of the application or interpretation of this
Treaty shall be resolved by negotiations.

2. Any such disputes which cannot be settled by negotiations shall be
resolved by conciliation or submitted to arbitration.

Article VIii

The Parties agree to establish a claims commission for the mutual
settlement of all financial claims.

Article IX

i. This Treaty shall enter into force upon exchange of instruments of
ratification.
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2 This Treaty supersedes the Agreement between Egypt and Israel of
September. 1975.

3. All proocols, annexes, and maps attached to this Treat) shall be
regarded as an integral pan hereof.

4. The Treaty shall be communicated to the Secretary General of the
United Nations for registration in accordance with the provisions of Article
102 of the Charter of the United Nations-
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[Facsinile of Signature page of Treat) as executed)

DONE at Washington. D.C. this 26th day of March, 199 in

triplicate In the English, Arabic. and Hebrew languages. each

t t~ t en qally authentic. In ease of any divergenceo
intorpre ~I on, the English text shell prevail.
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?or the Govermuuent of the Por the Government

Arab Repu&blic of Egypt: of Israel:

wvlya. 9'11- lo 9210.so 0

Witnessed by:

y a ar, reel ant
of the ited States of Amrica

5'w) IM *--a5
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FIGURE 1
KEY MIDDLE EAST RELATIONSHIPS, 1975 -78
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FIGURE 2
KEY MIDDLE EAST RELATIONSHIPS, 1970 - 79
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FIGURE 3
KEY MIDDLE EAST RELATIONSHIPS, 1980 - 85
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